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Abstract
This thesis describes a new experimental protocol for the determination of
the solubilities of gases in liquids in the presence and absence of chemical
reaction by NMR.
A new high pressure NMR bubble column system and experimental
protocol have been developed for the quantitative measurement of gas
solubilities at different temperatures and pressures. This new experimental
method consists of a gas flow recycling system in which the liquid phase
partially fills the equilibrium cell (sapphire tube) and a gas stream is
bubbled through the solvents continuously. The composition of the liquid
phase in the equilibrium cell can be measured atall times. This system
allows equilibrium to be established rapidly, and the temperature and
pressure of the equilibrium cell can be readily varied. Thus, the
composition of the liquid phase in equilibrium with the gas phase can be
rapidly and reliably determined.
Measurements are taken by charging a known amountof the gas mixture to
the HPNMRsystem andisotherms constructed point by point. The system
pressure at each equilibrium condition is also recorded to afford the mole
fraction as a function of system pressure at each temperature. The
solubilities of CO and C,H, in mixtures of methyl propanoate and
methanolin the pressure range | to 25 bar and temperature range 323 K to
373 K have been determined. The solubility of the gases in the solvent
system has also been modelled using a combination of the UNIQUAC
activity coefficient method and Redlich Kwong equationofstate.
The new HPNMRbubble column design has been used not only for the
determination of the vapour-liquid equilibrium, but also for a kinetic study
of the methoxycarbonylation of ethylene for the production of MeP,first
stage of the Lucite’s Alpha Process for the production of MMA. The
experimental system allowed for the determination of the reaction kinetics
regime thanks to the simultaneous study of reaction and mass transfer
processes by monitoring of reacting solution composition.
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Nomenclature:
CO: carbon monoxide
C>Hy: ethylene
MeOH:methanol
MeP: methyl propanoate
magneticNMR: nuclear
resonance
FID: free induction decay
nOe: nuclear Overhausereffect
Ha: Hatta number
V: volume
P: pressure
D: partial pressure
p° : vapourpressure
T: temperature
S: entropy
S : partial molar entropy
H:enthalpy
h : partial molar enthalpy
R: ideal gas constant
f. fugacity
a: activity
x: mole fraction in liquid phase
1X
Nomenclature
y: mole fraction in gas phase
n: moles
Z: compressibility factor
H: Henry’s coefficient
T;: relaxation time constant
I: NMRintensity
C: concentration
ki: liquid phase mass. transfer
coefficient
kc: gas phase mass transfer
coefficient
t: time
D : diffusivity
k,, . reaction rate constant
Pd: palladium
Greek symbols:
Q: fugacity coefficient
y : activity coefficient
lu: chemicalpotential
ao, a8, Ba, BB: energy levels
p : density
Subscripts:
i, j, 1, 2, A, B: componenti, j, 1,
2,A,B
c: critical property
r: reduced property
vap: vaporization
i: interface
R: reaction
D: diffusion
Nomenclature
Superscripts:
0: standard state
a, B:phasea, B
v: vapour phase
I: liquid phase
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Chapter1: Introduction
1.1. Introduction — Problem summary
The methoxycarbonylation of ethylene to form methylpropanoate (MeP)
using a palladium phosphine catalyst is a homogeneouscatalytic reaction
which has been developed by Lucite International as part of a novel two-
stage route to methyl methacrylate (MMA)'. A substantial amount of
research has been carried out on the mechanisms and catalysts for the
homogeneous catalytic methoxycarbonylation of ethylene for the
production of methyl propanoate (MeP). Investigations have focused on
understanding all the steps that take place during the reaction and on
catalyst species used for the carbonylation of alkenes, usually palladium
based complexes, and how their chemistry affects the mechanism and the
possible final product.
The mechanism, explained later on, shows how carbon monoxide (CO)
and ethylene (C2H,) molecules must coordinate with the metal centre of the
catalyst, dissolved in a liquid mixture of methanol (MeOH) and methyl
propanoate (MeP). From an engineering point of view the issue is how to
put the components together for the reaction to happen, the CO and the
ethylene must dissolve in the liquid mixture so that the concentration of
these components is sufficient for the coordination to happen. The
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composition of these gaseous components, ethylene and carbon monoxide,
dissolved in the liquid phase is governed by vapour-liquid equilibrium
(VLE) thermodynamic relations, and so it depends on the composition of
the liquid phase, the temperature, the partial pressures of these gaseous
components in the gas phase, and the physical properties of each
compoundpresent in the equilibrium system. The system understudy is a
four-component two-phase gas-liquid equilibrium, which is experimentally
determinedandtheoretically resolved using a thermodynamic model based
on a combination of the Redlich Kwong equation of state and the
UNIQUACactivity coefficient model. Hence, the concentration of the four
components in the liquid phase for different equilibrium conditions of
temperature and pressure is experimentally measured and theoretically
calculated.
When reaction happens, carbon monoxide and ethylene are consumed
through coordination with methanolin the catalyst metal centre to produce
methyl propanoate. The fact that some components must be transported
from a gas phase to a liquid reaction phase makes the process kinetics
much more complex; there are two different processes involved which
affect one anotherreciprocally, mass transfer and reaction. For example, as
CO and ethylene are consumedby reaction, the equilibrium condition 1s
modified, so more CO and ethylene are dissolved at the same time they
react with methanol producing MeP. Thus, the global process kinetics will
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depend on these two processes: mass transfer and reaction.
The existence of mass transfer and chemical reaction, which can be
thought of as tworesistances, lead to different possibilities in the kinetics
regime depending on which is the controlling resistance in the overall
process. Hence, if the reaction is slower than the dissolution of CO and
ethylene in the liquid phase, the overall process rate will be controlled by
the slower step in chemical reaction mechanism. In contrast, if mass
transfer is slower than the reaction, the controlling step will be the
dissolution of the gaseous componentsin the liquid phase, and the reaction
would not happen until enough CO and ethyleneare present in the reaction
mixture. Hence,it is crucial to get the gaseous components dissolved in the
liquid phase properly andasfast as possible to obtain true reaction kinetics
and to avoid limiting the reaction rate due to inefficient mass transfer.
Without a proper method for dissolving the gases, and having them present
in the liquid reaction phase in enough concentrations, the mechanism
defined for the reaction maynotrepresentthe real process.
In summary, this project can be roughly described as the study of a
homogeneous catalytic gas-liquid reaction. The determination of gas
solubilities and vapour-liquid equilibrium is crucial for a good
understanding and design of the two-phase catalytic reaction. Therefore,
the VLE study based on experimental solubility determinations and
theoretical thermodynamics will be the central topic of the project. This
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thesis consists of three main parts: the design of an experimental system
allowing gas solubility determinations in a working catalytic reaction as
well as in an equilibrium steady state without reaction (Chapters 2 and 3);
the four-component vapour-liquid equilibrium study (Chapter 4); and the
kinetic study of the palladium catalysed methoxycarbonylation of ethylene
(Chapter 5). This introduction chapter gives basic concepts andliterature
review on: homogeneous catalysis and the methoxycarbonylation of
ethylene; determination of solubilities of gases in liquids and a detailed
description of the vapour-liquid equilibrium calculation applying
thermodynamics; and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), analytical
method used for the determination gas solubilities.
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1.2. Homogeneouscatalysis — Methoxycarbonylation of ethylene
Catalysis playsa crucial role in the industrial production ofliquid fuels and
bulk chemicals. In recent times producers of fine chemicals started to apply
catalytic conversions also in their processes. Heterogeneouscatalysts are
usually preferred for oil processes, except for alkylations in which liquid
acids are used. In petrochemicals conversion, both heterogeneous and
homogeneous catalysis are used, but homogeneous catalytic processes
have grownsignificantly through the 1980’s and 1990’s.
A catalyst is usually added to the reactants as a catalyst precursor which
subsequently must becomeactive for the catalytic reaction to happen. A
catalyst brings the reactants together in a reactive state providing a new
reaction pathway with a low barrier of activation, which may involve many
intermediates and manysteps. These different steps define the mechanism
of the reaction, which is a detailed description of the reaction at a
molecular bonding level. During a catalytic cycle the catalyst participates
in different complexes (intermediates) cycling continuously from one
species to another, and in this sense it remains unchanged duringa catalytic
conversion. Substrates are normally in larger amounts than the catalyst,
and the ratio of substrate to catalyst is an important figure in catalytic
reactions.
Selectivity is a crucial property in catalytic reactions as it helps to reduce
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waste, to reduce the work-up equipmentof a plant, and to ensure a more
effective use of feedstocks. The otheressential property is the reactionrate,
which can be increased by many orders of magnitude byslight changes in
the catalyst. Rates represent a costfactor, i.e. higher rates allow the use of
smaller reaction vessels because ofthe increase in space-time yields (kg of
product per time and reaction volume). Higher rates and catalyst yields
(mass of product per unit mass of catalyst) decrease the contribution of
catalyst costs per unit mass ofproduct generated.
1.2.1. HomogeneousCatalysis” — Organometallic complexes
Homogeneouscatalysis refers to catalytic systems in which the reagents
and the catalyst components are brought together in one phase, usually a
liquid phase. Most recent homogenouscatalytic processes generally use
organometallic complexes as catalysts, but there are many important
processes employing non organometallic complexes as homogeneous
catalysts.
Homogeneouscatalysis using transition metal complexeshasattracted a lot
of attention for researchers in recent years. Many discoveries have been
reported by investigators from industry and academia. Reactions thought to
be optimised and completely developed have now been modernized with
the application of completely new catalysts providing better product
selectivity.
10
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Organometallic catalysts involve a central metal surrounded by organic and
inorganic ligands. Transition metals have the unique property that their d
shells are only partially filled with electrons, providing them with the
distinctive ability to exist in several oxidation states. Therefore, the use of
organo-transition-metal complexes offers pathways for an extraordinary
range of reactions. A typical transition metal atom has nine valence shell
orbitals: one s, three p, and five d, in which it accommodates valence
electrons that bond with other moieties knownas ligands to form two types
ofbonds, covalent and coordinated. In a typical covalent bond, one or more
electrons are shared between two atoms. However, the electrons that
constitute a bond can be unequally shared; in fact, all of the electrons can
come from just one of the atoms. This latter kind of bond is usually
regarded as a subcategory of the covalent bond andis called a coordinate
bond. This capacity to form these two types of bonds with a number of
ligands is responsible for the exceptional catalytic properties of the
transition metals and their complexes.
The properties of the catalyst are defined by the metal and the different
ligands around it. Organometallic catalysts’ successis due to the possibility
of simple modifications by changing the ligand environment. Hence,
critical properties can be changed, and consequently reaction rate and
selectivity, by changing the ligands surrounding the metal centre.
Therefore, ligand electronic, steric, and bite angle effects are crucial in
i
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homogeneouscatalysis by metal complexes.
Historical notes on homogeneouscatalysis
Since 1870 numerous heterogeneous catalytic processes have been
developed and applied in industry’ . What was considered to be the first
homogeneouscatalyst employing organometallic intermediates in industry
was mercury sulphate, used in the 1920’s" for the conversion of acetylene
to acetaldehyde. This process involves the addition of water to acetylene
with no oxidation occurring. Industrially it is the precursor of the Wacker
chemistry, in which acetaldehyde is formed by an oxidative conversion of
ethylene, and started to be applied when the coal based economy changed
to oil in the 1950’s. The oligomerisation of ethylene? using cobalt
complexesis another process that came on stream in the 1950’s.
In the 1960’s, the number of homogeneously catalysed processes werestill
low, nevertheless four more important processes came on stream: the
nickel catalysed hydrocyanation (DuPont);° the cobalt catalysed
carbonylation of methanol (BASF);’ cobalt catalysed hydroformylation
(Shell);* and the molybdenum catalysed epoxidation of propene (Halcon
Corporation).’ The 1970’s were better times for homogeneouscatalysis
and the proportion of homogeneous catalysts has been increasing since
then with successful processes such as the rhodium catalysed carbonylation
of methanol (Monsanto), '” the rhodium catalysed hydroformylation (Union
12
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Carbide Corporation),''! Shell’s higher olefins process, asymmetric
hydrogenation to I-dopa (Monsanto),'* and ring-opening polymerisation of
cyclooctene using tungsten metathesis catalyst (Huels).'*
Since only large volumes of product justify the expenditure necessary for
the development of new homogeneous catalysts and the engineering
involved, most of the homogeneouscatalytic processes were developed for
bulk chemicals. Fine chemicals production using homogeneouscatalysis
started in the 1990’s dueto the research results in the bulk chemicals area
and the large academiceffort that has been expendedinthis area recently.
1.2.2 Characterisation of the catalyst
The most convenient technique available in laboratories for the
characterisation of organometallic complexes is NMR spectroscopy'°. The
latter is also the best method for the study of catalyst precursors and
organometallic catalysts and intermediates. In situ observation of a catalyst
is not straightforward, NMR requires relatively high concentrations and
some species observed maynotbe involved in the catalytic process. Many
designs of high pressure NMR experimental systems for in situ studies of
reacting systems in which gas is consumed have been developed, as
explained in section 1.4.2. Only in a few laboratories in the world,
equipmenthas been developed allowing good gas-liquid mixing and hence
‘ : 9 2 a .real in situ NMR measurements'*'”'*"'”. In this project a new experimental
13
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system for the monitoring of homogeneous catalytic reactions with gas
consumption by high pressure NMRis developed, explained in detail in
Chapter2.
Another technique applied for the study of organometallic catalyst is IR
spectroscopy. IR might be morepractical, an IR-cell can be used as an on-
line detector connected to a reaction vessel. The problem of gas
consumption and limited replenishment occurs also in IR cells. This
technique has the disadvantage that the structural information that can be
obtained is muchless than that for NMR. Both IR and NMRspectroscopic
techniques play a very importantrole in the study of the variations of the
ligand environment surrounding a metal centre of a catalytic complex in a
controlled way. Both techniques can be used at high pressures using
appropriate tubesorcells.
1.2.3 Methoxycarbonylation of ethylene
The methoxycarbonylation of ethylene is a homogeneous palladium
catalyzed reaction for the production of methyl propanoate. This particular
catalytic reaction, where the catalyst is a palladium diphosphine complex,
arises from investigations on palladium based catalyst systems for
carbonylation of alkenes aimed at the production of polyketones. Hence,
for a clear understanding of the reaction it is necessary to know about the
catalytic reaction for the formation of polyketones consisting of alternating
14
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molecules of alkenes and carbon monoxide, and then look at the formation
of esters (methyl propanoate), which can be produced under the same
conditions with the use of similar catalysts from alkenes, CO, and alcohols.
The production of polyketones and methyl propanoate from ethylene/CO
has received a lot of industrial attention.” The basic reactions implicated
are the same for both products: formation ofinitiating species, insertions of
ethylene and CO, and a termination step. Hence, polymers are obtained
from multiple alternating insertions, while a 1:1:1 stoichiometry for CO,
ethylene, and methanolleads to methyl propanoate.
Polyketone
Polyketones are thermoplastics with high performance properties, covering
a large range of performance and production costs, and always in demand.
Relevant properties of thermoplastics include strength, toughness, wear
resistance, chemicalresistance, heat resistance, UV stability, etc.
First polyketones obtained from copolymerization of ethylene and carbon
monoxide were made via radical polymerisations’'. Coordination
polymerization of ethylene/CO was discovered by Reppe~ using nickel
cyanide catalysts, but the products’ molecular weights were too low. The
first palladium catalyst producing an alternating polymer of CO and
ethylene wasreported in 1967,” and similar catalysts were used later by
Union Oil and Shell**?° but with some problems in polymerstability
15
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during processing.
In 1982 Sen”® found out that weakly coordinated anions and phosphine
ligands together with palladium yielded much more stable and active
catalyst complexes for the formation of polyketone from CO and ethylene
in alcoholic solvents. In 1984 Drent”’ reported that cationic palladium
complexes containing chelating bidentate diphosphine ligands produced
alternating polymers of ethylene and CO with 100% selectivity, high
molecular weight, and high yields (kg per g of Pd per hour). Hence it was
possible to produce alternating polymers with high melting points (>260
°C) containing just ppm quantities of palladium in a processatrelatively
mild conditions (30-60 bar and 80-100 °C).
Ligandeffects. Methylpropanoateformation
Knowing the important effect of ligands in organometallic catalysts
performanceit is of interest to look at the effect of the bridge of bidentate
phosphine ligands on the rate and product molecular weight in the
carbonylation of ethylene reaction.
In the 1980’s, at Shell Research in Amsterdam, cationic palladium
complexes containing tertiary phosphine ligands and weakly coordinating
anions, similar to those studied by Sen”°, were studied in methanol as
catalysts for the methoxycarbonylation of ethylene to give methyl
propanoate. They found that no methyl propanoate was produced using
16
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bidentate tertiary phosphineligands, but high molecular weight polyketone
was formed at high rates’. A little later, Drent reported that under
conditions of polyketone formation, cationic palladium (II) catalysts
modified with excess monodentate phosphine and Bronsted acids of
weakly coordinating anions, selectively gave methyl propanoate with high
rates’’. He suggested that bidentate ligands are always cis coordinated,
meanwhile monodentate ones can also coordinate in a trans fashion.
Hence, if bidentate ligands are used, the starting polymer chain and the
empty fourth coordination site are always cis to each other, which is the
most favourable position for ethylene and COinsertionreactions.
 
PCHs P. ,C2Hs Pe| Pq COL | Pd —» Pd isP” No P’ “co P’ “COC>H,
P. C2H, P. ,CgHsCOC2Hs
Pd reel | Pd _» —» polyketoneP’ “COC3H. P” “o
P. JC2Hs “pe P. ,CoHs P. 2Hs5
‘ _ Pd £0, Pd. oeoe P P’ P’ “co
pPd op" P.. OC,He CH;OH
. ee Pd ae
P COC3H, A ‘p
PSi ,, CzHsCOOCH,
of ‘p (methylpropionate)
Figure 1.4. Drent’s idea ofthe effect of monodentate and bidentate phosphine ligands
for the carbonylation ofethene.”’
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On the other hand, when monodentate phosphines are used, both Pd-alkyl
and Pd-acyl species prefer a trans orientation of the phosphine ligands for
steric reasons, and cis-trans isomerisation is expected to be fast because of
the presence of excess ligand. Hence, he considered it reasonable to
assumethat both the insertion of ethylene in Pd-H andthe insertion of CO
in Pd-alkyl could only occur when the phosphineligands werecis.
However, later in 1999, it was found that several bidentate ligands give
high selectivity to methyl propanoate with high reaction rates, and so the
initial idea that monodentates were the best ligands for the production of
ester had to be abandoned’’. At the beginning it was thought that these
bulky ligands could easily lead to the formation of trans diphosphine
complexes, which could explain the results. Surprisingly, it was found that
acyl complexes containing rigid trans coordinating ligands do not undergo
alcoholysis*’, hence showingthat cis coordinationis a prerequisite for ester
formation, and it was finally concluded that a cis coordinated intermediate
undergoes methanolysis as the termination step of the reaction. This
methanolysis can be viewed as an intermolecular nucleophilic attack of the
methoxy group on the acyl carbon atom™ (Figure 1.5). But others,** *
have evidence for intramolecular proton-transfer/reductive-elimination
mechanism.
18
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Figure 1.5. Methanolysis as termination step for the production of methyl
propanoate (intermolecular mechanism).
Hence, process conditions and catalysts systems are very similar for both
polyketone and ester formations, and so is the ligand, which makes the
difference in chain growth versus termination. The best ligand for methyl
propanoate production found is dtbpx, applied in a new MMAproduction
process developed by Lucite International, and investigated in this project.
PfBu
2
PfBu
2
Figure 1.6. dtbpx ligand.’
Looking now at the mechanism of the palladium catalysed
methoxycarbonylation of ethylene, stepwise reactions had shown the
feasibility of two mechanistic pathways’”.
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Figure 1.7. The two mechanismsfor the methoxycarbonylation of ethylene.”
The methoxycycle starts with a migratory insertion ofCO inthe palladium
methoxy bond. This is followed by an insertion of ethylene in the Pd-
carbon bond of the alkoxycarbonyl-palladium complex, and finally a
methanolysis produces the methyl propanoate regenerating the initial
alkoxy palladium complex. Onthe other hand, the hydride cycle starts with
palladium hydride and a fast migratory insertion of ethylene in the Pd-H
bond forming an alkyl complex. Then coordination and migratory insertion
of CO produce an acyl complex.In the final step, methanolysis of the Pd-
acyl regenerates the Pd hydride andyield the methyl propanoate.
There is a lot of evidence and general agreement that the catalytic cycle
leading to esters starts with a palladium hydride;* in copolymerisation,
both cycles are knownto operate.”’
20
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1.2.4 MMAproduction processes”
World production ofMMA hasgreatly increased in the last 15 years, andis
now about 2.2 million tonnes per year. The large demand comes from
production of Perspex (polymethyl methacrylate, PMMA), MMA’s main
application. Methacrylic polymer, which has the characteristics of good
transparency and weather resistance, is used in many fields such as
signboards, building materials, vehicles and lighting equipment. It is also
used to produce resins, plastics, coatings, adhesives, lubricating agents,
introfiers for timber and soft wood, impregnants for electric motor coils,
glazing agents for paper, printing / dyeing assistants and insulation filling
materials.
The acetone-cyanohydrin (ACH) process
The first production process for MMA was developed by ICI in 1937,
based on the process for the production of methacrylic ester developed by
Rohm & Hass Co. in 1933. The acetone-cyanohydrin (ACH) process was
the only operational process until 1982, andstill is the most used process
for the production ofMMA nowadays.
9 H_SOA HCN , | Cn —2—2 Ae MeOH AA
OH NH_HSO. 0
Figure 1.8. ACH process for the production of MMA.
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The ACH process starts with a base catalysed reaction between acetone
and HCN producing the intermediate ACH, which in a successive stage,
using concentrated sulphuric acid, is converted to 2-hydroxy-2-methyl
propionamide and its sulphate. A final acid catalysed esterification with
methanol yields MMA. This process has environmental issues, i.e.
handling of HCN and the great waste of ammonium bisulphate.
Furthermoreit requires high capital and energy costs for the intensive acid
recovery and regeneration.
In 1997, Mitsubishi Gas Chemicals improved the ACH process. Now,
acetone cyanohydrinisfirstly hydrated to a-hydroxy isobutylamide with a
manganeseoxide catalyst, instead of sulphuric acid, and then esterified by
methylformate to methyl oa-hydroxy isobutylate in the absence of
methanol. Methylformate is then converted to formamide, which is
Aatefot?OH OH NH.
-HO
fo ie
OH OCH3 OHCOOCH, HCONH
HCN
Figure 1.9. Improved ACH processfor the production of MMA.
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hydrated to give HCN,recycled in the ACHpreparation process. Finally,
methyl a-hydroxy isobutylate is converted to MMA in a dehydration
reaction. This process eliminates the use of sulphuric acid and methanol,
and reduces the amount of HCN used; the major disadvantage is the
numerousreaction steps involvedin the process.
BASF’s hydroformylation ofethene
This process consists of a homogeneously rhodium-catalysed
hydroformylation of ethene yielding propanal. This process was developed
by BASF and commercialised in 1989 with a 40,000 t per year of MMA
production plant.
CO/H_ CHO Oo=AF coca Ao —_— Ae
OH
MeOH—
Oo
Figure 1.10. BASF’s hydroformylation of ethene to MMA.
In this route, MMA is made from ethylene via propionaldehyde,
methacrolein and methacrylic acid. The main drawbacksofthis process are
the moderate yields (< 85 % moles based on propanal) and the limited
availability of cheap propanal.
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Direct oxidation ofisobutylene
The isobutene oxidation route was commercialised in the 1980’s by
Mitsubishi-Rayon and Asahi Chemical. A C, feedstock is catalytically
oxidised by air in a two-step vapour phase reaction yielding methacrylic
acid which is esterified with methanol to yield MMA.The disadvantages
of this process are the low conversion perpass, and the limited availability
and high cost of the feedstock.
Jedee AeAyeAA
O
Figure 1.11. Direct oxidation of isobutylene route to MMA.
Methacrylonitrile (MAN) process
Asahi Chemical developedthis process, in which methacrylonitrile (MAN)
is produced by an ammoxidation, and then hydrated by sulphuric acid to
methylamide in the same process as the original ACH route, and finally
esterified with methanol to MMA.
| ee.10, ieer MeOH AA
CN Ho2 ONH
Figure 1.12. MAN process to MMA.
The total yield is greater that for the two-step oxidation process, but the
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formation of ammonium bisulphate waste and the use of NH; makethe
processlessattractive.
Mitsubishi Gas Company improved the MANprocess, developing a new
route which excludes the use of sulphuric acid, where the MANis hydrated
to methacrylamide, and then esterified by methylformate to obtain MMA
in the same wayas the new ACH process.
Direct oxidative esterification process
In 1998, Asahi Chemical developed a process that does not produce
ammonium bisulphate as a by-product by modifying the direct oxidation
route. The raw material is isobutylene or fert-butanol, the same as in the
direct oxidation route, and via gas phase catalytic oxidation methacroleinis
produced and simultaneously oxidised andesterified in liquid methanol to
give MMAwith a higheryield andin less steps than in the direct oxidation
route.
jesAoMeOH/O.
Figure 1.13. Direct oxidative esterification route to MMA.
0
Although these processes described above are chemically, and some even
environmentally viable, they are not economically good enough to
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overtake the ACH process.
Lucite’s Alpha Process
Acrylics market leader Lucite International has reached commercialisation
of a process which can cut the cost of making methyl methacrylate by 40
per cent. The two-stage Alpha Process does not use acetone, HCN or
isobutylene as feedstock, but instead is based on ethylene, methanol and
carbon monoxide. The Alpha Process relies on combined carbonylation
andesterification of ethylene to methyl propanoate, which is then reacted
with formaldehyde under almost anhydrous conditions to form methyl
methacrylate in an industrial plant, built in Singapore with a production of
120,000 tons per year (2008 start up). This is the only process existing
nowadays to compete with the ACH in economic and productive terms.
The Alpha Process first stage, methoxycarbonylation of ethylene, is
investigated in this project.
C,H, +CO ° =0OH = He sel (~
O
Figure 1.14. Lucite’s Alpha process for the production ofMMA.
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1.3 Vapour-Liquid Equilibrium (VLE)
In a gas-liquid reaction, such as the methoxycarbonylation of ethylene
studied in this project, the gaseous reagents must dissolve in the liquid
solvent for the reaction to happen. Hence, it is essential to know and
understand the vapour-liquid equilibrium (VLE) of the system, and so the
saturation concentration of the solvent. In these reactions, mass transferis a
crucial process and might define the reaction performance. The driving
force of mass transfer is the gradient of concentrations between the liquid
interface (in contact with the gas phase) and the bulk liquid, and thus
composition in equilibrium has a great effect since the liquid interface,
formed between gas and liquid phases and representing the region of
contact between phases,1s at equilibrium condition.
The equilibrium compositions will depend on a number of variables, such
as temperature and pressure, and on the chemicalnature and concentrations
of the substances in the mixture. Phase-equilibrium thermodynamicstry to
establish relations between the main physical properties of two or more
phases in a state of equilibrium. This section of the thesis is of great
importance since the concepts and equations explained will be widely
applied throughout the following chapters.
1.3.1 Thermodynamicsintroduction
Thermodynamics had its origins in the middle of the nineteenth century,
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but were only applied to a limited class of phenomenaat that time, such as
heat engines. As a result of developments over time, thermodynamics
became applicable to a large number of problems in both physical and
biological sciences. From its Greek root (therme, heat; dynamics, force)
one might well wonder what “thermodynamics” have to do with the
distribution of various components in different phases. Certainly, early
thermodynamics were concerned only with systems of one component, and
it was not until the great work of J. Willard Gibbs that thermodynamic
methods were revealed to be useful in the study of multicomponent
systems. Gibbs*’ wasthefirst to see the generality of thermodynamics. He
showed how a thermodynamic procedure was possible for a wide range of
applications, including the behaviour of chemical systems.
Thermodynamic equilibrium is a condition in which no changes in the
macroscopic properties of a system occur as a function of time, all
potentials that can cause a change are equal. At equilibrium, an isolated
system with fixed quantities of chemical species and two co-existing liquid
and vapour phases does not change with time. The temperature, pressure
and composition of the phases will all have constant values. However, the
microscopic properties are not constant, molecules with high velocities,
near the phase boundary, can pass from one phase to the other. But the
overall flux of molecules is the samein both directions, so there is no net
matter transfer between the different phases.
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The basic thermodynamicrelation of equilibrium is well known thanks to
Gibbs. Thus, the equilibrium distribution of some component i between
two phasesa and/ is initially defined bythe relation:
Ly = up 1.1
where y is the chemical potential. Thermodynamics must now relate the
chemical potential to system temperature, pressure, and composition, to
properly define and understand the equilibrium condition. The chemical
potential does not have an immediate physical significance and it is
therefore desirable to express it in terms of some auxiliary functions, such
as fugacity and activity, being moreeasily identified with physicalreality.
For a pure component, the chemical potential is related to the temperature
and the pressure by the differential equation:
du, =V,dP —S,dT 1.2
wheres; is the molar entropy and v; the molar volume.
G. N. Lewis simplified the abstract equation of chemical equilibrium by
considering first a pure ideal gas and then generalizingit to all systems the
result obtained for the ideal case. From Eq.1.2:
(2) -V7 13oP |,
Substituting the ideal-gas equation:
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V, = RP 1.4
P
and integrating at constant temperature:
PH, ~My = RTIn 1.5
Hence, from Eq 1.5, the change in chemical potential for an ideal gas, in
isothermally going from pressure a P’ to a pressure P, equals the product
RT and the logarithm of the pressure ratio P/P’. Thus, an isothermic
change in the chemical potential is a simple logarithmic function of the
physical property pressure. However, Eq 1.5 can only be applied to pure
ideal gases; it was generalized by Lewis by defining a function f called
fugacity. For an isothermal change for any componentin any system,solid,
liquid, or gas, pure or mixed:
 Lt, — = eru{4.) 1.6
Either u) or f° is arbitrary, but both may not be chosen independently;
when oneis chosenthe otheris fixed.
For ideal gases, whether as pure components or in mixtures, each
component fugacity, fj, is equal to its partial pressure, y,P. All pure or
mixed systems approach ideal gas behaviourat very low pressures. Hence,
the definition of fugacity is completed by the limit:
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SL
y,P
> 1 as P>0
wherey; is the mole fraction ofi.
1.7
The ratio f/f" is called a, the activity. The activity of a substance shows
how “active” it is relative to a standard state; it measures the difference
between the chemical potential at a state of interest and that at a standard
state.
The fugacity can be conceived of as a “corrected pressure”, and the
corrections are applied because of the presence of non-idealities, which can
be explained by molecular considerations. The fugacity provides a
transformation of the basic relation of equilibrium defined by the equality
of chemical potentials. Hence, for phases a and B, respectively, Eq 1.6 is:
 My — Me = RT nfI
ii
and
Pu?) = RT In rieH; H; ~ 7"
L
Substituting equations 1.8 and 1.9 in the equilibrium relation 1.1:
 
I
a Bvarn|fe = pF + arv|fe
i
a1
1.8
1.9
1.10
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Let’s consider now twodifferent cases, wherethe first one is that of equal
standard states for both phases, i.e. suppose
ure =p? 1.11
Hence,it follows that
fr=af 1.12
Equations 1.10, 1.11 and 1.12 give a new form of the fundamental relation
ofphase equilibrium:
fr =fP 1.13
The second case would be that of the standard states of both phasesare at
the same temperature but not at the same pressure and composition. Using
the exact relation between the twostandardstates:
0a Oop _ iGLH; 2H, = RT ln ro 1.14
t
Substituting Eq. 1.14 into Eq. 1.10, again it is obtained:
i =f? 1.13
Equation 1.13 means that the equilibrium relation in terms of chemical
potentials can be replaced without loss of generality by the relation of
equality of fugacities for any species i. Equality between chemical
potentials in equilibrium phases requires equality between the fugacities in
a2
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these same phases.
1.3.2 Thermodynamic model
In order to have more confidence in the experimental data, a theoretical
model for phase equilibrium conditions calculation has been developed.
The key factor of a thermodynamic model for theoretical calculations of
equilibrium conditions is the accurate prediction of physical properties. In
this section, the equilibrium relations used by the thermodynamic model
are explained. For a more detailed development of the model and how
calculations are performed see Appendix A.
The basic relationship for equilibrium is that for all components, in all
phases of a system, the fugacities must be the same (Eq. 1.13). The
physical properties are calculated using an activity coefficient method. In
this method all vapour phase properties are derived from an equation of
state and liquid phase properties are determined from excess terms from
summation of pure component properties. In the activity coefficient
method:*®
I, =9,y,P 1.15
£=taf 1.16
where:
P is the total pressure of the system,
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Q; = I;A is the fugacity coefficient for componenti in the vapourphase,
pis the partial pressure of componenti in the gas phase,
IaSy,=—= fil is the activity coefficient of componenti (liquid phase),xX, Xx,i iJi
 
*' is the fugacity of a pure liquid componenti at the mixture temperature.y Pp q Pp p
Fugacity coefficient
The vapour phase fugacity coefficient is defined by the following
expression:
Ing’ =—L (=) RT aynz 1.17
TV ,nRT }|\ én, J
For the resolution of this equation it is necessary to define an equation of
state, which describes pressure, volume and temperature (P-V-T)
behaviour of pure components and mixtures. An equation of state is
usually explicit in pressure and has different terms to represent attractive
and repulsive forces between molecules. Any thermodynamic property,
such as fugacity coefficients can be calculated from the equation ofstate.
Equation of state properties are calculated relative to the ideal gas
properties of the same mixture at the same conditions.
The Redlich-Kwong”” equation of state is used for all gas phase
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calculations. This is a two-parameter cubic equation ofstate and is given in
Reid et al.*° as:
P=—-—— 1.18V—-b (7 +b)
where Vis the molar volume.
Alternatively it can be given in terms of the compressibility factor Z:
t== 1.19RT
as zs -ay 1.20V-b RTV~+5V)
The two parameters a and b are given by:
2772.5ae oe T. 121
b= 0.08664RT. 122
Pé
where P. and 7, are the critical pressure and temperature respectively. For
multi-component systems mixing rules are used to determine the parameter
values. The mixingrules usedare:
Ja-Dv.der 123
b=)y,b, 1.24
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In Appendix A it is shown the combination of the fugacity coefficient
expression (Eq. 1.17) with the Redlich Kwongeqationofstate.
Liquidphase activity coefficient
The liquid phase activity coefficient, y, is determined from the
UNIQUAC*! *** model. This is a semi-empirical model and is based on
the fact that intermolecular forces will cause a non-random arrangementof
molecules in the mixture. The model is fitted to experimental binary
vapour-liquid equilibrium data. Each binary pair requires two un-
symmetrical adjustable parameters which are temperature dependent
(T,, #7; ). The liquid phase activity coefficient is given by:
 QO. Zz 0. QO,In y, = In| — |+ =q, In| —|4+/,- Ly L,nV; (2) 5 fi o( 24) 1 My
i i Xi oj
NC NC 0,+q,|1-In| 16,04 |- >2" _—1.25
J j k OT4;
where:
rx NC
P= WA ST = DMr k
qx NC
0.= eA ; = Xx,i qt dr du4 k
I=S(i-4))+l-7
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Di. ,Ty = eaa, + if, +C, nT +d,T + fs)
z=10
rj; = pure component property, van der Waals volume parameter for
molecule i
qi = pure componentproperty, van der Waals surface area parameter for
moleculei
T= absolute temperature
NC = numberof components
aj, by, cj, and dj are unsymmetrical. That is aj might not be equal to ai,
etc. Absolute temperature units are assumed for the binary parameters ay,
Dz; Cij, dij and ejj-
The values of the parameters used in the solubility calculations with the
model are shown in Appendix A.
Liquidphasefugacity
The reference state for a solvent is usually defined as the pure component
in the liquid state, at the temperature and pressure of the system. The liquid
phase reference fugacity would be computedas:
fi" = 0; (T,P; )P; 9); 1.26
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where 6,’ is called the Poynting factor“* andis definedas:
0 l ‘te0, =ex Vdj L27! Pp RT J iP
The Poynting factoris a correction that accounts for the change in fugacity
with increase in pressure above saturation vapourpressure p,’. This means
that the standard state fugacity is not exactly equal to the fugacity of pure
species at saturation.
For light dissolved gases, as in the system under study in which the
solubility values are very low, the pure component vapourpressure is not
applicable as a reference fugacity as such gases are usually supercritical at
the temperature and pressure of the solution. The reference state for a
dissolved gas is redefined to be at infinite dilution and at the temperature
and pressure of the mixtures. The liquid phase reference fugacity becomes
the Henry’s constant for that component in the mixture. Thus, the phase
equilibrium relationship for a dissolved gas becomes:
Q;y,P = x,A, 1.28
where
poet 1.29
Yi
where y,” is the activity coefficient of componenti at infinite dilution.
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Henry’s constant
For an ideal mixture the partial pressure is linearly related to the mole
fraction in the liquid by Raoult’s law, where the proportionality factor is
the pure vapour pressure of the component.** This law is usually found to
be true for soluble gases. For sparingly soluble gases the proportionality
factor is Henry’s constant, H,viz:
PD; =H;x; 1.30
Henry’s constant is a strong function of temperature. For most gases
Henry’s constant increases with temperature, but there are exceptions
wherethe converseis true (e.g. carbon monoxide in MeP/MeOH).
Henry’s constantis calculated for a dissolved gas componenti, for one or
moresolvents (A, B), by the following:
H, H,In} "i/ ,, |= In| “47 ,, 1.31Moe Jnl
where
2
aVas) 1.32
>xaVs V2
B
InH,,(T, p)=a, +Puf te, InT +d, T+°u/ 1.33iA 9K A iA T iA iA T? .
Where V,; and p? are thecritical volume and vapourpressure of the pure
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componenti, and the constants aj4, ..., e;4 are empiric parameters defined
in the model.
Vapourpressure
The vapour pressure of a liquid is calculated using the extended Antoine
equation:*
Inp® =c,+—2—+¢,T +c, nT +¢,T” 1.34+;
wherec; are experimentally determined constants.
Liquid density
The pure componentliquid density is given by the DIPPR“equation:
CPi = clle(-Tes) LoS
Molar volume
The pure componentsaturated volumeis given by the Rackett*’ equation:
1+(I-7,|
V =A 1.36
c
where Z™ is the Rackett compressibility factor. Liquid mixture molar
volumesare calculated by using the ideal mixingrules.
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Heat capacity
The liquid pure component molar heat capacity and liquid mixture molar
heat capacity are given by the differential of the liquid molarenthalpy:
, _ dH'
 
 
c, aT 1.37
dH,Com = oT 1.38
The vapour molar heat capacity is given by two ideal gas heat capacity
models: a polynomialfit and the DIPPR*° equation:
ce =c,+¢,T+ce,T? +¢,T? +¢.T* +¢,T° 1.39
IT 2 iT 2
c® =¢,+¢, <i +e, see 1.40sinh(c, /T) cosh(c, /T)
Heatofvapourization
Two models are used for calculating the heat of vaporization. Generally the
DIPPR equationis used:
AH » = C, (1 _ T, Ne +c3T, +c47 +c5T?) 1.4]
Ve
where c, are experimentally fitted parameters and 7, is the reduced
temperature. However, for components for which the parameters of the
DIPPR equation are not available, the Watson*’ equation is used. This is
given by:
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=v
AH,,,(T) =, c 1.421- C,/My
For examination of how these equations are combined to perform
equilibrium calculations with the thermodynamic model see Appendix A.
1.3.3 Aspen Plus
ASPEN PLUSsimulation package allows the creation of a bespoke
process model, by defining a flow sheet and specifications of the chemical
components and operating conditions. Following inputofall specifications
ASPENPLUSis run to simulate the model. The process simulation is the
action that executes all necessary calculations needed to solve the outcome
of the system, predicting its behaviour. When the calculations are
complete, ASPEN PLUSlists the results, stream by stream and unit by
unit, so it can be observed what happened to the chemical species of the
process model.
The equilibrium conditions are calculated in Aspen Plus by the application
of a flash separation. Hence, a flash block with a gas anda liquid inlet, and
a vapour anda liquid outlet, in equilibrium, is defined. The gas and liquid
inlet conditions are fixed, except the mole flow of the gas feed, which 1s
controlled by the desired temperature in the flash block. Then, by just
defining the desired pressure and temperature within the flash block it is
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possible to obtain the compositions of the liquid and the gas phases in
equilibrium at those conditions of pressure and temperature.
In the flash block, pressure, temperature and L/V ratio are defined. The
pressure in the flash block is defined by the quantity of gas present and
vice versa. So specification of the vapour feed composition, with the
pressure, temperature and L/V ratio defined, fixes the vapour quantity in
relation of the total volumeofthe flash vessel. And so the amountofliquid
(in relation with the total volumeofthe flash block) present is also fixed as
long as the L/V ratio is defined. Hence by definition, a flash block is not
affected by feed flows because are the conditions, pressure, temperature
and L/V ratio, to define the quantities/volumes of liquid and vapour
present.
For the simulation of the flash block in Aspen Plus,it is necessary to define
two and only two of the following three variables: temperature, pressure,
and L/Vratio. In our simulation, pressure and L/V ratio are defined in the
flash block specification. The temperature is controlled by the flow of hot
gas fed to the flash block. However, as it has been explained in the
previous paragraph, changes in the vapour feed stream flow do not change
the quantity of vapour present in the flash block, which is defined by the
conditions of temperature, pressure and L/V ratio. This is just a tool
employedto fix the temperature within the flash block.
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Onthe other hand,the real system is a semi batch cell in which the liquidis
static and the gas flow fixes the pressure. Hence in the real system the L/V
ratio cannotbe constantly fixed, but it does not change by muchatdifferent
equilibrium conditions as experimentally observed. Checking in the
simulation the results obtained with L/V ratio values ranging from 60 to 80
% of liquid volumein the vesselit has been observedthat the results values
change only by the 5% approximately, demonstrating that as long as the
variation of the L/V ratio within the equilibrium cell is small the solubility
results do not change dramatically. This possible difference between the
experimental L/V ratio and that defined in the model is a reason for
possible discrepancies between the experimental and simulated results.
However, the simulation is considered to perform with a very low errorin
the range of conditionsstudied.
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1.4. Gassolubilities
The definition of a vapour-liquid equilibrium (VLE) is equivalent to the
determination of the solubilities of gaseous components in a particular
solvent. Hence, the experimental determination of gas solubilities allows
the study of the VLE, Henry’s constants, and the validation of the
thermodynamic modelapplied.
1.4.1 Previous experiments on gas solubility determination
The solubility of gases in liquids wasone ofthe physical properties studied
by the early chemists. Many well-known namesappearin the literature,
e.g. Henry in 1803, Berthelot, Bunsen, Carius, and Roscoe in 1855,
Winkler in 1889, and other later workers.** In general, the solubility of
gases in liquids has been studied by investigators who have wishedto have
these particular data for the investigation of the gas or, more infrequently,
of the liquid or the solution. Few were interested in the phenomenonitself
and in studying general behaviour in the solubility of gases in liquids. The
literature cited shows the names of a large number of workers, scientists
whostudied the solubility of all gases in a wide variety of liquids, men
whousedall types of apparatus and experimental conditions, and men who
exercised various degrees of experimental technique in producing their
data.
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Gassolubilities have alwaysbeenofscientific interest, as they are the basis
of the vapour-liquid equilibrium of any binary system with a gas phase of a
different composition from the liquid phase. Obviously, there are different
ways of performing solubilities measurement experiments and new
methods have been developed overthe years.
The experimental methods for measuringthe solubility of a certain gas in a
certain liquid have principally two different but very dependentparts. The
first is bringing together the gas and the liquid and attainment of
equilibrium. The second part is measuring the compositions of each phase
for defining the solubilities and the vapour-liquid equilibrium.
The most usual method of mixing gas and liquid was in the past to shake
the two phases together, as in the Ostwald’? apparatus and its many
modifications. An end-point is very rapidly obtained, but the possibility
that this represents a condition of supersaturation rather than a true
equilibrium, due to the violence with whichthegasis forced into the liquid
was pointed out by Cady, Elsey and Berger,’ who made use of
electromagnetic stirring in order to obviate this possibility. The use of
gentle stirring results in conditions antithetical to those brought about by
violent shaking. Solution was very slow, from 24 to 36 hours being
required for reaching equilibrium, and asthefinal portions of gas are taken
up bythe liquid with extreme slowness the danger of undersaturation must
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be present. These considerations led the authors in that moment to use a
third method of mixing the gas and liquid phases, that of bubbling the gas
through the liquid. This method is almost invariably chosen when the
object soughtis a saturated solution for investigation by analytical or other
means. The procedureis also used for freeing liquids of gaseous impurities,
so that it seems reasonable to expect that if at any time supersaturation
should occur a continuation of the process would remove the excess gas
andrestore a condition of true equilibrium. It should be noted also that the
time required in the 1930’s, for a determination by bubbling through, fell
between the extremes of the other methods, being between one and two
hours.
In the first experiments the determination of the solubilities was performed
by physical methods which were the most used and least complicated.
These methods have been used until very recently, and even used
nowadays. While analytical methods for determining gas solubilities are in
general the most accurate, there are many systems to which they are not
applicable, so the working out of a physical method as free as possible
from the objections raised against such methods in the past, seemed
desirable. Physical methods depend on the measurementof the change in
volume or pressure of the system when measured quantities of gas and
liquid are mixed together while the other variables are kept constant.
However, the volume changes may notbe followed with the desired degree
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of accuracy.
Early experiments using physical methods are described in the very
interesting work of Markham and Kobe, 1941.*° The physical methods
used are quite varied. Most of them are saturation methods, in which the
measurement is that of the quantity of the gas necessary to saturate a
quantity of initially gas-free solvent. Some are extraction methods, in
which the measurementis that of the volume of gas that can be extracted
from a quantity of saturated solution.
Physical methods evolved with the years and experience. Hence, in the
1960’s”! gas solubility experiments were usually carried out using physical
methods measuring the volumes and quantities ofliquid and gas before and
after the equilibrium. A_ typical experimental system for these
measurements is as follows. The apparatus consisted of a gas-measuring
burette (C), an absorption cell (F), and a reservoir for solvent with suitable
connections (M) (Figure 1.15). The burette was thermostated at the desired
temperature, the same for the absorption cell F. The absorption cell (F)
contained a glass-enclosed piece of iron to provide gentle, continuous
magnetic stirring. Pure solvent was degassed applying vacuum andboiling
the solvent for half an hour. The solvent was then allowed to flow into the
absorption cell, where it was again boiled under low pressure for final
degassing. Incomplete degassing was one of the most serious sources of
error in measuring gas solubilities in this way. The liquid filled F, by
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withdrawal of mercury into K, until the connecting system of glass tubing
wasfilled with liquid solvent just through the bore of the stopcock at the
top of F. After the desired amount of liquid had been passed into F, the
stopcock at the top of F was closed while that between F and L wasleft
open until thermal equilibrium between F and the thermostat R had been
reached. L was then removed and weighed. From its increase in weight the
volumeofthe liquid solvent was calculated. K was put in communication
with F and the stopcockat the top of F openedto allow little quantity of
solvent to enter the capillary tube connecting F and C. The liquid meniscus
was adjusted to a line near the stopcock on top of F. Closing the stopcock
at the top of F, and opening both at the top of C, the pressure within the
burette C was adjusted by letting mercury run in from A,or sucking it out,
so the mercury level in the manometer was the same in both limbs. The
mercury meniscus level in the gas burette C was read. Gas was then
admitted to the absorption cell F. Its exact amount was determined by P-V
measurements in the burette before and after introduction of gas into the
absorption cell. The stirrer was then set in motion. While gas was being
absorbed, the pressure was kept constant through frequent adjustments
from A. Equilibrium was usually attained within 24 hours, then the gas was
driven back into C by introducing mercury from K until the liquid reached
the mark on the capillary near the stopcock F. The pressure was then
finally adjusted and the volumeofthe remaining gasread.
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Figure 1.15. Gas solubility determination experimental system.*’ A, D, K: Mercury bulbs.
B: Burette with atmospheric air. C: Sampling burette. R: Controlled temperature bath. G:
Stirrer. H: Electromagnet. F: Absorption chamber. M: Solventreservoir. E: Helium feed
bulb.
Thereare of course many variationsofthis kind of systems.°” °*°* °° Most
differences are in the method of mixing gas andliquid, but they are similar
in the way of determining the solubilities, it is just measuring volumes
differences.
Some experiments using chemical methods have been also described in
many papers. A chromatographic method is described by Shoor, Walker
and Gubblins,°° 1968. In 1981, a new method was developed for the
determination of gas solubilities in a liquid by saturating the liquid with a
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bubbling stream of gas and analyzing the saturated liquid with a gas
chromatograph. This simple method was applied to CO, dissolved in
benzene, toluene, m-xylene, diphenyimethane, and l-methylnaphthalene for
the purpose of checkingwithliterature data, and the results were good.”
In 1994, Breman et al.°® performed a new method for measuring
solubilities of gases in liquids called the total pressure method. The
experimental method is similar to that of Olsen”, Cukor and Prausnitz™,
and Grad et al.°' Known amounts ofthe two components weresealed in a
vessel of known volume. The temperature was then increased stepwise,
and the system was allowed to reach equilibrium. These equilibria were
characterized by a set of primary measuredvalues:the total pressure in the
vessel, the temperature in the vessel, the vessel volume,the total number of
moles of solute, and the total number of moles of solvent. The stainless
steel autoclave was magnetically stirred by three six-bladedturbinestirrers
placed on a commonshaft and provided with four radial baffles, ensuring
rapid physical equilibrium between the gas and liquid. The effective
system volume was measuredbyfilling the system with a known amount
ofpure nitrogen gas and subsequently measuring the pressure increase with
a manometer. The system volume wascalculated from the nitrogen mass
balance. For measuring the gas-liquid equilibrium, the autoclave wasfilled
with an amount of solvent accurately measured from the differential mass
of the autoclave. While stirring, the solvent was degassed with a vacuum
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pump. Gaseoussolutes were fed from a supply cylinder. After stabilization
of the pressure as indicated by manometer, the amountofsolute fed to the
autoclave could be accurately calculated from the differential mass of the
supply cylinder applying a mass balance. Hence, it was a complicated and
not very accurate method, but wasfast, and it allowed for the measurement
of liquid and gas compositions. This method has been used by many
authors and investigators in recent years.
The use of the NMRtechnique,used in the presentproject, in gas solubility
determination experimentsis not very extensive. Searching in publications,
only few papers have been found using NMRassociated with the study of
the solubility ofCO and CO). ©
In the present project the experimental system consists of a gas flow
system, where the gas is bubbled through the liquid solution, which is
within a NMRsapphire tube, which is introduced within the NMR magnet.
This system has the advantages of reaching the equilibrium point very
quickly. And as the equilibrium cell is within the magnet, it is possible to
record NMRspectra of the liquid sample at anytime, obtaining rapidly the
composition in the liquid phase, and so knowing the mole fraction of the
gases dissolved in the liquid. This method neither needs the determination
of the amounts of gas and liquid in equilibrium, nor the volumes of the
equilibrium cell and the consequent dead volumes, which makesit simpler,
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but not less accurate orfast.
1.4.2 HP NMRfor determination of gas solubilities
Application of NMRin gas-liquid systems has mainly focused on studies
of the characterization ofcatalysts. In this project we apply NMRnotonly
for characterization of a chemical system but also for the determination of
the amount of gas components dissolvedin a solvent in a reaction.
Several designs of NMRcells applied to studies of gas-liquid systems have
been developed based on the idea of attaching a tube to a metallic valve
and cap. The application ofrelative thin wall sapphire NMRtubes allowing
high pressures and temperatures wasfirstly introduced by Roe in 1985.
Sapphire offers great tensile strength, is essentially chemically inert, andits
coefficient of expansion is small enough to considerit negligible over the
normal variable temperature range.” Variations and modifications ofthis
sapphire NMRtube have been developed with time.® In 1991, Horvath
and Ponce presented a modification of the tube allowing a higher sample
volume (~ 1 mL) thus providing a better sensitivity. °’ In 1996, a system
for the simultaneous measurement and control of the pressure and
temperature of the sample was reported by Bai et al.°° Further to the
developmentofhigh pressure NMRcells which enable the measurement of
the pressure inside the cell during reaction, Elsevier et al.© reported in
1999 a novel titantum sapphire HPNMRcell equipped with a pressure
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sensor. In 2000, Wallen et al.”’ constructed a three piece high pressure
NMRcell with capabilities of up to 400 bar, made of high performance
polymers (PEEK,Victrex Plc.). However, these designs suffered from two
major problems: the difficulty of changing the pressure of the sample in
situ and the poor gas-liquid mixingin sealed or non-stirred tubes.
To overcome these problems new flow cells and bubble columns have
been developed. Woelk and Bargon”' reported in 1991 a number of
different HPNMRinstruments for the investigation of gas-liquid reactions
at high pressures, they incorporated a flow system to overcome the
problem of gas-liquid mixing. However, the limited maximum working
pressure (20 bar) makes them unsuitable for the study of many
homogeneously catalysed industrial reactions. In 1995, Yonker etal.’
introduced a HPNMRcell and flow system, consisting of a folded silica
capillary tube placed in a standard NMRtube,allowing the observation of
pressure effects in chemical reactions and supercritical fluid systems.
Baumann etal. reported in 1997 a flow gas bubble NMRcell designed to
overcome the gas-liquid mixing problem. The cell consists of a 10 mm
NMRtube equipped with a small PTFE tube as inlet for the gas and a
second opening in a stopper for gas outlet.
An alternative approach to record NMRspectra under high pressures is the
use of high pressure probes, in which a nonmagnetic autoclave of high
mechanical strength and the rf circuit are placed in a wide bore magnet
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instead of the standard probehead.’* * ”7° A number of designs have
addressed the gas-liquid problem,e.g. those of Jonas and Vander Velde,”’
and of Merbach'* by utilizing a flip-flop stirrer design, and Rathke”
circulating the solution via a conventional autoclave. However, these
devices require great skill in design, manufacture, maintenance and
operation. In 1998, Iggo and Shirley'® reported a HPNMR probe
combining good gas-liquid mixing with the ease of use of Roe’s sapphire
tube design.
In this project a novel HPNMRcontinuous flow bubble column (Figure
1.15) similar to that described by Baumann” has been used (detailed
description in Chapter 2). It consists of a sapphire tube, containing the
solvent, with a gas feed capillary tube bubbling the gas through the liquid
solution. Gas bubbles exit from the holes perforated in the sides of a
plugged-exit PTFE tube, dipped in the liquid solution, attached to the gas
inlet. The gas flows continuously in a recirculation loop. The system
allows easy control of pressure and temperature, good mixing, rapid
equilibrium, no depletion of gas during reaction, big sample volume (4
mL), and good resolution. A condenseris introduced, by cooling down the
bottom section of the gas outlet with cool running water to prevent liquid
loss through evaporation. The introduction of a relaxation agent allows fast
and continuous composition measurements in workingcatalytic reactions.
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Figure 1.16. HPNMRbubble column schemefor experimentalgas solubility
determination.
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1.5 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR)
Basics
Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy, as its names implies, is a
resonance spectroscopy wheretransitions between quantized energy levels
are excited and the frequency dependence of the absorption (or emission)
of energy is monitored to produce a spectrum. The numberofthese energy
levels depends on interactions between spins (spin-spin coupling) whilst
energy level separation is determined by the chemical environment
(chemical shift). Hence, the NMR spectrum contains much chemical
information about the system understudy.
The energy levels involved in NMRspectroscopyarise from the interaction
of the nuclear spin with the spectrometer magnetic field, with the magnetic
fields set up by other nuclear spins; and with the magnetic fields set up by
the electrons in the sample.
The spinning nucleus generates the nuclear magnetic moment, ML, which is
a vector quantity proportional to the spin, / The constant of
proportionality, ¥ is called the gyromagnetic ratio. Every isotope has a
different nuclear magnetic moment, W, and hence its own and unique
gyromagneticratio,y.
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Interaction with a magneticfield
The nuclearspin(strictly the nuclear spin angular momentum) is quantized
and is given the quantum number J, 2/+/ quantum levels are associated
with the nuclear spin J. In the absence of an external magnetic field the
nuclear spin states are degenerate, i.e. there is nothing with which the
nuclear magnetic moment can interact so the orientation of the nuclear
magnetic momentin spacewill not affect the energy of the system.
If the nucleus is placed in a magnetic field, different orientations of the
nuclear magnetic momentwill have different energies depending on the
relative orientations of the nuclear magnetic momentand the applied field.
Since the nuclear spin is quantized only certain orientations of the nuclear
magnetic moment with respect to the applied field are allowed, each
orientation correspondingto a different nuclear spin state, so 27+/ discrete
energy levels are obtained (Zeemansplitting).
Larmourfrequency
The energies of the allowed orientations of the nuclear magnetic moment
depend on the strength of the applied field, on the size of the nuclear
magnetic moment, and on the orientation of the nuclear magnetic moment
to the applied field. Hence, for causing a nuclear spin transition between
one energy level to another, the energy difference between levels, at a
particular frequency, must be irradiated. This particular frequency is
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knownas the resonance or Larmour frequency. Since each isotope has a
distinct gyromagnetic ratio (nuclear moment) the nuclear spins of each
elementwill resonate at characteristic, distinct frequencies.
Rotatingframe
The nuclear magnetic moments of the molecules in a liquid sample at any
given time appear to be randomlyorientedin all directions; however, there
is an excess of nuclear magnetisation aligned with the applied field. There
will therefore be a macroscopic nuclear magnetic moment associated with
the sample. Like the individual nuclear moments, this macroscopic
momentcan be represented by a vector. Since the individual moments of
which the macroscopic momentis comprised are required by quantization
to be at an angle to the applied field, the macroscopic momentis also at an
angle to the field and so it must precess about the field at the Larmour
frequency. To simplify the physical picture of what happens to the
macroscopic magnetisation during the NMR experiment, a rotating frame
is used (x’, y’, z’ axes), rotating at the Larmour frequency and with the z’
axis inclined to the z axis at the same angle as the magnetisation instead of
the laboratory frame (x, y, z axes), making the Larmour precession appear
to “‘vanish”’.
Excitation pulse
In the Fourier transform method, the NMR experiment begins by
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application of a pulse of radiation at the resonance frequency to induce
transitions between the upper and lower nuclear spin energy levels. The
transitions induced in the individual nuclear spins must change the
macroscopic magnetisation of the sample and this change appears as a
displacement of the magnetisation from the z’ axis. The intensity of the
excitation pulse determines the deviation of the magnetisation vector
inclination from the z’ axis, called the tip angle. The strength of the pulse,
called the pulse length, is given in termsofthetip angle.
After the excitation pulse, the magnetisation vector precesses about the z’
axis. The NMRsignal observedis the projection of this precession on to
the x’y’ plane. Two important pulse lengths can be identified; a 90° pulse
will bring the magnetisation vector into the x’y’ plane and corresponds to
the maximum intensity of the NMRsignal; whilst a 180° pulse aligns the
magnetisation along the minus z’ axis, the magnetisation is said to be
inverted and there is no observable magnetisation (the projection on the
x’y’ planeis zero).
Relaxation
In principal, the magnetisation should be allowed to return to its initial
state, Boltzmann equilibrium, before the next excitation pulse is applied.
This is very important because if the magnetization does not return to its
initial state before the next pulse, this next pulse will modify the
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magnetisation vector from a state different from the initial one, since the
transition probabilities from the upper to the lower, and lower to upper
energy levels are essentially equal. The intensity of the peak recordedafter
the Fourier transform gives an accurate measure of the numberof spins
present in the sample. So, if the spin does not relax completely, andit is
excited before reaching its initially energy state, the amount of net
emission would notbe the correct, and the NMRexperimentwill no longer
be quantitative; erroneousresults would be obtained.
The processes which allow nuclear spins to lose energy and drop from the
excited state to the ground state non-radiatively, i.e without emitting an
NMRsignal, is called relaxation. Nuclear spins can relax in several ways:
by giving up energy non-radiatively to the surroundings (spin-lattice
relaxation), when Boltzmann equilibrium will be re-established; or by
giving up energy to other nuclear spins (spin-spin relaxation), without
changing the total amount of excited spins in the system. These processes
are normally exponential in nature and are characterized by the time
constants 7; and 7) respectively. The reciprocal of the time constant
equates to the rate constant for the relaxation. It is possible for
magnetisation to be exchanged betweenspins faster than the Boltzmann
equilibrium is re-established by dissipation of energy to the lattice, but
clearly the reverse is impossible; hence 7; > T>. T; relaxation determines
how frequently it is possible to sample the magnetisation; whereas T>
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relaxation tells us about the lifetime of the excited state and hence, via the
uncertainty principle, the natural linewidth of the NMRline.
In the vector model, the NMRsignal arises from the projection of the
precessing nuclear magnetic moment on the x’y’ plane. In some samples
this precession can last for hours but clearly the excitation must decay as
energy is radiated to give the NMRspectrum, lost to the lattice, or
exchanged with other spins present in the sample. Clearly the NMRsignal
will vanish if the projection of the moment on the x’y’ plane vanishes, this
corresponds to spin-spin relaxation; the x’ and y’ components of the
magnetisation dephase or lose coherence. This happens independently of
relaxation of the z’ component of the magnetisation, which correspondsto
spin-lattice relaxation and re-establishment of Boltzmann equilibrium. A
consideration of the geometry of the situation confirms that spin-spin
relaxation must be at least as fast as spin-lattice relaxation, but that spin-
lattice relaxation cannotbe faster than spin-spin relaxation.
Advantages
NMRshows many advantages for the determination of gas solubilities. It
has been already said that (1.4.1) contrary to other typical techniques for
experimental determination of gas solubilities, the use of NMR excludes
the requirement of determination of the amounts of gas and liquid in
equilibrium, nor the volume of the equilibrium cell, and the consequent
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dead volumes, which makesit simpler, but not less accurate orfast.
Some important advantages of the NMRtechniqueare:
Linear response:
« The area under the peaks of all chemical componentsis linear and
proportional to the amounts of the components present.
= Response is equal across the spectrum: equal amount of moles
gives equal signal.
Resolution:
= Different chemical types have their own distinct and unique region
of chemical shift, where peaks can be identified. The '°C{'H}
resonances of each site are well separated — there is no need to
deconvolute complex, overlapping spectra.
* Each kind of carbon has its own place in the spectrum. From the
chemical shift (position) we can know which kind of carbon and so
the observed molecule. All functional groups are clearly resolved
and have unique and documentedlocation.
Signal variance:
*" The NMRspectrum shows high signal variance with respect to
the chemical property changes providing high reliability in
determiningthe precision and accuracy of the property predictions.
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= If the chemical properties are slightly changed, the effect on the
NMRsignalis big. Detection of slight chemical changes.
Absolute signal:
= The NMRsignalis absolute and requires no frequency reference or
zero like some other optical spectroscopic techniques. No
calibration needed.
Structural information:
* Relative amplitude of the NMRsignal is proportional to amount of
nuclei in molecularstructure.
= Signal split or broadness of the features gives information on
neighboring nuclei in molecule.
NMRtechnique is usually used qualitatively, i.e. characterization of
catalysts. But in this project we also use it quantitatively, 1.e. liquid
composition determination.
Dynamicrange:
= Ratio of the minimum detectable peak area to the maximum peak
area of 10°. Using '°CO (99% pure) in a solvent with '°C at natural
abundanceit is actually 10 (detection limit << 1%).
Hence, these advantages make NMR a very appropriate analytical
technique for the experimental determination of gas solubilities. In next
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chapter the NMR experimental system design used in this project is
described.
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1.6 Scopeof the thesis
Based on the concepts presented above the aim ofthe present thesis is the
determination of the four-component (carbon monoxide, ethylene,
methanol and methyl propanoate) two-phase vapour-liquid equilibrium that
takes place in the methoxycarbonylation of ethylene for the production of
methyl propanoate (first stage of the Alpha Process for the production of
MMA). Moreover, to monitor gas solubilities during reaction as well as to
determine reaction rates. To achieve these goals a new NMRexperimental
system is designed allowing the determination of gas solubilities in
working catalytic reactions.
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2.1 Introduction
This chapter describes the different experimental system designs used for
the determination of vapour-liquid equilibria and kinetic studies. These
experimental systems are based on two analytical techniques; NMR and
Gas Chromatography (GC), experimental determinations of liquid phase
composition are always performed using NMR, whilst gas phase
composition is determined by GC.
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2.2 Sapphire tube static system
Preliminary gas solubility experiments were performed using an existing
HP NMRsapphire tube system. These experiments afforded an initial
estimate of the solubilities of carbon monoxide and ethylene separately in a
mix ofmethyl propanoate and methanol.
2.2.1 Description
The system consists of a thin-walled (0.1 mm) NMRsingle-crystal
sapphire tube (10 mm diameter) attached to a metallic valve assembly
(Figure 2.1). ° The sapphire tube is glued to a Ti alloy flange with
 
Figure 2.1. Schematic drawing of Roe’stitanium alloy valve and sapphire tube
assembly:(1) valve body, (2) valve stem drive handle, (3) stem drive and packing
gland. (4) non-rotating stem, (5) packing assembly,(6) gas inlet port for 1/16-in
tubing, (7) assembly screw (total of four), (8) Viton O-ring seal, (9) tube mounting
flange, (10) epoxysealant, (11) spinner turbine, (12) sapphire tube.
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Aremcobond 565 adhesive. The Ti alloy valve assembly screwed into the
flange allows pressurization and a large sample volumeof about 0.3-0.4
mL. Throughthis valve the gasis fed into the sapphire tube containing the
liquid solvent. The entire tube and valve assembly spins in a commercial
magnet. The tube hasa flat bottom surface, unlike a typical NMRtube,
however, good NMRresolution is obtained. Hence, this design allows a
large sample volume andso provides good NMRsensitivity.
2.2.2 Procedure
The sapphire tube was evacuated applying vacuum.Theliquid solvent was
introduced into the evacuated sapphire tube, and then the gas, from a
pressurized bottle connected to the valve body, fed until the desired
pressure was reached. The sapphire tube wasthen isolated from the gas
bottle and placed in a thermal water bath at the desired temperature. A
mechanical agitator was used to vigorously shake the tube to ensure
equilibrium wasreached. During the agitation the change in pressure in the
tube was monitored until the pressure was stable, and so the equilibrium
condition reached, which took approximately 15-20 minutes. The final
pressure was noted, the tube sealed and disconnected from the gas feed
line, in which the pressure transducer wasplaced. The tube was then taken
to and introduced into the NMRprobe, which had been previously heated
to the desired temperature by the NMR spectrometer (Bruker AMX2-
200WB) equipped with a Bruker BVT2000 temperature control unit (T +
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0.1 K). Then the FID (free induction decay) acquired. The free induction
decay is the observable NMR signal produced by the nuclear spin
magnetization precession about the magnetic field. Recording an FID all
resonances were measured in the time domain. The FID was converted
from the time domain to the frequency domain by a Fourier transformation,
and so, the NMRspectrum showing peaksat the characteristic resonances
of the components present in the sample was obtained. Composition of the
liquid solvent/dissolved gasfilling the sapphire tube was determined from
the areas underthe peaksin the spectrum.
Solubility calculationsfrom NMRspectra
The composition of the solution, and hence the gas solubilities were
calculated from the spectra recorded by NMR. These spectra consist of
separate peaks which represent different carbons and so different
molecules presentin the liquid contained in the NMRtube. Theintensity of
each peak is representative of the number of moles of the componentit
represents in the sample. Thus, from a spectrum it was possible to calculate
the composition of the sample within the magnet (Figure 2.2).
Sample FID’s were processed in two different ways: (i) applying a
trapezoidal multiplication before Fourier transformation, and (ii) applying
an exponential multiplication to the FID. Trapezoidal multiplication
removed distortions at the base of the NMRpeakscaused bytruncation of
the FID when using short acquisition times. Short acquisition times were of
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interest for kinetic studies in which recording FID’sas fast as possible was
desirable. One aim of the project was to monitor liquid composition and
gas solubilities during reaction. Exponential multiplication enhanced the
signal to noise ratio in the spectra. The results of the two methods were
compared to check for artifacts produced by trapezoidal multiplication.
Therelative intensities of the resonances dueto the different carbons in the
sample were similar for both processing methods.
Hence, integration of the peaks gave the relative amounts (moles) of each
functional group present.
 
[1
6]
OMe’s
CHCH, >
CH,=CH,        
 
menyt200 150 100 50 © [ppm]
Figure 2.2. Typical spectrum for the system '*CO:C)H, in MeOH/MeP(30/70 % wt).
The resonances in the '°C{'H} NMR spectrum (Figure 2.2) could be
readily assigned based onliterature data. The peak at approx. 185 ppm is
due to carbon monoxide (CO),so its intensity is proportional to the number
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of moles of CO in the liquid. The peak at 175 ppm is due to C(O)OR of
MeP,and that at 124 ppm is due to ethylene. The resonancesat 52 ppm are
due to the (OCH3) groups of MeP and MeOH;in some experiments these
two resonances overlapped, so could notbe integrated separately. The peak
at approx. 28 ppm is due to CH2 in MeP,and that at approx. 8 ppm
represents the carbon of the CH; group in MeP.
Thus, the amounts of CO, C,H4, and MeOHpresent, are each represented
by just one peak, whilst there are three peaks representing the moles of
MeP.Forcalculating the mole fractions of each componentin the mixture
the first step was to average the peaks representing MeP. Then, knowing
the molar quantity of MeP present and the combinedintensity of the peak
due to the (OCH3) groups of MeP and MeOH,it is possible to derive the
moles of MeOH present. Since the solubility of CO is very low in this
solvent '*CO >99 % enriched in '°C was used to increase the intensity of
the CO resonance so that the CO composition could be accurately
determined. The intensity of the peak at ~185 ppm (CO), must, therefore,
be divided by 0.99 when calculating the moles of CO present, while the
intensities of the other peaks must be divided by 0.011 since the natural
abundance of °C is 1.1 %. In the calculation of the moles of ethylene
present it must also be rememberedthat the peak representing the CH, is
generated by two carbons,so the area below this peak must be divided by 2
x 0.011.
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In Figure 2.2 can be observed that the different peaks representing MeP
(CH2, CH3, and COORpeaks) are not the same height when they should
represent the same amountof moles. This is explained by the time-energy
uncertainty principle, that is, the excited states do not have a definite
energy and each time they decay, the energy releasedis slightly different.
The average energyhas peakatthe theoretical energy ofthe state, but the
distribution has a finite width called the natural line width. Hence, faster
decayingstates give broaderline width. However,the area underthe peaks,
representing the number of moles, is the same for three different peaks
representing MeP.
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2.3 NMR bubble columnflow system
This system was designed for the experimental determinations of gas
solubilities in working catalytic reactions and is more appropriate for such
measurements than the static sapphire tube because it allows for a
continuous feed of gas, thus avoiding the possibility of gas starvation due
to the reaction consuming dissolved gaseousreactants, and allowing easy
control of the pressure in the equilibrium cell by the quantity of gas
introduced. Furthermore, it allows the vapour-liquid equilibrium conditions
to be changed without manipulation of the equilibrium cell, and provides
very fast equilibration times, of ca. 3 minutes.
2.3.1 Description
The equilibrium cell used in this experimental design is a 10 mm diameter,
0.1 mm wall thickness sapphire tube,’ * > * > having a nominal burst
pressure of ca. 600 bar. A modified version of Elsevier’s HPNMRvalve’is
bondedto the tube using epoxyresin. This valve connects the sapphire tube
with two concentric pipes which serve as inlet and outlet of gas. The
internal pipe (~ 1 mm internal diameter) is terminated by a length of 1/16”
PTFE tubing which is immersed in the solvent and feeds the gas to the
bottom of the sapphire tube, bubbling it through the liquid. Bubbles
produce agitation and good mixing of gas and liquid phases, and so the
equilibrium condition is rapidly reached. The gas leaves the sapphire tube
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from the valve at the top of it and through the external concentric pipe. The
outlet gas is recirculated, passing through a reciprocating action syringe
pump,’ driving the gas again through the dip tube immersedin the solvent,
contained in the equilibrium cell positioned in the NMRprobe within the
NMRmagnet (Figure 2.3).
The concentric gas feed and exhaust lines are described by Selent? and
were modified to incorporate a larger diameter section immediately above
the HPNMRvalve. Cooled water was passed through a copper tube wound
around this wide diameter section to condense solvent contained in the exit
gas. The HPNMRvalve has also been modified to allow unimpeded
drainage of condensedfluids back into the samplecell.
This gas circulation system allows for feeding the HPNMRcell with non-
corrosive gases and gas recycling under anaerobic conditions. This system
can be used at pressures up to 50 bar. The reciprocating pumpallows an
easy control of the pressurized gas stream flow, allowing a range of flow
rates from | to 80 mL/min. The gas pressure within the gas feed and gas
return capillary, respectively, is measured separately to within +0.01 bar by
two pressure transmitters (Trafag). The desired temperature in the
equilibrium cell is controlled by the NMR spectrometer (Bruker AMX2-
200WB) equipped with a Bruker BVT2000 temperature control unit. The
accuracy of the temperature control unit was determined by the water and
nitrogen boiling point measurement, temperature control to within a +0.1 K
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was achieved. The pressure in the equilibrium cell is controlled by the
action ofa gas bottle head valve and an exhaust valve. Hence, it is easy to
change andcontrol the equilibrium condition and rapid dissolution of gas is
achieved without the need for mechanical stirring or agitation of the
HPNMRtube.
An additional advantage of this design with respect to the static sapphire
tube is that the equilibrium is achieved within the NMRsystem sothere is
no thermal disturbance of the sample, as occurs in the static tube after
agitation andsealing, while it is taken to the NMRspectrometer.
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2.3.2 Procedure
Every experiment using this experimental design started with the
evacuation of gas lines and equilibrium cell so that no gaseous impurities
were present in the system. During this evacuation, the sapphire tube
containing the solvents was cooled, using liquid nitrogen, so that the
solvents did not evaporate when applying vacuum. The system was then
pressurized with feed gas, supplied from a gas cylinder attached to the
pumplines. The pumpwasstarted and gas flowed continuously bubbling
through the liquid solvent. The pressure was controlled by the quantity of
gas introduced, once the pressure within the tube reached the desired value
it was isolated from the gas bottle. The desired temperature within the
NMRprobe wasset and the sapphire tube then introduced into the NUR
magnet, and the system allowed to reach equilibrium (3 minutes). The
equilibrium condition was achieved when pressure within the equilibrium
cell was stabilized. The NMRspectrum wasrecorded, and the composition
of the liquid phase at those pressure and temperature conditions could be
obtained directly from the areas of the peaks of the spectrum recorded. The
sample temperature was then changed to the next temperature, the system
allowed to reach equilibrium, the pressure noted and a NMRspectrum at
the new equilibrium condition recorded. The process was then repeated
ultimately affording isothermsofP vs. x;.
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First experiments were used to determine the precision of the
measurements. For this determination, the same experiment, at fixed
compositions, pressure and temperature, was repeated four times, recording
four different FID’s. The latter were processed in two different ways, by a
direct Fourier transformation, and applying an exponential multiplication
to the FID before the Fourier transformation to enhancethe signal to noise
ratio in the spectrum. The peaks in the spectrum were integrated
considering two different integration intervals, measuring the area under
the peak taking more or less width of the baseline from the peak centre.
Hence, recording four different FID’s, processing them in two different
ways, and integrating between two differentintervals, sixteen experimental
values of each peak area were obtained at the same equilibrium conditions.
The random error, also called experimental uncertainty, of the area
measured for each peak wascalculated by the standard deviation:
(2.1)
 
Where o is the standard deviation, x; is the measured value, x is the
average value of the N measurementsresults.
Hence, the random error for each component composition was calculated
at different concentration values (peak intensities), as areas under peaks of
smaller intensities are resolved with less precision. Hence, for
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measurements of low compositions of a component the random error was
higher that the error in more concentrated solutions.
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2.4 GC bubble column flow system
The gas chromatography (GC) flow system is designed with the purpose of
determining the gas phase composition under conditions closely mimicing
those of the NMR experiments. This would allow complete validation of
the theoretical model described in Chapter 1, of the four-component two-
phase system understudy.
2.4.1 Description
This experimental system is independent of the NMR bubble column for
the determination of the compositions of the liquid phase; only
measurements of the gas phase are performed. Figure 2.4 shows a
schematic diagram of the whole setup. It consists of an oven containing the
equilibrium cell. This cell is essentially identical to that used in the NMR
flow system. It consists of a sapphire tube, of the same dimensionsas that
used in the NMR bubble column,containing the liquid solvent. The inlet
and the outlet gas lines have the same configuration as in the NMR flow
system, two concentric pipes, the gas inlet is the inner tube, and the outer
tube the outlet of gas. The innertube is a 1/16”stainless steel tube that dips
into the solvents and through which the gas is bubbled into the liquid
phase. The exit gas from the equilibrium cell is recirculated by a magnetic
pumpthrough trace heated 1/8” stainless steel tubing and passes through
GC injection valves, where it can be sampled, before re-entering the
2)
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equilibrium cell.
The bubble column equilibrium cell is placed in a thermostatically
controlled oven. The pressure is controlled by the quantity of gas
introduced in the system, and it is monitored by a pressure transmitter
placed in the GC gas feed line connecting the equilibrium cell outlet and
the GC injection valves. The pumpallowsthe control of the gas flow in the
recirculating loop.
The gas is supplied from a gas cylinder connected to the feed line. The
system has an exhaustline through which the gas can be exhausted, and the
system evacuatedby the action of a vacuum pump.
2.4.2 Procedure
The GC column separates the components as a function of density and
must be calibrated for the four components ofinterest. The calibration was
done by the determination of the peak area of each componentintroduced
onto the GC column as a function of its partial pressure, which 1s
proportional to the number of moles of that component present. Hence,
from the four peak spectra obtained during the experimental
determinations, the partial pressure, and hence the molar fraction of each
component in the gas phase in equilibrium at each condition of pressure
and temperature can becalculated.
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The experimental procedure started with the introduction of the solvents
into the equilibrium cell. The system was then cooled with liquid nitrogen
to prevent loss of solvents and the equilibrium cell evacuated. Once the
system wasevacuated, gas wasintroducedto give the desired pressure, and
the oven (containing the equilibrium cell), the lines, and the GC injection
valves and column were heated to the desired temperature. The magnetic
pump was then started and the gas allowed to flow through the
recirculation loop, entering the GC column only whenthe injection valves
were opened. The gas was allowed to flow for 5 minutes to allow the
system to reach equilibrium, then sampled and its composition measured.
Three samplings were made for each composition determination. Then, the
pressure condition was changed by changing the quantity of gas in the
system. Once the range of pressures (1-20 bar) has been covered, the
temperature condition was changed, and the procedure repeated. A typical
spectrum and the operation conditions of the GC are shown in Appendix B.
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2.5 NMR+GC bubble column flow system
Some modifications were made to the NMR bubble column flow system,
described in section 2.3, for the determination of gas solubilities during
reaction, where further issues are present, i.e. system pressure and gas
phase composition are desired to be constant, even though dissolved
gaseous components are consumedbyreaction.
2.5.1 Description
Asthe gaseous components dissolved are being consumed byreaction, the
pressure in a closed system decreases as the reaction proceeds. Therefore,
to achieve a constant pressure during reaction, a gas reservoir equipped
with a forward pressure regulator must be connected such that gas is
automatically introduced in the system to replenish that consumed by
reaction.
A second issue was the composition of the gas phase. Usually the gas
phase during reaction is more concentrated in ethylene (~ 80 % mole) than
in CO (~ 20 % mole). The reaction has a 1:1:1 stoichiometry in CO: C2Hg:
MeOH, so the gas phase composition changed as ethylene and carbon
monoxide were consumedbyreaction. To keep the gas phase composition
unchanged two gas feed cylinders were used. A cylinder filled with the
desired initial composition of ethylene and carbon monoxide for the
reaction is used to pressurize the system initially, and a second cylinder
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containing a 1: | molar composition of C2H,4:CO is used to replenish the
consumed ethylene and carbon monoxide.
Vv    
 
Feed gag cylinder
(desired [initial
composition)
 
   
 
   Recirculating GC“| Fone /¢___ A    
    O  Forward pressure controller
1:1 C,H4:CO gas
reservoir
Figure 2.5. NMR + GC bubble column flow system.
  
NMR machine with
reaction cell
A GC(section 2.4) is introduced in the gas return line so that the actual
composition of the gas phase during reaction can be monitored. A
schematic diagram of the NMR bubble column flow system modifications
is shown in Figure 2.5.
2.5.2 Procedure
The procedure was analogous to that for the NMR bubble column VLE
experiments, described in section 2.3.2 with the difference that two gas
feed cylinders were used, and sampling of the return gas was performed.
The pressure and temperature were kept constant during reaction (~ 15 bar;
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373 K), and liquid composition measurements were performed
continuously until the reaction stopped.
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2.6 Conclusions
From the simple NMRsapphire tube system a new more complex NMR
bubble column flow system was developed, allowing the determination of
gas solubilities in working catalytic reactions, as well as_ the
characterisation of the catalyst with the same sensitivity and accuracy as
the sapphire tube, but avoiding the problemsof gas starvation, equilibration
time, and allowing an easy control of reaction conditions and determination
of compositions.
The different systems described in this chapter were used in the
experimental determinations showed in Chapters 4 and 5. In next chapter,
the validation of the new bubble column NMRflow system experimental
design is described.
104
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3.1 Introduction
The reliability of the novel NMR bubble column experimental system
described in Chapter 2 wasfirst validated. The validation started with the
design of the NMR experiment. The measured NMRspectra must be
quantitative; to achieve this it is necessary to define properly the pulse
program used during acquisition of the FID, the relaxation time constant
T;, and the numberof scans performed for each composition determination
These parameters will define the total FID recording time, and signal to
noiseratio in the spectra.
Once the NMR parameters were correctly setup, compositions obtained
using the new experimental system were validated by comparison with
literature data for CO and CH,solubility in MeOH.
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3.2 NMRexperimentsetup
3.2.1 Determination of 7;
Determination of the relaxation time constant 7; is crucial for correct
setting of the time delay between pulses. The spin-lattice relaxation
process, described in Chapter 1, is mathematically defined by the
exponential relaxation-time constant 7). After a waiting period of 5 x 7),
after the application of the excitation pulse, the magnetization will have
regained 99.3% ofits equilibrium value; after /0 x 77, it will have regained
99.9995%. In order for the measured NMRintensity to be quantitative for
all resonances it is important to allow the system to return to equilibrium
between each sequence. This time period betweenscans1s called relaxation
delay or pulse delay. It is critical when designing an NMRexperimentto
choose the relaxation delay carefully since different resonances will have
different 7;’s. If 7; is too short, the spectra will not be quantitative; if 7; is
too long, the total experimenttime is lengthened needlessly.
Two experimental methods were routinely used to determine the value of
T;: inversion recovery Fourier transform, and saturation recovery Fourier
transform.
Inversion Recovery Fourier Transform (IRFT)
The IRFT method usesthe following pulse sequence:
(180° - T- 90° - acquire — t)
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Where T is a variable delay and ¢ is a recovery time chosen such that
(acquisition time + t) => 5T;. The measuredline intensity is expressed as
I, =1,[l-2exp(-t/T,)} 3.1
Where /.. corresponds to T = ce (spin system in equilibrium), a condition
practically met with t..= 5 x T/.
Typically, the experiment is repeated using 10 different values for T
spanning the range 0.37; to 27).
Figure 3.1.' IRFT-RFS methodtypical spectrum. The peakintensity increases with
increasing delay betweenpulses, as the degree ofrelaxation of the magnetization
increases.
This method is the mostreliable, provided that the recovery delay is long
enough to ensure complete relaxation of the nuclear spins. This can result
in excessively long total experimentaltimes.
Modifications and improvements:
Fast inversion recovery (FIRFT) is a method in which the long recovery
time ¢ between each sequence is replaced by a shorter delay ¢’, thus
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speeding up the measurement. A dynamic steady state, which requires the
elimination of the first 10 scans, must be reached before each acquisition.
This method is more sensitive to pulse value misseting and carrier offset
position than the standard IRFT experiment.
Saturation Recovery Fourier Transform (SRFT).
In this method, the 180° pulse of the IRFT sequence is replaced by a
saturating series of 90° pulses, thatis:
[ (90° - d); - T- 90° - acquire]
Whered is a variable delay. Theline intensity then follows:
I, =1,|l-exp(-t/7,)] Bak
ys
Figure 3.2.' SRFT-RFS methodtypical spectrum shape. Thepeakintensity increases
with longer delays betweenpulses.
A homospoil pulse can be inserted between the 90° pulse train (90°); and
the variable delay 7, and again after FID acquisition to avoid echo build up
or an “aperiodic pulse sequence”, in which the delay between pulses in the
saturating combis varied.
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This methodis sensitive to pulse angle value missetting and has only half
the total intensity change compared with the inversion recovery
experiment. However, there is no need for a long recovery time between
measurements, greatly reducing total experimental times.
3.2.2 Experimental determination of 7;’s
An initial fast IRFT experiment suggested the longest 7; in the sample was
of the order of 25 seconds, the Saturation Recovery Fourier Transform
method was,therefore, used for the accurate determination of77.
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Figure 3.3. T, determination for solvents MeP/MeOHusing the SRFT method.
A stack plot of the spectra recorded for the calculation of 7;’s of the
solvent species, employing the Saturation Recovery Fourier Transform
method explained above, is given in Figure 3.3. The pulse delay was
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changed from 0.1 to 48 seconds, taking the following values: 0.1; 0.5; 1; 2;
6; 15; 22; 30; and 48 seconds.
The intensities of the peaks increase with longer delays between pulses,
whenthe spinsare allowed to relax for longer. The exponentialrelation of
the intensity of the carbonyl peak with time recorded during the experiment
is shownin Figure 3.4.
Tf
IE=HO}+P *exp(-/T 1)
Peak fat 175.715 pom
71=35.3s
 
 TT rrrryrrrryrrrry tlre sr yf,er rr ryt
° 10 20 30 40 [s]
Figure 3.4. Intensity of the C(O)ORpeakas a function ofrelaxation time. T,
calculation using the SRFT method.
The values of the 7;’s of all the species present in the solvent mix
MeP:MeOH[70:30 % wt.] are presented in Table 3.1.
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 C(O)OR OMel OMe2 CH, CH;
T:(s) 35.3 5.7 10.8 8.8 4.9
Table 3.1. T; relaxation time constants for solvents species.
The carbonyl group in the methyl propanoate molecules had the longest 77,
35.3 s, defining a pulse delay between pulses of approximately 3 minutes.
For every liquid composition determination, 64 scans were recorded to
ensure adequate signal to noise ratio. Hence, each composition
measurement (64 scans with a delay between them of 3 minutes) would
have taken approximately 3 hours, which is impractically long bearing in
mind that measurements at least at 5 different pressures must be made for
every equilibrium isotherm, which would have taken more than 15 hours.
Furthermore, as the gas lines could not be left pressurized overnight, it
would have been necessary to evacuate andfill the system several times for
the determination of three solubility isotherms of each given gas
composition in each given solvent mix. Furthermore, it was desirable to
determine a complete equilibrium (3 isotherms) without manipulating the
equilibrium cell.
Therefore, it was necessary to increase the relaxation rate to shorten the
NMRexperimental time. This can be achieved bythe use of a relaxation
agent, which mustbe sufficiently dilute in the solvent mix not to affect the
solubilities of the gaseous components.
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Relaxation agents are usually compounds of a paramagnetic transition
metal or lanthanide ion. When unpaired electron spins are present in the
sample, the nuclear spins can transfer energy to the electron spins. Since
the electronic magnetic momentis about 1000 times larger than the nuclear
magnetic moment, electron-nuclear dipole-dipole relaxation will be the
dominant relaxation mechanism when paramagnetic species are present,
making the relaxation muchfaster.
In this phase of the project, the standard NMRrelaxation agent, Cr(acac);,
was chosen. Relaxation time constants were measured using Cr(acac)3 in
MeP:MeOH [70:30 % wt.], pressurized with carbon monoxide and
ethylene.
In a preliminary experiment using a very low concentration of Cr(acac)3, |
mg/mL, 7;’s for the carbons with protons bonded were found to be much
longer than that of the CO carbon. Satisfactory T; values were obtained
with a concentration of 6 g/L of Cr(acac)3. The measured 7; ’s were then in
the range 1.1 to 2.1 seconds, Table 3.2. Thus, addition of 6 g/L of Cr(acac)3
to the solvent mix levelled the relaxation timesfor all resonances to < ca. 2
s. A time delay of only 15 seconds was then necessary to ensure complete
relaxation ofall the spins, giving an experimental time of approximately 16
minutes for each liquid phase composition determination by NMR
spectroscopy.
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 CO C(O)OR C,H; OMel OMe2 CH, CH3
T; (s) 1.1 1.81 2.07 1.4 1.23 1.58 1.55
Table 3.2. T; relaxation time constants for solvents species with 6 g/L of Cr(acac)3.
Surprisingly, the relaxation time of dissolved CO is less than that of the
protonated carbons, indicating a “non-ideal” interaction between the
dissolved gas and the relaxation agent. However, this interaction must be
transient since neither line broadening of the resonance nor a coordination
shift is observed. We have assumedthis interaction does not affect the
solubility of CO. The validation of the experimental system reliability, by
replication of experimental solubility results obtained in other
investigations (section 3.4) without the addition of any extra chemical
substance (i.e. relaxation agent) to the chemical system under study
justified this assumption.
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3.3 The nuclear Overhauser effect- nOe
Spin-lattice relaxation rate is not the only factor that can affect the relative
intensities of the NMRresonancesofdifferent sites in a molecule/system.
In addition to 77, the signal intensity is also affected by the use of proton
decoupling. This affects the intensity of different '*C NMR signals
differently as a result of the nuclear Overhausereffect (nOe).
A description of the nOe effect can be found in most NMRtexts. That
given here follows that of “Modern NMR Techniques for Chemistry
Research”...
The nOe is the change in the intensity of an NMRresonance that results
whenthe transitions of another one are perturbed, as the total system
attempts to stay at equilibrium, 1.e. when the population differences of one
part are forceably changed, other parts change in compensation.
Suppose the normalintensity of a resonance(i.e. that observed at thermal
equilibrium and without perturbing the system) is Jp. Then if the intensity
observed while saturating some other related resonance (and waiting for
the new equilibrium to be established) is /, the nOeis defined as:
n(s) =" 40), 3.3
where 7;(s), the fractional increase in signal intensity at nucleus i when
nucleuss is saturated, is the nOe.
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Consider two spin 1/2 nuclei i and s with the same gyromagnetic ratio but
different chemical shifts. This system has four energy levels: aa a, Ba
and $f (Figure 3.5).
p68 SONS
: I
aB N
Ba N
I S
aa N +6
Figure 3.5. Energy levels and populations of a homonuclear AX system.'
Chemical shifts are generally very small in comparison with Larmour
frequencies, so the transitions of each nucleus are nearly equal in energy,
making the states @B and Ba nearly degenerated; for clarity the energy
difference between them has been greatly exaggerated in the figure.
Assuming there is no J-coupling, the two transitions of nucleus 7 have
equal energy, as do those of nucleus s; the unperturbed spectrum consists
of two singlets of equal intensity.
Now suppose the total number of nuclei in the system is 4N. If the four
levels were of equal energy, they would all be equally populated and each
would contain N nuclei. However, at equilibrium a Boltzmann distribution
will be set up. For simplicity it is assumed that the difference in energy
between states a@B and Ba is negligible, so that the states have equal
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populations. The state aa, being of lower energy, will then contain an
excess of nuclei, while BB will be deficient by an equal amount. If the
excess is called 6, the populations of the levels will be as shown in Figure
3.5. The quantities of most interest here are the population differences
between states, which can be summarised as follows:
LOL — OFAM =I transition: i transitions: p jadBa — BB
Aa — PaS transitions: e jdaB — BB
AM = transition: Ba -oB \...0
AM = transition: a — BB}....26
Thefirst four differences are across the normaltransitions which give rise
to the NMRlines, while the other two involve changes in the quantum
number MM (i.e. the total of the individual quantum numbers m for the two
nuclei) of 0 (Ba—aB) or 2 (aa—BB). While transitions of this type are not
observed under normal conditions (because of quantum mechanical
selection rules), it cannot be safely assumedthat they will not be involved
in the relaxation of the system.Instead, it should be consideredthat if these
population differences are disturbed, the system willtry to restore them by
any available means. This leads to several possible pathways by which the
system could relax (Figure 3.6).
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IWi we  aa
Figure 3.6. Connections betweenthe energy levels of an AX system, which may be
involved in relaxation.’
Now assumethat the relaxation across a single transition is a first order
process, it is proportional to the extent to which the population difference
across the transition differs from its equilibrium value. The rate constants
for the various processes are designated W, with a subscript to indicate the
change in M involved, and where necessary a superscript to indicate which
nucleus the transition belongs to. In the most general case (where there
might be J-coupling) there is no reason to assume that the two transitions
of a given nucleusrelax at equal rates, but here for simplicity it is done so.
In the nOe experiment, the population differences across sometransitions
are forced to change, and then the signals from others are observed.
Invariably the aim is to affect all the transitions of a nucleus equally, so for
instance we might saturate both transitions of s and then observe the
signals due to i after the new equilibrium has been established. To analyse
this experiment, the possible effect of each relaxation pathway can be
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estimated by considering the circumstances immediately after the
saturation of s (Figure 3.7).
ap
1=6Nes
 
104 N+=6Qa ts
Figure 3.7. Theinitial direction of cross-relaxation after saturation of the s
transitions.
The new population differencesare:
_. . _, aca —aAM I transitions: i transitions: LOBa — BB
Z Oo — ooS transitions: 0ap — BB
AM = O transition: Ba — oB\....6
AM = transition: aa — BB6
The system as a wholeis no longer at equilibrium, and the hypothesis is
that it will try to adjust itself closer to that state. Consider this from the
perspective of each possible relaxation pathway in turn. W;’, is of course,
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irrelevant, because the population differences across those transitions are
fixed by the saturating irradiation. The population difference across each i
transition at equilibrium was6, andthatis still the case, so from the point
of view of W;' no changeis necessary. If only single quantum transitions
are active as relaxation pathways, saturating s does not affect the intensity
ofi, or in other wordsthere is no nOeati dueto irradiationofs.
The real interest begins when considering W> and Wo. The population
difference between af and Bais now 6, whereasat equilibrium it was 0.
Thus W,acts so as to transfer population from the state Bato the state a,
to try to restore a population difference of 0. This in turn increases the
population of the top of one i transition, and decreases the population of the
bottom of the other one, thereby decreasing the total intensity of signals
due to i. This tendency is counteracted by W;', since from its point of view
the i transitions were already at equilibrium, so the net result will depend
on the balance of W)' and Wo. If Wo is the dominant relaxation pathway,
saturating s decreases the intensity of signals due to i, or in other words
there is a negative nOeat i due to irradiationats.
Consider now W>. The population difference @a—BB is now 6, whereas at
equilibrium it was 26. Thus, W> acts so as to transfer population from the
state BB to the state aa to try to restore a population difference of 26. This
in turn decreases the population of the top of one of the 7 transitions and
increases the population of the bottom of the other one, thereby increasing
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the intensity of signals due to i. This tendencyis counteracted by W/’, etc.
If W, is the dominantrelaxation pathway, then saturating s increases the
intensities ofsignals due to i, or in other wordsthere is a positive nOeat i
due to irradiation at s.
In our experiment, proton decoupling is used to collapse the multiplets in
the °C NMR spectrum that would otherwise arise. Whenever there are
groups of different active nuclei present in a molecule (i.e. CH), scalar
coupling between them occurs. Scalar coupling arises because the nuclear
magnetic moments of other NMR active nuclei ('H) surrounding the
nucleus underobservation ('*C) produce small magnetic fields in addition
to the fields due to the spectrometer and the chemical shift (variation in
frequency resonance due to chemical shielding). Thus, the observed
nucleus sees several fields depending on surrounding NMRactive nuclei.
This effect causes the peak of the observed nucleusin the spectrum tosplit.
The effect of scalar coupling can be removedby irradiating the coupling
nucleus ('H) at its resonance frequency to inducerapid transitions between
the possible orientations of the spin. Neighbouring nuclei thensee a single,
averaged field, rather than distinct fields, for the different possible
orientations of the nuclear magnetic momentof the coupling nucleus. This
is called decoupling, and simplifies the NMR spectral analysis and
increases the signalto noiseratio.
However, decoupling also results in rapid reorientation of the dipolar
interaction between the 'H and '°C spins and provesto be a suitable source
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of fluctuating fields to stimulate longitudinal relaxation. Hence, dipolar
coupling causes cross-relaxation (i.e. Wy and W) processes), resulting in a
nOe between the two nuclei. Now dipolar coupling is a through space
effect falling off as r°. It follows that different carbonsites will experience
different nOe’s due to differences in the numberof, and distance to, the
surrounding protons. As a result, the '°C{'H} NMR spectrum will no
longer be quantitative since the intensity of the resonances is now
modulated bythe local proton environment. The effect of nOe ontransition
intensity in MeP/MeOH/COis shownin the spectra shownin Figure 3.8, in
which very different relative intensities are present depending on the
detailed experimental setup as a result of nOeeffects.
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Figure 3.8. nOe ontransition intensity in MeP/MeOH/CO.
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Fortunately n.O.e is a dynamic effect requiring long proton irradiation
times to reach maximum levels (Figure 3.8 top), its effect can, therefore, be
minimized by turning the decoupler off during the recovery delay — the
inverse gated decoupling experiment (Figure 3.8 lowertrace). Thus, it is
very important for these experiments using NMRto define a very good
setup of the experiment and FID recording (correct parameters, appropriate
pulse program,etc.), as the results can be very different from the correct
values. The inverse gated decoupling scheme has been used throughout
this thesis.
3.4 Solubilities of CO and ethylene in methanol
With the experimental design established, and the NMR experiment setup
well defined, the experimental methodologycan be validated by replicating
some solubility measurements previously reported in theliterature.
The literature data chosen to validate the experimental system are: the
solubility of C.H4 in MeOH;’ and the solubility of CO in MeOH.”* The
choice ofthe literature data was based on the chemical resemblance to the
system understudy, the solubilities of carbon monoxide and ethylene in
methanol were the most similar chemical systems found in the literature.
The accuracy ofthe solubility results quoted in the literature was based on
previous experimental determinations by other authors; results were
reproduced within a 5% deviation.
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Figure 3.9. Experimentally determined C,H, solubiltiy in MeOH compared with
literature reported values.
The comparison between the literature results and those obtained
experimentally in our experimental system for the solubility of ethylene in
methanol are presented in Figure 3.9 as two isotherms. The error bars
represent the random error calculated with the standard deviation as
explained in Chapter 2. This random error arises from possible slight
variations in the equilibrium condition during measurements, FID
processing methodsapplied, and peak integration intervals chosen.
A very good fit of the experimental values compared with the literature is
obtained. This good comparison proves the system reliability for the
ethylene solubility determination.
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Experimental data for the solubility of CO in MeOH havebeen found in
the literature, data for different conditions of pressure and temperature are
reported, but not as composition vs. pressure isotherms. Because ofthis,
the comparison is presented as the literature composition versus the
experimental composition at individual (P, T) data points, Figure 3.10.
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Figure 3.10. Experimentally determined CO solubilty in MeOH compared with
literature reported values.
A linear relationship is found with the slope of the line, 0.98, very close to
1, 1.e. the result obtained is again satisfactory, validating the experimental
design proposed.
Thus, the new experimental NMRsystem for the determination of solution
composition has been validated by comparison with experimental data
from theliterature. The solubility of CO in dichloromethane’has also been
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replicated within a 10% deviation from literature data, further validating
the good performanceofthe experimental design for measuring solubilities
of gases in liquid solvents.
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3.5. Conclusion
A novel experimental system for the determinationof gas solubilities using
HPNMR has been accurately designed and setup. The use of a
concentration of 6 mg/mL of Cr(acac)3 dissolved in the solvent mix as
relaxation agent is needed to shorten the NMR experimental time. The
inverse gated decoupling scheme is used in the NMR measurements to
reduce the nOe. The HPNMR experimental system reliability has been
checked by comparison with results previously reported in theliterature.
Thevalidation results obtained are successful, demonstrating the reliability
of the new NMRbubble column gas flow system designed.
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4.1 Introduction
Gas solubilities have been determined experimentally for many years
because of the interest and importance in chemical processes ruled by a
vapour-liquid equilibrium such as extraction, absorption, reactions under
compressed gas,etc. It has been shown in Chapter 1 how thesolubilities of
gases in liquids are defined and understood from vapour-liquid equilibrium
thermodynamics. The solubilities of the single gaseous components of
interest in this work, carbon monoxide (CO) and ethylene (C,H4), have
been previously determined in various solvents” >’ but not in a mixture
of methanol (MeOH) and methyl propanoate (MeP), nor have the
solubilities of mixtures of these gases in single or mixed solvent been
measured. These experimental measurements are crucial for the validation
of the thermodynamic model previously described (Chapter 1). From what
is known, thermodynamic models are very good andreliable in many cases
but not always, because even though they can predict intermolecular
interactions between different components in each phase, in some cases
these interactions are far from ideal and the model does not include their
effects on thermodynamic properties and vapour-liquid equilibrium
calculations.
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Previous experiments’ measuring the solubility of carbon monoxide in a
mixture of MeOH/MeP were performed using a ‘static system’ consisting
of a closed sapphire tube described in Chapter2. In this system the solvents
are charged in a sapphire tube, which is then evacuated at liquid nitrogen
temperature, pressurized with '*CO to the desired pressure, and finally
allowed to equilibrate in a thermostatic heating water bath to the desired
temperature while mechanical agitation is applied. Once the equilibrium
condition is reached, 15 minutes, the sapphire tube is introduced in the
13x41 ;NMRmagnet, and the ~C{°H} NMRspectrumis recorded.
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Figure 4.1. Solubility of CO in liquid solvent MeP/MeOH[70:30 % wt.] experimentally
measured in the sapphire tube ‘static’ experimental system.
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Figure 4.1 showsthe solubility of CO at temperatures 323 K, 343 K, and
363 K, and total system pressure (due to CO gas and the solvent vapour
pressure) ranging from 0 to 10 barA. Carbon monoxide solubility shows
linear behaviour with pressure, following Henry’s law. All three solubility
lines cross the system pressure axis (zero composition of CO in the liquid
phase) close to the vapour pressure values of the solvent MeP:MeOH
[70:30% wt.] at the three different temperatures (0.62 + 0.01 bar at 323 K;
1.35 + 0.02 bar at 343 K; 2.68 + 0.04 bar at 363 K). These vapour
pressures have been experimentally determined, thermodynamically
calculated using Antoine’s equation in Aspen Plus, and checked with
literature values.” ’
However, given the limitations of this experimental system (Chapter 2), a
more reliable experimental system for the purpose of the determination of
gas solubilities in equilibrium as well as in working catalytic reactions, was
developed as described in Chapter 2. This new design has been applied to
the determination of single and mixed carbon monoxide and ethylene gas
solubilities in a liquid mixture of MeP:MeOH (70:30 % wt.), and the
results obtained are described in this chapter.
The specific solvent composition of MeP:MeOH (70:30 % wt.) is studied
because it is the composition of the feed stream to the reactor for the
methoxycarbonylation of ethylene in the first stage of the Alpha Process.
This feed stream to the homogeneouscatalytic reactor is the head product
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stream from a distillation column in which the reactor product stream,
concentrated in MeP,is split in a light stream formed by the azeotrope
[MeP:MeOH(70:30 % wt.)] whichis recirculated to the reactor, and heavy
stream ofpure MeP.
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4.2 Experimental: Procedures and materials
The experimental methods used in this chapter are the same as those
described in Chapter 2. The ‘continuous recirculation bubbling gas flow
system’ is used for the determination of the solubilities of single gas and
mixed carbon monoxide/ethylene in a mixture of methyl propanoate and
methanol MeP:MeOH [70:30% wt.]. A mixture of methyl propanoate
(Aldrich, >99% pure) and methanol (Aldrich >99% pure) is used as liquid
solvent. A cylinder containing '*CO (CKGas, >99% pure), and another one
filled with ethylene (BOC gases, >99% pure) are used as feed gases.
Depending onthe gas solubility to be determined, one of them is attached
to the feed line so that the system canbe filled and pressurized with the gas
of interest at any time.
For the determination of the solubility of mixtures of these gases, a feed
gas cylinder of the desired composition was made up. For that, three
cylinders, one containing '*CO, another containing C)H,, and one empty,
are attached to a high pressureline. This line is designed so that one endis
connected to a vacuum pump,so the line can be evacuated before mixing
the gases of interest in the empty cylinder, and the lines from the carbon
monoxide and ethylene cylinders mix in a “T” connection, leading the gas
to the empty cylinder where finally the desired gas mixture will be
contained (Figure 4.2). Because the pressure in the cylinder must be
measured and controlled, a valve (HiP) is introduced between the “T”
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connection and a pressure transducer (Druck) situated close to the
empty/gas mixture cylinder head. It is thus possible to monitor and control
(allowing or not the gas to pass through the valve) the pressure in the
cylinder and so control the quantity/composition of each gaseous
component. The molar composition of the mixture is considered to be
proportional to the partial pressure of each gas in the cylinder, assuming
 Bao
 mixed3CO/C>Hy y
Vacuum
pump
Figure 4.2: Mixed gas ("*CO/C>H,)cylinder making.
both gases are ideal. For example, if a desired mixture of molar
composition of 80% in CH, and 20% in CO,and total pressure in the
cylinder of 40 baris required, the procedure would be: 1) evacuate the lines
and empty gas mixture cylinder; 2) introduce '*CO and pressurize the
cylinderto 8 bar(this is the partial pressure of '*COin the cylinder, so that
the partial pressure of ethylene should be four timesthis, that 1s 32 bar, and
the sum of them is the total 40 bar pressure desired in the cylinder); 3)
close the valve allowing the gas to be introduced into the empty/gas
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mixture cylinder, and evacuate the lines from the “T” connection to the
feed cylinders; 4) open the C,H, cylinder and allow a small flow, to avoid
temperature rise, of gas through the valve until the pressure in the gas
mixture cylinder reaches the desired final pressure, 40 bar; and finally, 5)
close the cylinders and evacuate the lines. The final composition of the gas
mixture in the cylinder is then measured by Gas Chromatography (GC) so
the exact composition of the feed gas introduced in the system is known.
The experimental procedure for the solubility (vapour-liquid equilibrium)
determination by NMRwasthat explained in Chapter 2, whichis basically
to introduce the solvent mixture MeP:MeOH (70:30% wt.) into the
sapphire equilibrium cell; evacuateall the lines of the system cooling down
the equilibrium cell with liquid nitrogen so that the solvents were not
evaporated; introduce 1-2 bar of the desired gas to be dissolved in the
solvents; remove the cooling liquid nitrogen so the equilibrium cell
returned to room temperature. Once all the chemical components were in
the system, solventin the cell and gasfilling the lines, the equilibrium cell
was placed in the NMR magnet (Bruker AMX II-200WB MHz), the
magnetic field shimmed, and then the desired condition of pressure and
temperature achieved by introducing feed gas and heating the equilibrium
cell with a hot air current. The pumpwasstarted so that the gas flowed (at
12 mL/min) through the recirculation loop and bubbled in the liquid
continuously. The equilibrium condition was usually reached in 2-3
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minutes; equilibrium was knownto be achieved bypressurestabilization.
Then the "°C{'H} NMRspectrum wasrecorded, taking 18 minutes for
each measurement, and the composition of the liquid phase calculated
directly from the peak areas in the NMR spectrum. After one equilibrium
condition has been measured, this condition was changed,usually starting
from a low pressure (3-4 bar), and changing the temperature from high to
low and recording the actual pressure in the system. Once the equilibrium
condition at each temperature in the desired range have been measured,
additional feed gas was introducedinto the equilibrium cell increasing the
pressure keeping the temperature constant at that of the last experiment
(low in this case). A second series of measurements was then made,raising
the temperature and recording the system pressure that resulted. In this way
a series of composition vs. pressure isotherms could be obtained. It was
important that at the usual starting condition of high temperature and low
pressure, the low pressure was higher than the vapour pressure of the
solvents at that temperature, to ensure that the solvent did not evaporate. In
order to obtain a good resolution in the NMRspectrum it was essential to
have the maximum quantity of solvent in the equilibrium cell, ie.
evaporation must be avoidedat all times. A condenser was designed with
this purpose as explained in Chapter2.
From the spectra recorded the composition of each componentin the liquid
phase wascalculated directly from the area under the peak representing
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each kind of carbon atom present. The composition in the liquid phase of
the gaseous components defined the solubility of each gas in the solvent.
This solubility was representedas a function oftotal pressure of the system
or partial pressure of the gaseous component and system (equilibrium cell)
temperature.
Henry’s law should provide an excellent approximation of the equilibrium
composition in the liquid phase of the gaseous componentsofinterest, CO
and C,Hg, as these components were dilute (low composition) in the liquid
solvent and the system temperature was well below the critical temperature
of the solvent. Recalling the equation for defining the Henry’s coefficient
of a componentin a vapour-liquid equilibrium:
DP; = x; 4.1
Where, Hj is the Henry’s coefficient for componenti present in both gas
and liquid phases in equilibrium. Henry’s coefficient, which depends only
on temperature, defines the solubility of a componentin a liquid phase as a
function ofpartial pressure and can be calculated from the slope ofthe line
representing the partial pressure of the component of interest versus its
mole fraction in the liquid phase. Thepartial pressures of carbon monoxide
and ethylene can be obtained from Eq. 4.2, which defines the equilibrium
from the equality of the fugacity of a componentin the gas phase with the
fugacity of the componentin the liquid phase.
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Pies ve = Ky, 42
This equation is an approximation of the combination of equations 1.15
and 1.16 because it neglects corrections in the gas phase and the Poynting
factor; however, it is common practice to apply it for the calculation of
partial pressures.* Hence, the partial pressures of MeOH and MePin the
gas phase can be obtained measuring the composition of the liquid phase
by NMR,andcalculating the vapour pressures and activity coefficients of
methanol and methyl propanoate in the range of temperatures under study
(323 K to 373 K). These properties have been calculated using the
thermodynamic model defined in Aspen Plus, using the UNIQUAC” '°
equation for the calculation of the liquid phase activity coefficients and
Antoine’s equation for the vapour pressure prediction for a liquid mixture
with aninitial composition of 70% wt. in methyl propanoate and 30% wt.
in methanol.
The total pressure of the system is experimentally measured by calibrated
pressure transducers. So the difference between the total pressure and the
partial pressure of the solvent components, MeOH and MeP,isthe partial
pressure of the gaseous component.
Values obtained applying equation 4.2 are an approximation of the real
values of the partial pressures as the activity coefficients (Table 4.1) are a
function not only of temperature, but also of composition (Eq 1.25). The
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Methanol
Temperature Vapour Pressure Activity Coefficient
323 K 0.55 1.30
343 K 1.25 1.28
363 K 2.54 1.26
373 K 3.53 1.25
 
Methyl Propanoate   Temperature Vapour Pressure Activity Coefficient323 K 0.35 1.34343 K 0.73 1.31363 K 1.41 1.27373 K 1.89 1.26
Table 4.1: Vapour pressures andactivity coefficients, calculated with AspenPlus, of
MeOHand MePatthe solvent composition (MeP:MeOH)in equilibrium at 10 bar and
each temperature studied. (Vapour pressures are only function of temperature).
composition in the liquid phase is always close to 70% wt. of MeP and
30% wt. of MeOH,but deviations occur in experiments because of changes
in pressure, temperature, and solubility of gases. Even without the presence
of gaseous components (CO, C2H4), the composition of liquid (xjeox Xmep)
and gas (Vameon, Ymep) phases in equilibrium changes with pressure and
temperature conditions. The compositions used for the calculation of the
activity coefficients of mixed MeOH and MePat each temperature, are
those of equilibrium of the solvent (MeP:MeOH)atthe averagepressure in
the range ofworking pressures (0-20 bar), 10 bar.
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The purpose of these experiments is to validate the thermodynamic model
applied, so that once it is validated it can be used with more accurate and
complex thermodynamic relations for the determination of Henry’s
coefficients. Thus, the validation of the thermodynamic model is made by
evaluation of theoretical equilibrium compositions obtained with the model
compared with experimentalsolubility results.
 
‘YMeOH ‘YMep Yco Yc2H4
P(barA)| Feed gas 323K 373K 323K 373K 323K 373K 323K 373K
co 1.304 1.262 1.338 1.242 064 0.66 -
“ C2Ha4 1.532 1.356 1.125 1.15 - - 1.808 1.809
co 1.308 1.295 1.333 1.21 0.632 0.652 -
, C2H,4 1.344 1.298 1.292 1.207 - - 1.914 1.753
 
20 C2H4:CO 4:1 1.465 1.333 1.177 1.17 0.619 0.653 1.846 1.823 4 C2H4:CO 4:1 1.337 1.297 1.301 1.207 0.629 0.652 1.92 1.753     
Table 4.2: Activity coefficients in MeP:MeOH[70:30 % wt,] calculated in Aspen Plusat
different conditions of composition, temperature, and pressure.
Theactivity coefficients of MeP and MeOH wereconsidered constant with
temperature for the calculations of the partial pressures from experimental
compositions of the liquid phase; however, inspection of the values given
in Table 4.2 reveals that these coefficients are not precisely constant at
different pressures and compositions of the liquid phase; at higher
pressures there is an increase in the composition of gaseous components
dissolved. Thus, by definition of Henry’s law (for supercritical components
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at infinite dilution, page 38) it is expected that solubilities deviate from
Henry’s law when the dissolved gas in the liquid phase is not dilute.
Similarly the thermodynamic model, which calculates the activity
coefficient of each component at any given condition of temperature,
pressure and composition, calculates equilibrium compositions of the
liquid phase with deviations from Henry’s law at higher pressures.
Differences between the experimentally determined Henry’s coefficients
and the modelled values are expected because the experimental values
were calculated considering the MeOH and MePactivity coefficients to be
constant with temperature, meanwhile the thermodynamic model accounts
for deviations in MeOH and MeP compositions at different equilibrium
conditions, and furthermore it applies the correction of the activity
coefficient at infinite dilution as shown in equations 1.28 and 1.29.
However,as said before, comparison of Henry’s coefficients obtained with
the less complex procedure using equation 4.2 and experimentally
determined compositions, with the model results, will allow for the
validation of the more accurate calculation performed with the
thermodynamic modelas far as they agree within a 15% deviation.
It is interesting to note that the activity coefficient is less than unity for
carbon monoxide, but it is greater than unity for ethylene. From the
definition of activity coefficient (Eq. 4.3) it is known that it describes
deviations from ideality in liquid solutions. If it is higher than unity, as
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happens for ethylene, the fugacity of the componentin solution is higher
than it would be in an ideal solution; otherwise the fugacity of the
componentin the real solution is lower thanthat for the ideal case.
 f 4.3
The fugacity can be interpreted as the tendency to vaporize. If compounds
vaporize more than in an ideal solution, as happens for ethylene, then the
average distance between different molecules in solution increases with
respectto an ideal solution, indicating repulsion between unlike molecules.
Hence,an activity coefficient higher than unity physically means repulsion
forces between molecules, and therefore, solubility decreases with
deviations from ideality; meanwhile for values lower than unity, attractive
forces occur, and the less ideal is the solution the more attractive are the
forces, and the component becomesmoresoluble.
The equilibrium between phases is defined by the equality of the fugacity
of a componentin each phase,so the fugacity for each component must be
the same in both the liquid and gas phases. Deviations from ideality in the
gas phase for ethylene and carbon monoxide are much less than in the
liquid phase, so the fugacity in the gas phase can be considered equalto the
partial pressure of each component (fugacity coefficient = 1). Now,
ethylene showspositive deviations (y > 1) from ideality in the liquid phase
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and consequently its solubility is lower than it would be in an ideal
solution.
ff = Pi = fs = Vidi%; 4.4
Carbon monoxide showsthe opposite deviation from ideality, the activity
coefficient is lower than unity, henceits solubility is higher than it would
be in an ideal solution of MeP:MeOH.
An interesting point to note is that the fugacity of the pure componentin
the liquid phase will affect the solubility, as seen in Eq. 4.4, hence for
componentsofhigh fugacity, low solubility should be observed. This gives
an initial indication ofthe low solubility of carbon monoxide, for which the
fugacity at 10 bar total pressure and 323 K is 591.7, meanwhile for
ethylene under the same conditions fugacity is 38.6 (values computed
using the thermodynamic model).
For the validation of the thermodynamic model calculations of the gas
phase, a set of experimental determinations of compositions of the gas
phase in equilibrium were performed using the experimental system and
analysing the composition of the recirculating gas phase by Gas
Chromatography, as described in Chapter2. The experimental system is
basically the same asthat used for the determination of the composition of
the liquid phase, but the analytical method is changed. These experiments
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provide data for checking that the thermodynamic model applied
accurately predicts the gas phase in equilibrium with the solvent.
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4.3. Single gas solubility results
The separate solubilities of carbon monoxide, and ethylene, were
determined in the solvent mixture MeP:MeOH (70:30% wt.) at
temperatures 323 K, 343 K, and 373 K andin the pressure range 0 - 20
barA (absolute pressure of the system).
4.3.1. Carbon monoxidesolubility in Methyl Propanoate/Methanol
In this vapour-liquid equilibrium experimental determination, the gas phase
wasinitially formed of pure carbon monoxide (‘°C labelled due to NMR
detection requirements), and the liquid phase was a mixture of MeP:MeOH
(70:30% wt.). The amount of carbon monoxide dissolved in the solvent
mix increases with the total pressure (barA) of system, as expected since
the system is pressurized by the addition of carbon monoxide gas. The
quantity of carbon monoxide dissolved also increases at lower
temperatures at constant total pressure of the system (the behaviour of gas
solubility with temperature must be evaluated at constant partial pressure
of the gaseous componentin the gas phase, as shownlater). This difference
in solubility with temperature is greater at low total pressures, while as the
total pressure increases the solubility becomesless affected by temperature.
This effect is evidenced by a difference in the slopes of the solubility
isotherms, the slope of the isotherm increasing with temperature, see
Figure 4.3. As the amount of dissolved carbon monoxide decreases, the
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solubility lines tend to the value of the vapour pressure of the pure mixed
solvent at each different temperature.
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Figure 4.3: Solubility of CO in MeP:MeOH(70:30% wt.) as a function oftotal pressure of
The
the system (barA).
solubilities of each gas have also been modelled using the
thermodynamic model. The model reproduces the experimental results
well, indicating that the thermodynamic modelused (explained in detail in
Appendix A) is capable of accurately predicting the solubilities of carbon
monoxide in the mixed solvent MeP:MeOH(70:30 % wt.).
Comparing these results with those obtained with the sapphire tube‘static’
system (Figure 4.4), in which a much smaller quantity of isotopically
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enriched gasis fed into the system andneither flowing nor bubbling of gas
into the liquid phaseis used to improve mixing, reveals that the quantity of
carbon monoxide dissolved is much greater using the new system. This
could be due to equilibrium not being reached even after 15 minutes of
vigorousagitation. By contrast, equilibrium is reached rapidly on bubbling
the gas through the solution, and maintained during the NMR
measurement.
x(
CO
)
 
Pressure (bar A)
@ 'static' system 323 K @  'static' system 343 K
® ‘flow’ system 323 K ‘flow’ system 343 K
= = = Linear(‘static' system 343 K) = = = Linear (‘static' system 323 K)
 Linear(‘flow' system 323 K) Linear(‘flow' system 343 K)
Figure 4.4: Comparisonof ‘gas flowing and bubbling’ system with‘static’ sapphire
tube system.
Lines in Figure 4.4 are linear trend lines fitted to the scatter experimental
points.
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Determination of CO Henry’s coefficient
The increase in the slopesofthe solubility lines noted above reflects how
the solubility of carbon monoxide increases with temperature. In principle,
Henry’s coefficients for each temperature can be determined from the
inverse slopes of plots of x(CO) vs. partial pressure of CO, (Eq 1.30)
shownin Figure 4.5. Partial pressures of CO were calculated according to
procedure explained in pages 142-145. Note that equation 4.2, for the
calculation of partial pressures of MeOH and MeP, does not apply for
supercritical light dissolved gases (page 38), as is CO inthis case.
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Figure 4.5: CO solubility in MeP:MeOH (70:30% wt.) as a function ofits partial
pressure.
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The solubility of carbon monoxide in a mixture of methyl propanoate
(70%wt.) and methanol (30% wt.) has been shown to increase with
temperature, 1.e. the Henry’s coefficient of carbon monoxide in this system
is higher at low temperatures, Table 4.3.
 
 
T (K) a i,
323 1212 +121 1122.3
343 1145 +114 1049.3
373 1003 + 100 934.6     
Table 4.3: Henry’s coefficient of CO in solvent MeP:MeOH(70:30% wt.) at different
temperatures.
Table 4.3 shows that the values for the Henry’s constant calculated from
experimental data are always higher, ca. 10%, than those calculated by the
thermodynamic model. This consistent deviation is explained by the fact
that the calculation of partial pressures, used for the estimation of the
experimental Henry’s constants, neglects the correction of the activity
coefficient at infinite dilution, and considers constant activity coefficients
at each temperature as explained in page 146.
4.3.2 Ethylene solubility in Methyl Propanoate/Methanol
The solubility of ethylene (C2H,) in a mixture of MeP:MeOH(70:30% wt.)
was next experimentally determined and thermodynamically modelled in
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the range of absolute system pressures 0 - 20 bar, at temperatures 323 K,
343 K, and 373 K, and the Henry’s coefficients calculated.
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Figure 4.6: Solubility of C)H, in MeP:MeOH(70:30% wt.) as a functionoftotal
pressure of the system (barA).
The solubility of ethylene, Figure 4.6, clearly decreases with increasing
temperature; the temperature effect is more marked at higher pressures
(difference in slopes). The points at zero solubility correspond with the
vapour pressure of the liquid solvents at each temperature. The
thermodynamic model calculations reproduced quite well the experimental
observations. The experimental error is higher for the ethylene data than
‘ - 5 casfor the carbon monoxide because the formeris not enriched in ~C, so even
| ey)
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though the absolute values ofits solubility are higher, the NMR spectrum
peak intensity is much lower than that for the CO (which is amplified 100
times because of enrichment), which means that deviations in the peak
intensity values have greater impact on composition.
Determination of C,H, Henry’s coefficient
Inspection of the solubility lines versus the ethylene partial pressure in the
gas phase shows how the slope of the solubility line increases with
decreasing temperature, so the Henry’s constant increases, and the
solubility decreases. This behaviour is the reverse of that observed for
carbon monoxide, being that more usual for the solubility of a gas in a
liquid.
The value for the Henry’s constant of ethylene in MeP:MeOH (70:30 %
wt.) (Table 4.4) is of the order of nine times smaller than that for carbon
monoxide at 323 K; about seven times smaller at 343 K; and
approximately five times at 373 K. This meansthat ethylene is nine times
more soluble than carbon monoxide at 323 K, and this difference gets
smaller with increasing temperature because the ethylene solubility
decreases with temperature while that of carbon monoxideincreases.
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Figure 4.7: Solubility of C2H4 in MeP:MeOH(70:30% wt.) as a function ofpartial
pressure of ethylene (bar).
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323 140.3 + 10 127.4
343 171.7412 157.5
373 213 +15 211.4     Table 4.4: Henry’s coefficient of ethylene in solvent MeP:MeOH (70:30% wt.) at
different temperatures.
Comparing the experimental values of solubility with those calculated by
the thermodynamic model, it can be concluded that the model reproduces
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the solubility of single gases in mixed solvents well. There is again
consistency in the deviation of the experimentally calculated Henry’s
constants with respect to the modelled values dueto the calculation method
of the partial pressure used for the determination of the experimental
Henry’s constant.
4.3.3. Discussion: Temperatureeffect on solubility
It is experimentally observed that temperature has a different effect on the
solubilities ofCO and ethylene.
Carbon monoxide showsatypical behaviour forthe solubility of a gas with
temperature, which is usually expected to decrease on increasing the
temperature as stated in many elementary textbooks on chemistry.
However, this is not a valid generalisation about the behaviour of gas
solubility with temperature. As shown elsewhere®, Henry’s coefficients
change differently with temperature in different binary systems; these
changes depend not only on the temperature but also on the particular
chemical properties of the system. Thus, using the Gibbs-Helmholtz
equation and applying some thermodynamicrelations'’, the temperature
derivative of the solubility can be obtained as a function of either the
partial molar entropy orthe partial molar enthalpy of the gaseoussolute in
the liquid solvent.'* Assuming that the solvent is essentially non-volatile
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and the activity coefficient of the solute is independent of the composition
dueto its low solubility, we obtain:
 
 
Olnx, _ As, 45
plat),  & ,
Olnx, oa 46
at) 8
The derivation of equations 4.5 and 4.6 is shown in Appendix C.
Where x; is the mole fraction of the gas solute in the liquid phase and
As, 25) — sf (eh 50) (ey a3) 4.7
Ah, = ht —h& =(ht -no)+ (ht -n) 4.8
Where, ss’ and Af are the partial molar entropy and enthalpy of pure gas
component 2; s} and hy are the partial molar entropy and enthalpy of
pure liquid component 2; s; and h, are the partial molar entropy and
partial molar enthalpy of component 2 dissolved in the liquid phase; all of
them at system temperature and pressure.
Considering first Eq. 4.5 it can be seen that when the variation of the
partial molar entropy of solution of the solute is positive the solubility of
gaseous component2 increases with temperature; otherwise, it decreases.
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This variation in partial molar entropy can be expressed by Eq. 4.7, where
the first term represents the entropy of change of state of pure component
2; and the second term the partial molar entropy of mixing the condensed
solute with the solvent. The first term, entropy of change ofstate, is
expected to be negative because the entropy of a gas phase componentis
higher than that of the same material in liquid state at the same
temperature. For carbon monoxide the variation in entropy due to change
of state, from gas to liquid, at 223 K (p’ = 96.73 bar) is -0.5804 kJ/kg-K,
whilst for ethylene it is -1.694 kJ/kg-K at 223 K (p’ = 10.61 bar) (values
calculated applying the thermodynamic model in Aspen Plus). Considering
ideal entropy of mixing of the two liquids (the solvent 1, and the
condensed solute 2) the entropy of mixing both liquids using excess
functions relations (Chapter 2) can be expressedas:
SY —sy =—-RInx, 4.9
The value for this entropy changeis always positive since x2 < 1, and the
smaller the solubility the greater its value. Therefore, for very low
solubility gases, the second term of Eq. 4.7 is large and positive; when the
magnitude ofthis term 1s larger than that of the first term (negative value)
the overall entropy change on dissolution As, is positive and the solubility
will increase with the temperature, as happens for carbon monoxide in the
liquid mixture MeP:MeOH (70:30% wt.). Thus the solubility of carbon
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monoxide has been shownto be very low, xco in MeP:MeOH (70:30 %
wt.) under the conditions at which the entropy of change ofstate has been
evaluated (223 K, and 96.73 bar) is 0.056. Calculating the entropy of
mixing applying Eq. 4.9 the value obtained for this entropy changeis
0.8541 kJ/kg-K, which is greater in magnitude than the negative value of
the entropy of condensation of pure carbon monoxideat those conditions(-
0.5804 kJ/kg-K) (Table 4.5). Hence, the change in entropy of carbon
monoxide dueto the solution of the gas into the liquid solvents under study
is positive, and so the solubility increases with temperature as
experimentally observed. These calculations were done at the temperature
condition of 223 K because the temperatures of work (323 — 373 K) are too
high for the model to properly resolve the vapour pressure of carbon
monoxide. Wilhelm and Battino'? report relations of enthalpies and
entropies of solution with solubilities of different gases in different
solvents, including that of carbon monoxide in pure methanol, and report a
positive value for the total changeofentropy of solution (0.15 kJ K" kg"),
i.e. the solubility of carbon monoxide in methanol exhibits the same
behaviouras observed here in a mixture MeP:MeOH(70:30% wt.).
The solubility of ethylene in MeP:MeOH is much higher than that of
carbon monoxide, x,.,,,= 0.464 at 223 K and 10.61 bar; the value for the
entropy change of mixing the condensedethylene with the liquid solvents
(Eq. 4.9), is positive but lower than for the carbon monoxide, -RInx) =
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0.228 kJ/kg-K. The entropy of mixing of ethylene is lower in magnitude
than the (negative value) entropy of change of state of pure ethylene (-
1.694 kJ/kg-K), making the total entropy change for the dissolution of
ethylene gas in the liquid solvents negative (Table 4.5). From Eq. 4.5 this
negative value leadsto the conclusionthatthe solubility of ethylene should
decrease at higher temperatures as is observed experimentally.
Consideration of the partial molar enthalpy change of solution, Eq. 4.6,
leads to additional understanding of the temperature effect on gas
solubility. When the change in the partial molar enthalpy of solution of
gaseous solute 2 is positive, the solubility of gas 2 in the solvent 1
increases with temperature; otherwise it decreases. The partial molar
enthalpy change is expressed by two terms in Eq. 4.8, where the first term
corresponds to the enthalpy of change of state of pure gaseous component
2, and the second term corresponds to the variation of partial molar
enthalpy of mixing of condensed solute 2 with liquid solvent 1. The
enthalpy of change ofstate of the solute (first term in Eq. 4.8) is expected
to be negative, because the enthalpy ofa liquid is generally higher than that
of a gas at the same temperature. The value for the enthalpy of
condensation of pure carbon monoxide calculated applying the
thermodynamic modelin Aspen Plus is -129.51 kJ/kg at 223 K (p’ =96.73
bar), whilst for ethylene a more exothermic enthalpy of -377.91 kJ/kg at
223 K (p’ = 10.61 bar) is obtained. Values for the enthalpy of change of
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state of carbon monoxide, calculated with the thermodynamic model in
gia confirming that theAspen Plus, agree with experimental measurements
modelis reliable for these calculations. Now the magnitude of the enthalpy
of condensation of pure ethylene is higher than for carbon monoxide and
so the process is more exothermic.
The partial molar enthalpy of mixing the condensedsolute and the liquid
(second term of Eq. 4.8) depends on intermolecular forces and therefore on
the chemical properties of the components present in the vapour-liquid
equilibrium. The more cohesive the intermolecular forces between the
dissolved solute and solvent, the easier the mixing and the enthalpy of
mixing is negative (exothermic). Conversely, in the absence of solvation
between the solute and the solvent, this quantity tends to be positive
(endothermic), and the less cohesive the intermolecular forces the more
endothermic the enthalpy of mixing. These intermolecular forces can be of
different kinds, for example when ions or permanent dipoles are present
electrostatic forces occur; induction forces happen between permanent
dipoles and induceddipoles with polarizable electrons; chemical forces can
lead to association and solvation or the formation of loose chemical bonds,
e.g. hydrogen bonding.
Studies of how chemical forces affect the solubility of gases in liquids are
not commongiventhe difficulty of characterizing these chemical forces in
a quantitative way; the chemicalaffinity of a solvent depends on the nature
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of the solute to be dissolved, and the chemical effects in solution must be
studied relatively rather than absolutely. However, there are some studies
of the importance of chemical effects on gas solubility, e.g. Gutmann
discusses the definition of a method for characterizing specific solute-
solvent interactions and defines donor-acceptor numbers'°; Zellhoeferetal.
describe the importance of chemicaleffects in the solubility of Freon-21 in
different solvents'’; Demyanovich and Lynn present a correlation
providing Henry’s constants in terms of chemical thermodynamic
parameters'®; Brown and Brady’? reduced their solubility data via
dissociation equilibrium constants; and Edwards et al. have studied the
ionization effect on solubility’. When chemical forces affecting the
solubility are not significant, physical forces between solute and solvent
can then play a key role; somecorrelations have been developed based on
the consideration of these forces”).
In the chemical system under study the chemical forces will be dominant
with respect to the physical forces (electrostatic and induction forces)
becausethe dipole moment ofMeOH and MeParethe same (1,7 Debye)”
*3 while carbon monoxide is almost nonpolar, having a very low dipole
moment(0,1 Debye).® C
Hence, methanol molecules in the liquid phase can solvate via hydrogen
bonds; a hydrogen atom attached to an oxygen (electronegative atom)
forms a loose bond with electronegative oxygen of another methanol
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molecule. The molecule providing polar hydrogen for a hydrogen bondis
called a donor; meanwhile the molecule that providesthe electron rich site
to which the hydrogenis attracted is called an acceptor. Hence, methanol
may serve as both donor and acceptor, whereas methyl propanoate (ester)
can only function as acceptor (Figure 4.8).
From this it might be considered that methanol would beless volatile than
methyl propanoate, because of the chemical interactions between
molecules. But it is necessary to consider van der Waals forces, which are
caused by continuous movement of electrons in molecules, inducing
fluctuating polarizations of nearby particles and reorienting them in such a
way that the electropositive end of one molecule is attracted to the
electronegative end of another, hence producing attraction forces between
molecules. Large molecules have moreelectrons and nuclei that can create
van der Waalsattractive forces, so their compounds usually have higher
boiling points than similar compounds made up of smaller molecules. This
effect explains why methyl propanoate has a higher boiling point than
methanol, the MeP molecule is larger than the MeOH one and so more van
der Waals attractive forces occur. Hence, methanol has a higher vapour
pressure than methyl propanoate (at 343 K; 1.25 bar > 0.73 bar). When the
components are mixed, the vapour pressure (at 343 K; 1.35 bar) is even
higher than that of pure methanol, the mixture MeP:MeOH (70:30% wt.) is
more volatile than either single compound (this is because of the
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formation of an azeotrope). The increasein volatility can be understood as
follows: when MeP and MeOHare mixed,it is difficult for a molecule of
MePto find another identical molecule, so the van der Waals attractive
forces are not as strong as when only MeP moleculesare present in a liquid
phase. Furthermore, the hydrogen bond formed between molecules of
MeOHisstronger than that formed between MeOH and MeP molecules,
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Figure 4.8: Solvation effects in MeOH/MeP
as the oxygen ofthe alcohol group is more electronegative than those of a
carbonyl or ester groups. As it is more difficult for two molecules of
methanol to find each other in the mixture than in the pure component, a
large quantity of weak hydrogen bonds between MeOH and MeP
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molecules will be present, thus the solvation forces are weaker than when
only MeOH moleculesare presentin the liquid phase.
When carbon monoxide is dissolved in the solvent system, it does not
interact chemically with the solventsince it has a very low dipole moment
and it has no hydrogen atoms which could link with solvent molecules via
hydrogen bonds. Consequently the solubility of CO is low. Moreoverit is
necessary to break hydrogen bonds between solvent molecules to dissolve
carbon monoxide in the liquid, which makes the enthalpy of mixing
endothermic. In conjunction with the fact that the enthalpy of change of
state of carbon monoxideis not very exothermic (-129.51 kJ/kg at 223 K),
the total enthalpy of solution of CO in MeP:MeOHmightbe positive, and
from Eq. 4.6 its solubility is expected to increase with temperature, as 1s
observed experimentally, i.e. the enthalpy of mixing is greater (i.e. more
endothermic) in magnitude than that of change of state (Table 4.5). From a
molecular point of view, when temperature increases the motion of the
molecules becomes faster, and it is easier to break the hydrogen and Van
der Waals bonds between molecules making more space available for the
molecules of the solute to be placed in the matrix ofthe liquid.
Ethylene is non polar so electrostatic forces do not occur, and as it is
dissolving in polar solvents dispersion forces do not occur either. Ethylene
contains four hydrogen atomslinked to two carbons bonded byan electron
rich double bond, so the hydrogen atoms may well form hydrogen bonds
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with the electronegative oxygen atoms of methanol and methyl propanoate
(proton acceptors). These intermolecular interactions would lead to
solvation effects which can explain the higher solubility of ethylene and
would make the mixing process easier and more exothermic. Hence, the
total enthalpy change for the dissolution of ethylene gas in the solvent
MeOH:MeP(70:30 % wt.) is exothermic (Table 4.5). As shown in Eq.4.6,
a negative enthalpy change means that the solubility of ethylene will
increase at lower temperatures, as is experimentally observed. This is
typical behaviourforthe solubility of a gas in a liquid.
 
   
AS (kJ/kg-K) AH (kJ/kg)
Change of ss Change of ,,..State (G-L) Mixing Total ote (G-L) Mixing Total
co
T= 223K: P'(CO)= 96.73 bar,
|
~9-5804 0.8541 >0 -12951 >0 >0
C2H4
T= 223K: P(CH,) = 10.61 bar| 71-694 0.228 <0 -377.91 <0 <0 
Table 4.5. Entropies and enthalpies for the dissolution of carbon monoxide and ethylene
in MeP:MeOH(70:30 % wt.).
In conclusion, the statement that the solubility o gases in liquids decreases
at higher temperatures is usually wrongly generalised. It has been shown
by experiment that this is not always true, and can be explained
theoretically using thermodynamics.
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4.4. Mixed gases results
4.4.1. Mixed gasessolubility determination
The solubility of carbon monoxide and ethylene mixtures has been
determined experimentally in the solvent mixture MeOH:MeP (70:30 %
wt.) at six different initial gas mixtures compositions. The experimental
results have been used to validate a thermodynamic model of the four
component system, which has been usedto calculate the Henry’s constants
of the gaseous components when mixedat different molar compositions.
Henry’s constants have not been calculated from the experimental data
because the gas phase composition has not been experimentally measured
simultaneously with the experimental determination of the liquid
compositions at any specific equilibrium condition, so is difficult and
inaccurate to determine the partial pressures of the four component gas
phase. In principle, this could be done assuming the molar ratio of
C2H,:CO in the gas phase to be constant, and then proceeding as was done
for the single gases determinations, with the activity coefficients and
vapour pressures of the liquid solvents, methanol and methyl propanoate,
the partial pressures of the four components could be calculated. However,
since the carbon monoxide composition is low in both phases in many
cases, a small change in the ratio of CyH4:CO in the gas phase due to
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dissolution will lead to large errors in the partial pressure of carbon
monoxide, and thus in the calculated Henry’s constants.
However, the thermodynamic model was validated, by agreement with
experimental results, for the resolution of liquid phase compositions in
section 4.3. Validation for the resolution of composition of the gas phase at
equilibrium,and so forthe calculation ofpartial pressures of CO and C)Hy,
is shown later in section 4.5. Hence, partial pressures, necessary for the
calculation of Henry’s coefficients, were resolved with the thermodynamic
model (as shown in Appendix A).
Six different molar compositions of the feed gas, covering the range of
molar ratio ethylene to carbon monoxide from 0.5 to 25 were studied. The
experimental results for the solubility of mixed carbon monoxide and
ethylene in the solvent mixture at different temperatures and gas phase
composition are shown graphically in Figs. 4.9 — 4.14, which also show
comparison with the calculated solubility using the thermodynamic model.
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Figure 4.9: Solubility of ethylene and carbon monoxide mixedin a molarratio 1:2,
respectively, in solvent MeP:MeOH(70:30% wt.) at different temperatures.
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Figure 4.10: Solubility of ethylene and carbon monoxide mixedin a molarratio 2,5:1,
respectively, in solvent MeP:MeOH (70:30% wt.) at different temperatures.
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Figure 4.11: Solubility of ethylene and carbon monoxide mixed in a molarratio 5,7:1,
respectively, in solvent MeP:MeOH(70:30% wt.) at different temperatures.
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Figure 4.12: Solubility of ethylene and carbon monoxide mixed in a molarratio 7,8:1,
respectively, in solvent MeP:MeOH(70:30% wt.) at different temperatures.
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Figure 4.13: Solubility of ethylene and carbon monoxide mixed in a molarratio 14:1,
respectively, in solvent MeP:MeOH (70:30% wt.) at different temperatures.
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Figure 4.14: Solubility of ethylene and carbon monoxide mixed in a molarratio 25:1,
respectively, in solvent MeP:MeOH(70:30% wt.) at different temperatures.
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Since the quantity of gaseous component present, and so its partial
pressure, is less at lower compositions, the amount of the gaseous
component dissolved decreases when its composition is lower in the gas
phase, e.g. at low C,H,:COratios the solubility of ethylene is lower than at
higher ratios. The experimental results for the solubility of carbon
monoxide are well reproduced by the thermodynamic model, except for
lowest composition (highest ratio C2H4:CO of 25:1) studied where the
experimental results are usually lower than the results calculated by the
model. Thisis attributed to the increasing experimental error (determined
as explained in Chapter 2 page 95) for the CO data under these conditions
resulting from the very low NMR peak intensity; a slight error in
quantitation ofthis intensity results in a high percentage error in the value
of the solubility. The same effect is observed in the ethylene data, although
the effect is not so marked because the lowest composition of ethylene in
the gas phase measured is much higher than the lowest composition for
carbon monoxide. Furthermore, as has been shownpreviously (4.3.1 and
4.3.2), the solubility of ethylene is one order of magnitude greater than that
of the carbon monoxide. Nevertheless, the model reproduces the
experimental results well with less than 5 % deviation between
experimental and modelled compositions. Even in the two worst cases,
very low compositions of carbon monoxide or ethylene in the gas phase,
the greatest difference between the experimental and modelled solubility
results is less than 25 % for CO,and less than 10 % for ethylene.
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4.4.2 Discussion: Deviations from ideality
It is interesting to note in the experimental results that when a gaseous
component composition in the gas phaseis low, the solubility lines are less
linear and have curved shapes, indicating deviation from linear behaviour
of solubility defined by Henry’s law. Deviations from Henry’s law are
more easily observed by representing the solubility of the dissolved
component as a function of the partial pressure, calculated using the
thermodynamic model (Appendix A) and using Henry’s law (Figs. 4.15,
    
 
4.16).
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Figure 4.15: Deviations from ideality ofCO solubility in MeP:MeOH (70:30% wt.) at 323
K calculated by the thermodynamic model.
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Inspection of Fig. 4.15 reveals that the CO solubility lines predicted by the
model are not completely linear, but show deviations from Henry’s law
linear behaviour.
Thus, at high pressures the deviations from Henry’s law are more
pronounced. As explained in Chapter 1, these deviations at higher
pressures come from the definition of Henry’s law, looking at equations
1.28 and 1.29 in Chapter 1 it can be seen that linear behaviour
characterizing Henry’s law will only occur when the liquid phase activity
coefficient is constant and evaluated at infinite dilution. Hence, as a
component gets more concentrated in the solution the linear behaviour
vanishes. When these deviations make the solubility lower than the ideal
predicted by Henry’s law, we defineit as positive deviations from Henry’s
law, as the real values would correspond with higher Henry’s constants
(lower solubility). Otherwise, negative deviations from Henry’s law occur.
When there is a high composition of CO (low C2H,:CO ratio) in the gas
phase (67-100 % moles), the CO solubility is lower than that predicted by
Henry’s law. Therefore, positive deviations from Henry’s law for carbon
monoxide occur. As the CO composition in the gas phase is decreased
(higher C,H,:CO ratios), the solubility show less positive deviations from
Henry’s law. Hence, at low compositions of CO in the gas phase (0-/5 %
moles), deviations change from positive deviations to negative deviations
from Henry’s law,i.e. solubility values are higher than those predicted by
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Henry’s law, which would mean a lower Henry’s coefficient for carbon
monoxide at that temperature.
In conclusion, for carbon monoxide solubility, more positive deviations
from Henry’s law are observed as the gas phase is more concentrated in
CO (lower C2H,:COratios).
Inspection of Figure 4.16 reveals that ethylene solubility calculated by the
modelas a function of the partial pressure shows positive deviations from
Henry’s lawat high pressures. Large positive deviations from Henry’s law
are observed at low composition of ethylene (low C2H4:COratio) in the
gas phase (33 % moles). When the composition of ethylene in
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Figure 4.16: Deviations from ideality ofCH, solubility in MeP:MeOH(70:30% wt.) at
323 K calculated by the thermodynamic model.
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the gas phase is increased (higher CH4:CO ratio) (85 -100 % moles),
Henry’s law reproduces better the experimental results than for lower
compositions of ethylene in the gas phase.
In conclusion, ethylene solubility shows more positive deviations from
Henry’s law asthe gas phase becomesless concentrated in ethylene (lower
C2H4:CO ratios).
In summary, ethylene and carbon monoxide show different solubility
behaviours from the point of view of deviations from Henry’s law.
Ethylene solubility shows more positive deviations from Henry’s law,1.e.
lower solubilities, at lower C2H4:CO ratios, whereas carbon monoxide
shows less positive, or even negative, deviations at higher gas phase
CH4:CO composition ratios. In other words, the solubility of carbon
monoxide is greater than the solubility predicted by Henry’s law asits
composition in the gas phase decreases(higher ratios C7H4:CO); while for
ethylene the reverse behaviouris observed.
This can be explained by the difference in the activity coefficients values
of ethylene and carbon monoxide, being greater and lower than unity
respectively (Table 4.2). Ideality implies an activity coefficient equal to
unity, but when components are mixed deviations from ideality occur.
Now,the activity coefficient of carbon monoxideis less than unity, and
when mixed with ethylene non idealities occur and it deviates even more
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from unity, i.e. it becomes lowerstill. Inspection of equation 4.3 reveals
that solubility is inversely proportional to the activity coefficient. Hence,
for carbon monoxide the activity coefficient decreases when mixed with
ethylene, and as it gets less concentrated (higher C2H4:CO ratios), the
solubility increases showing more negative deviations from Henry’s law.
Conversely, the activity coefficient of ethylene is greater than unity (Table
4.2), so it increases deviating more from unity when nonidealities occur,
as when mixed with carbon monoxide. Hence, at lower concentrations of
ethylene in the gas phase (lower C2H4:COratios) the activity coefficient
gets higher values, and so the solubility decreases showing more positive
deviations from Henry’s law.
These deviations of activity coefficients caused by the mixing of carbon
monoxide with ethylene affecting their solubilities can be clearly observed
in the Henry’s constants, calculated using the thermodynamic model for
the solubility experiments performed (Table 4.5).
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Ratio 323 K 343 K 373 K
ethylene:CO (CO) H{(ethylene)| H(CO) H(ethylene)| H(CO) H{(ethylene)
Pure CO 1122.3 1049.3 934.6
0,5 1128.7 130.2 1061.6 161.0 925.9 219.8
2,5 1119.8 129.5 1052.6 160.3 917.4 217.0
5,7 1116.1 129.2 1049.3 160.0 917.4 215.3
7,8 1114.8 129.2 1048.2 159.7 917.4 214.8
14 1113.6 129.0 1047.1 159.7 917.4 214.3
25 1112.3 128.9 1046.0 159.7 917.4 213.8
Pure ethylene 127.4 157.5 211.4   
Table 4.5: Henry’s coefficient of carbon monoxide and ethylene in solvent MeP:MeOH
(70:30% wt.) at different gas phase composition and temperatures.
Thus, carbon monoxide becomes moresoluble as its composition in the gas
phase decreases (loweractivity coefficient); meanwhile ethylene gets more
soluble at higher compositionsin the gas phase (loweractivity coefficient).
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4.5 Determination of the gas phase equilibrium composition
The basic aim of the experiments described in this section was to validate
the thermodynamic model (Appendix A) for the gas phase in equilibrium.
Hence, the determination of the composition of the gas phase formed using
an initial molar ratio C,H4:CO of 3.5:1 in equilibrium with the liquid
solvent mixture MeP:MeOH [70:30 % wt.] was determined for the
temperatures 323, 343, and 373 K, and in the range of pressures 0-20 bar
using the experimental system described in Chapter 2. The equilibrium cell
used is essentially similar to that used in the NMR determination of the
liquid phase equilibrium compositions, but the analytical method used is
now Gas Chromatography.
The experimental results compared to the predictions using the
thermodynamic model are shown in Figs. 4.17-4.19 and show good
agreement between the experimental and calculation data for the range of
temperatures, pressures and components studied with the exception of
methanol composition at low temperatures, where the experimentalresults
are lower than those calculated by the model. This difference is attributed
to the fact that the experimental temperature is below,or very close, to the
boiling point (65 °C for MeOH; and 79 °C for MeP) and some
condensation may have occurred in the transfer lines connecting the
equilibrium cell and the GC apparatus. This deviation in methanol
composition makes the CO and C,H, compositionsalso to slightly deviate
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from the thermodynamic model values. Alternative experimental data are
available for these conditions, Blanco and Ortega® have also studied the
vapour-liquid equilibrium of methanol and methyl propanoate for a liquid
of composition MeP:MeOH [70:30 % wt.] and report that the gas phase in
equilibrium at 1.4 baris richer in MeOH(0.62 mole fraction) than in MeP
(0.38 mole fraction), as predicted by our thermodynamic model.
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Figure 4.17: Compositions of the gas phase initially formed by a molar ratio CyH4:CO 5:1
in solvent MeP:MeOH (70:30% wt.) at 323 K.
At higher temperatures the amount of MeOH and MePincreasesin the gas
phase, and also at lower pressures, when it is easier to evaporate the
solvents. As the pressure of the gas phase increases, more CO and C2H, are
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present in the gas phase and the solvents’ compositions get lower. Hence,
at high pressures the compositions ofmethanol and methyl propanoate tend
to zero, and those of ethylene and carbon monoxide to the ratio 3.5:1
(corresponding compositions (0.78:0.22)).
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Figure 4.18: Compositions of the gas phase initially formed by a molar ratio C)H4:CO 5:1
in solvent MeP:MeOH(70:30% wt.) at 343 K.
The composition of methanol in the vapour phase is higher than that of
methyl propanoate, andthis difference gets greater at higher temperatures.
This is because of the temperature dependence of the vapour-liquid
equilibrium curves and the azeotrope composition. Hence, at higher
temperatures the azeotrope composition gets richer in methanol.
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Figure 4.19: Compositions of the gas phase initially formed by a molar ratio CyHy:CO 5:1
in solvent MeP:MeOH (70:30% wt.) at 363 K.
In summary, the experimentally determined behaviour of the gas phaseis
reproduced well by the thermodynamic model, validating its performance
for resolution of the gas phase compositions in the vapour-liquid equilibria
described in this thesis.
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4.6 Conclusions
The solubility of carbon monoxide and ethylene, both as single gases and
mixtures, in the solvent mixture methyl propanoate-methanol [70:30 %
wt.] have been successfully determined and compared with predictions
made by a thermodynamic model. The agreement between the
experimental and theoretically calculated results validates the
thermodynamic model. The model performs well for the resolution of
vapour-liquid equilibrium calculations in a wide range of pressures,
temperatures and compositions.
Figures 4.20 and 4.21 show three-dimensional surfaces representing the
solubilities of carbon monoxide and ethylene at constant temperature(i.e.
373 K) as a function of the total pressure of the system and the
composition of the gas phase. The solubilities of CO and C2H, increase
with the total pressure of the system and with composition in the gas phase,
so CO solubility increases at lower C2H4:CO ratios, meanwhile C,H,
solubility increases at higher C2H,4:CO ratios. The increase in solubility
with pressure is much more apparent at high concentration in the gas
mixture (low C2H,4:CO ratios for CO and high C,H,:CO ratios for C2H,),
and the effect of the C2H4:CO composition ratio of the gas is emphasized at
high system pressures.
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Ethylene solubility 373 K
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Figure 4.20: Ethylene solubility in solvent MeP:MeOH(70:30% wt.) at 373 K at different
pressures and gas phase compositions.
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Figure 4.21: Carbon monoxidesolubility in solvent MeP:MeOH(70:30% wt.) at 373 K at
different pressures and gas phase compositions.
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The solubility of carbon monoxide is shown to be much lowerthan that of
ethylene as expected given the values of the fugacities of the pure
components. The solubilities of CO and CH, show different behaviour
with temperature; the solubility of carbon monoxide increases with
increasing temperature, whilst C2H, shows the opposite behaviour. This
difference can be explained by the changes in entropy and enthalpy
occurring during the process of dissolution of a gas in a liquid phase.
Hence, for carbon monoxidethis is an endothermic process with a positive
change in entropy; whereasit is exothermic, and a negative entropy change
for ethylene.
Meaningful comparisons of the solubilities of components in a mixture
require knowledge of the Henry’s coefficients, as they define the solubility
as a function of partial pressure of a component in the gas phase.
Comparison of the Henry’s constants of different gaseous components for
the same solvent gives an evaluation of solubilities at the same partial
pressure in the gas phase, whereas using solubility values at total system
pressure requires the consideration of the gas phase composition. Henry’s
coefficients have been determined for carbon monoxide and ethylene in
MeP:MeOH.
When carbon monoxide and ethylene are mixed in the gas phase their
solubilities change slightly. However, these variations in solubility are not
the same for both components. Hence, the solubility of carbon monoxide
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decreases at high composition in the gas phase (low C2H4:COratio), but
ethylene becomes more soluble when concentrated (high CjH,4:CO ratio).
This is so because of different deviations from ideality of carbon monoxide
and ethylene due to the different values of the activity coefficients, being
lower than unity for carbon monoxide,andlarger for ethylene.
In conclusion, a good understanding of the vapour-liquid equilibrium
between ethylene-carbon monoxide gas phase with methanol-methyl
propanoate liquid phase has been achieved, whichis vital for the design of
catalytic homogeneous reactions where gaseous reactants dissolve in a
reacting liquid phase.
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5.1 Introduction
Manyimportant chemical processes involve mass transfer of components
from a gaseous phase to a liquid phase. When these processes involve a
reaction, species from the gas phaseare transferred to the liquid phase and
then take part in a chemical reaction with species already present in the
liquid phase. Typical examples of industrially important processes where
this happens include gas purification, oxidation, chlorination,
hydrogenation and hydroformylation processes. In industrial plants, these
gas-liquid reactions frequently take place in bubble columns,stirred tank
reactors and absorption units’. Many investigations have been dedicated to
the study of the kinetics of gas-liquid reactions because a detailed
knowledge of kinetics is essential for the appropriate design of the reactor
and for the prediction of reactor performance; inaccurate estimation of
reaction rates may welllead to significant errors in reactor design.
Absorption and reaction experiments are thus performed on a laboratory
scale to obtain a fundamental understandingofthese reactions, to study the
effect of the mass transfer on reaction kinetics, and to describe the reaction
rate as a function of process variables such as temperature, pressure,
reactor design, reactant concentration, etc. These bench-scale kinetic
experiments are performed at the conditions typical for the consequent
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industrial process. Several experimental methods have been used to obtain
kinetic data for such systems” * “°. Two sorts of contactors are routinely
used in such studies:in the first class, the flow pattern is well defined, for
instance, in wetted-wall columns, wetted-sphere contactors, and laminarjet
absorbers; in the second class, the flow pattern is not well established,
® 7, 89. 10" and mechanically agitatedexamples being stirred cell reactors
contactors. In some designs, for example wetted wall and wetted sphere
contactors, the mass transfer interfacial area is geometrically simple and
therefore known.In all experimental designs gaseous components must be
transported into the liquid phase both before, and during, the reaction, and
so equilibrium and masstransfer considerations must be taken into account
in designing the kinetic study. Alternatively there are experimental
procedures without a phasetransition, where two liquid phases are brought
together and rapidly mixed, with the gas to be studied dissolved in one
phase and a chemically active solvent present in the other phase ''" '7.
Mass transfer is not considered in these methods, and the kinetic
parameters are defined from the rate of the homogeneousreaction.
In this project the novel NMRbubble column reactor described in Chapter
2, rather than one of the previous designs, has been used. The reason for
the use of this novel system is that ultimately it was hoped to combine the
kinetic study with NMRcharacterization of the active species. Bubble
13, 14, 15columns are not used for kinetic studies of gas-liquid reactions
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because the contact interfacial area is not easily determined and the reactor
design is difficult due to the continuous gas feed bubbling into the liquid
phase. Howeverit is a more realistic design from the industrial point of
view. Bubble column reactors are used industrially to perform non-
catalytic and homogeneously catalyzed gas-liquid reactions, such as
Fischer-Tropsch and methanol syntheses. The processes taking place in a
bubble column include mass transfer between the gas and liquid phase
combined with chemicalreaction in the liquid film andin the liquid bulk.
Stirred cell reactors are widely used and they are batch-operated devices,
which have the advantage that no analysis of the liquid phase is needed;
only the pressure history of the gas phase is required for the determination
of the kinetic parameters. However, in industrial practice it is commonthat
the pressure in the reactor is kept constant as well as the gas phase
composition by a continuous gas feed stream. The bubble column
experimental system proposedis thus as similar as possible to an industrial
design. It is a semi batch reactor; a continuous gas feed is bubbled through
the stationary liquid phase in the reaction cell, and so the reaction rate is
not obtained from the pressure in the reaction cell, which is kept constant,
but from direct measurements of compositions of the liquid phase by
NMR.Stirred reactors may give good conditions for fast mass transfer
because of the thorough mixing of gas and liquid phases, but there are
experimental difficulties in the implementation of a mechanically stirred
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NMRHPreactorsuch as technical and experimental complexity associated
with the manufacture and implementation. There are design restraints
imposed by the limited bore diameters of superconducting magnets. The
mechanical agitator, which should be made of a non magnetic material,
needs an electric motor which is clearly incompatible with a strong
magnetic field. Too violent agitation in the NMRcell can lead to poor
spectral resolution. Hence, an elegant design device would require great
skill in design, manufacture, maintenance and operation.
Conventional theoretical modelling of gas-liquid reactors has focused on
the bulk liquid phase mass balances while the mass transfer enhanced by
chemicalreaction in the liquid film is usually solved analytically for simple
reaction kinetics (Danckwerts'°, 1970; Charpentier'’, 1982) ortreated with
approximate methods (van Krevelen and Hoftijzer'’, 1948; Hikita and
Asai’, 1966). Recently there has been an increasing interest in modelling
gas-liquid reactions more thoroughly and more complex models have been
determined for some particular cases with complicated reaction kinetics.
However, weare not interested here in developing or applying a general
model, but rather, in the investigation and understanding of the kinetics of
the methoxycarbonylation of ethylene in a bubble column reactor. Hence,
knowledge about how masstransfer processes can affect reaction kinetics
is needed but the application of complex balances needed for the
determination of a general modelis not required.
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Whenreaction occurs in the liquid phase twodistinct physical phenomena,
interfacial mass transfer between gas and liquid, and reaction in the liquid
phase occur simultaneously. Thus, for the overall process rate
determination it is necessary to consider two different resistances, that of
mass transport, and the resistance of the chemical reaction process. The
relative values of these resistances will define the kinetic regime of the
overall process. Therefore, if the mass transfer processis very slowrelative
to the reaction, the overall process will be governed by the masstransfer
step. On the other hand, in a slow chemical reaction with fast mass transfer,
the overall rate observed will correspond with the chemical reaction
kinetics. These two extreme cases have simple resolution because the
overall rate will be reduced to the definition of only one or other single
process, mass transfer or kinetic reaction. However, in general the
behaviour of gas-liquid reactions falls in an intermediate regime where
both, mass transfer and chemical reaction resistances are significant. In that
case the reaction occurs at the interface as well as in the bulk of liquid.
Hence, understanding masstransfer between the gas andthe liquid phase is
crucial to understand the operating kinetic regime. Danckwerts (1970)"’
and Doraiswamy and Sharma”? (1984) summarized the theory of mass
transfer in chemical reactions and suggested general models that can be
employed to study the kinetics of gas—liquid reaction systems.
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5.1.1. Mass transfer
The mass transfer rate of the gas components into the liquid phase will
depend on: the physical properties of the gas and liquid phases, the
concentration difference, the interface contact area, and the degree of
turbulence. Consequently, the reactor must be designedto give a large area
of contact between the phases, and to create turbulence in orderto attain
fast mass transfer, to make the reaction the rate controlling process, and
avoid masstransfer limitation of the reactionrate.
Different mechanisms have been proposed to represent conditions in the
region of phase boundary. Thefirst is the two-film theory developed by
Whitman”' (1923) whosuggested that masstransfer in each phase could be
considered to proceed via stationary molecular diffusion in a thin film
close to the interface. The turbulence in the bulk is considered to vanish in
the interfacial films. In 1935 Higbie” suggested that the transfer process
was mostly attributable to fresh material being transported to the interface
by currents caused by turbulence, where a process of non-steady state
transfer took place for a period oftime at the freshly exposed surface, this
theory is generally knownas the penetration theory. Danckwerts™ (1951)
suggested a modification of this theory in which it is considered that the
material brought to the surface will remain there for varying periods of
time, and a probability of replacement is introduced, to approximate the
random agedistribution of such elements from which transfer occurs by a
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non-steady state process to the liquid phase. This is the surface renewal
model. In brief, the two-film model presumesthe presenceofa liquidfilm,
while the penetration model and the surface renewal model define gas-
liquid mass transfer using dynamic absorption in small liquid elements at
the contact surface. Later, Toor and Marchello™ proposed a more general
theory, the film-penetration theory, and showed that each of the earlier
theories corresponds to a particular limiting case.
Thus, gas-liquid mass transfer has been underscientific study for a long
period of time. In spite of this, there still exist no satisfactory general
design criteria for all phenomena of gas-liquid mass transfer that may
occur. In well-mixed gas-liquid reactors, the most frequently applied model
is the two-film model”> ** *”. In mostsituations it is found that the Higbie
penetration model gives similar results as compared to the two-film
theory”®.
In two-film theory when mass transfer occurs through an interface
separating both gas andliquid phases, the resistance to mass transfer causes
a concentration gradient as shown by full lines in Figure 5.1. The
concentration gradient is linear near the interface, and becomes
progressively smallerat larger distances.
The basis of the two-film theory is the supposition that the regions where
the resistance to transfer occurs can be represented by two imaginaryfilms,
one on eachside of the interface, in which the masstransfer occurs entirely
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Figure 5.1. Two-film theory. ”
by molecular diffusion. Outside the films, in the bulk fluid phases,
turbulence eliminates the composition gradient. Equilibrium is assumed to
exist at the interface and therefore the values of concentration and partial
pressure at the interface are determined by thermodynamic equilibrium
relations (Henry’s law).
5.1.2. Mass transfer coefficients
For diluted systems the mass transfer rate is proportional to the driving
force, expressed as a molar concentration difference. Due to the one
dimensional nature of the film model, the amount of solute transferred
from the bulk gas phase to the interface must equal the amount transferred
from the interface to the bulk liquid, and hence, the following relation
holds:
Ny =k (Cy, — C4) =o (Da — Pai) 5.1
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Where Ny is the mass transfer rate expressed as moles of solute transferred
per unit time per unit area; p, and py; are the partial pressures of the solute
in the gas phase and the interface; and Cy and Cy; (= C)) are the molar
concentrations of the solute in the liquid bulk and the interface
respectively. The liquid-side mass transfer coefficient kz represents the
amount of solute (here denoted by A) transferred through the liquid film
per unit time, per unit area, per driving force unit in terms of liquid
concentration. Similarly, the gas-side mass transfer coefficient kc is the
amount of solute transferred through the gas film per unit time, per unit
area, per driving force unit in terms of pressure. In some simple situations
mass transfer coefficients can be calculated from basic principles. For the
different models shown earlier, the two-film, the penetration, and the
surface renewaltheories try to extend these theoretical calculations to more
complex situations. Although these models are not usually very precise,
they are very useful for obtaining a physical idea of the mass transfer
coefficient variations. Hence, in the two-film theory, k, is directly
proportional to the solute diffusivity in the liquid and inversely
proportional to the liquid film thickness. According to the penetration
theory it is proportional to the square root of the diffusivity and, whenall
surface elements are exposed for an equaltime,it is inversely proportional
to the square root of time of exposure; when random surface renewalis
assumed, it is proportional to the square root of the rate of renewal. In the
film-penetration theory, the mass transfer coefficient is a complex function
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of the diffusivity, the film thickness, and either the time of exposureor the
rate of renewal of surface.
Due to the importance of mass transfer coefficients in modelling mass
transfer processes many correlations’, based either on experimental or
theoretical evidence, have been developed for different geometries and
working conditions. These correlations, usually based on non-dimensional
numbers as Schmidt, Reynolds, etc., allow the calculation of diffusivities
and masstransfer coefficients of single and multicomponent systems in gas
and liquid phases.
5.1.3. Effect of chemical reaction in mass transfer
For slow gas-liquid reactions the dissolved solute molecules are
transported deep into the bulk of the liquid before the reaction starts.
Therefore the overall absorption rate is not increased considerably because
of chemical reaction, being the rate of mass transfer controlled by the
driving force (concentration difference between the interface and the bulk
liquid). For very fast gas-liquid reactions, the solute molecules only
penetrate slightly into the liquid film before the reaction begins, the
diffusion path of the solute is very small when comparedto the distanceit
travels in simple physical absorption. Reaction rates vary greatly from one
chemical reaction system to another, from very slow to essentially
instantaneousreactions. Whenthe reaction rate is comparable to that of the
mass transfer through the diffusion film, interactions must be taken into
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account. The interactions can be delineated as five regimes, as shown in
Figure 5.2. These are identified by the value of the Hatta number, Ha,
whichis defined as the square root of the ratio of the diffusion time, tp, to
the reaction time,fg. For a reaction of the type
nA + mB — products
These are defined as follows:
Dtp =—2 5.2D ke
n+l
tp = mela 5.3
2Kinn€at Car
TheHatta*’ numberrepresents the ratio of maximal possible conversion in
the film (due to reaction) to the maximum masstransfer by diffusion
through the film. Thus it is possible to distinguish between very slow,
slow, fast, and instantaneous reactions, with respect to physical mass
transfer, depending onthe value of the Hatta number”.
For design purposesit is important to catalogue gas-liquid reactions by the
magnitude of the Hatta number. Hence, for a value of Ha > 2 the reaction
is considered to be fast and occurs completely in the gas-liquid interface,
while for Ha < 0.02 the reaction is slow with respect to mass transfer rate
and takes place principally in the liquid bulk. For reactions with 0.02 < Ha
< 2, which are very common in chemical processes, the reaction takes
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place mainly in the liquid film and the process is diffusion controlled,
happening someofreaction also in the liquid bulk.
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Thus, the Hatta numberdefines the region where the reaction takes place
from the relation of the rates of reaction and mass transport. For regimesIII
and IV the reaction effectively enhances the mass transfer rate, and an
“enhanced”effective value of k;, is often used, defined as k1.
 
sam 795
k* _ 2Dgpknn (C43 -C,,) "Gin 5.4
. n+l
The enhancement factor, g, is defined as the ratio of the mass flux of
component A through the interface with chemical reaction and driving
force (Cai-Ca) to the mass flux through the interface without chemical
reaction, but with the same driving force. For an instantaneous reaction it
can be expressed by:'°
q=l1+ nCDz 5.5
mC4; D,
Hence, when q is multiplied by the physical mass transfer coefficient, the
observed masstransfer coefficient in the presence ofreaction is obtained.
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5.2. Experimental system
5.2.1. Design: Relaxation agent appropriate for monitoring reaction
The experimental system used for the determination of gas solubility in a
working catalytic reaction is that described in Chapter 2 called “NMR +
GC bubble column flow system”. It is based on that used for the
determination of gas solubility in equilibrium (without reaction) with the
addition of a GC in the return gas line, for the determination of the
composition of the gas phase with time, and a forward pressure controller
in the feed gas cylinder for assuring a constant pressure and gas phase
composition in the reactor.
An additional design concern emerges when adding a catalyst to the four
components chemical system, the use of a relaxation agent that does not
affect the catalyst performance. The need for a relaxation agent to ensure
the NMR measurements are quantitative has been explained in Chapter3.
The relaxation agent used for the equilibrium compositions determination,
Cr(acac); was expected to be chemically "innocent", because
acetylacetonate (acac) is a chelating ligand andit should be strongly bound
to the Cr(III) centre. This serves two purposes: (1) it prevents the catalyst
system reacting with the Cr(III) centre, and (11) it prevents the acac ligating
the Pd(II). However, initial kinetic experiments revealed that this did not
happen and this relaxation agent showed strong negative effect on the
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catalyst activity. A likely reason is that the acac dissociated from the
Cr(III). This could be because the catalyst system contains a strong acid
(methanesulfonic acid), which could protonate the acac to give
acetylacetone acacH, whichis a poor ligand for Cr(III) but might be good
enough for Pd(II). In any event there would be also present "unprotected"
Cr(IID present, which might do any numberofunwantedreactions.
Therefore, several potential relaxation agents were screened firstly to
assess their relaxation capability and secondly to determine their effect on
the catalysis. The ideal situation would be that the catalyst complex itself
acted as a good relaxation agent since the problem would be solved
without the need of adding any additional species to the reaction media.
Hence the T; constant, which defines the delay between pulses necessary
for allowing all the spins to relax (five times T, approx.), of the solvents
species was determined applying a saturation recovery fourier transform
 
method (Chapter3):
C(O)OR OMel OMe2 CH, CH;
T; (s) 32.6 5.7 10.8 8.8 4.9
Table 5.1. T1 relaxation time constants for solvents species Without any added
species.
The carbonyl group in the methyl propanoate molecules has the longest T,
and it would define a pulse delay between pulses of approximately 3
minutes, which is so long delay that each measurement, 64 scans, would
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take 3 hours, before which timethe reaction would certainly have finished.
After adding the catalyst complex, in the appropriate concentration for a
good reaction performance (5 ppm ofPd), the relaxation time constants T,
were measured again, Table 5.2.
 C(O)OR OMel1 OMe2 CH, CH;
T(s) 20.9 2.9 3.4 3.2 1.2
Table 5.2. T1 relaxation time constants for solvents species with catalyst complex
added.
The catalyst Pd-complex shows a reasonably goodrelaxation capacity for
all but the ester carbonyl C. However,it is the longest T; that determine the
required pulse delay. Thus a delay of ca. 2 minutes between pulsesisstill
required.
So an additional relaxation agent is needed, one that will not affect the
catalyst activity and at the same time give efficient relaxation ofall
carbons, allowing a short delay between pulses. Gd** is another standard
NMRrelaxation agent and has a high magnetic moment so should have a
greater "relaxing" effect than Cr*”, and perhaps allow the use of lower
concentrations.
The first compound tried was gadolinium chloride (GdCl3.8H2O) because
it is readily available. Short relaxation time constants T; were observed,
Table 5.3.
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 C(O)OR OMel OMe? CH, CH;
T:(s) 0.72 0.96 0.005 0.95 1
Table 5.3. T1 relaxation time constants for solvents species with 6 g/L of
GdCl;.8H,0.
GdCl3;.8H20 causesvery efficient relaxation, allowing pulse delays of only
5 seconds. Unfortunately, when added to the catalyst system no reaction
occurred, which isattributed to the presence of the CI anion. The anion has
a major impact on the catalysis, thus GdCl3.8H2O kills the catalyst by
coordination to Pd(II). However, the Gd** seems to be a good relaxation
agent, so the aim at this point wasto find an anion that coordinated to Ga*
but did not affect the catalyst activity.
Gadolinium methanesulfonate was thought to be a good possibility since
methanesulfonic acid wasalready present in the reaction media, hence the
methanesulfonate should not affect the catalyst negatively. On adding 6
g/L of Gd-methanesulfonate, the relaxation time constants T; observed
were (Table 5.4):
 CO C(O)OR C,H; OMel OMe2 CH, CH;
Ti(s) 28 O41 15 14 0.008 19 1.5
Table 5.4. T1 relaxation time constants for solvents species with 6 g/L of
Gd(CH3SQ3)3.
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Nowthe highest time constant is shown by CO,defining a delay between
pulses of 15 seconds, allowing liquid composition measurements each 15
minutes, which is good enough. This relaxation agent, as it was expected,
did not affect the catalyst activity as confirmed by analysis performed in
Lucite International laboratories at Wilton Research Centre. Hence, the
Gd-methanesulfonate is a good relaxation agent for monitoring the
methoxycarbonylation of ethylene reaction by NMR. Now the
experimental system, after some modifications explained in Chapter 2, and
the research carried out on relaxation agents appropriate for the catalyst
system, is completely setup and ready for studying the reactionkinetics.
5.2.2. Experimental procedure
The experimental system and procedure used was analogous to that
described in Chapter 2. Firstly the mixed solvent system for the catalytic
reaction and comprising a mixture of methyl propanoate, 70 %, and
methanol, 30 % mass composition, and a relaxation agent, gadolinium
methanesulfonate, 6 g/L, was prepared.
The catalyst was then prepared in situ by the addition of the bidentate
phosphine ligand 1,2-bis(di-tert-butylphosphinomethyl)benzene (Lz) and
[Pd2(dba)3] (dba = trans, trans-dibenzylideneacetone) to the solvent system
to give the complex [L2Pd(dba)]. Treatment of this complex with
methanesulfonic acid (MsOH)generates a complex capable of converting
ethylene, carbon monoxide, and methanol to methyl propanoate**. The
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compositions of the catalyst species in the final reacting solution are: /Pd/
= 5-15 ppm; [L2] = 40-50 ppm; [MsOH] = 2000 ppm. The reaction
solution was prepared and kept under nitrogen due to the sensitivity of the
catalyst complex to oxygen.
A volume of 4 mL ofthe reacting solution was introduced, under nitrogen,
into the reaction cell (consisting of a sapphire tube connected to the gas
recirculation system described in Chapter 2). The system wasthen sealed,
to avoid evaporation the liquid solution was frozen, and the apparatus
evacuated. The reaction cell and rest of the system was then pressurized to
15 - 20 bar with a mixture of ethylene: '°CO [4:1 molarratio]. The reaction
gas was then pumpedat a flow rate of 30 mL/min through the reaction
solution. The reaction cell was then introduced into the NMR magnet, and
composition measurements taken. The reaction wasinitiated by raising the
reactor temperature to 373 K (100 °C). Gases consumed byreaction were
replenished from a ballast cylinder via a forward pressure regulator
containing a mixture of ethylene: ‘CO [1:1 molar ratio] so that the
composition of the gas phase and the total pressure of the system was
constant.
The composition of the reacting solution was monitored with time by
NMR.Figure 5.3 presents the NMR spectra recorded during a typical
reaction. The peak at 173 ppm approx. due to the carbonyl group
'5C(O)OR] of MeP growsin intensity as the reaction proceeds. Thelargegr y
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magnitude of this peak with respect to the others is because of the use of
'°CO enriched as gas reactant.
The formation of MeP, which corresponds with the consumption of
MeOH, CO, and C;Hg,, can thus be easily followed with time and the
reaction rate calculated. The reaction cannot be followed so clearly using
the peaks of the alkyl groups (8 and 26 ppm approx.) of MeP becausethese
carbonsare notenrichedin '°C, and so are of much lower intensity.
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Figure 5.3. NMRspectra recorded during reaction showing production of MeP.
The increase with time in the composition of MeP can also be observed in
the peaks of the methoxy groups (50 ppm approx.), present in the MeP and
MeOH molecules. The ratio of the peak corresponding to the methoxy
group of MeP(left) to that of MeOH(right) increases with time due to the
production of MeP and consequent consumption of MeOH.The peaks of
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the gaseous components, ethylene and CO,dissolved in the liquid phase
are of very low intensity, and appear in the positions marked by the
rectangles in Figure 5.3.
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5.3. Kinetic observations.
The determination of liquid composition with time allows the calculation
of the reaction rate, and so a further investigation and understanding of the
reaction system. Hence, the aim of the experiments described here is the
investigation of the parameters affecting the reaction rate, as well as to
define the kinetic regimeofthe reaction in terms of which process controls
the overall rate, mass transfer or reaction kinetics, and so understand where
the reaction happens. The kinetic study comprises the experimental
observation of how several variables affect the reaction rate. For that the
initial reaction rate is experimentally determined keeping all variables
constant except one, which is modified for each rate measurement. The
variables investigated will be the area of contact between gas and liquid
phases, the concentration of carbon monoxidein the film, and the catalyst
concentration.
Reaction rates were calculated by monitoring the liquid phase
concentration during reaction measured by NMR.Hence, from the increase
in the MeP peak between two measurements, the time passed between
them,and the total liquid volumepresent in the reaction cell (4 mL), values
of the averaged reaction rate between two experimental measurements
were performed in mol T-min units. The reaction rate was higher at the
beginning of the reaction, as more concentration of reactants was present.
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Hence, measurements performed during the first 30 minutes, when the
reaction rate values were notfalling yet, were used for the calculation of
initial reaction rates.
5.3.1. Contact area between phases
Theinitial reactions performed used a flow rate of 12 mL/min and a simple
PTFEdip tube to deliver gas to the reaction. No standing concentration of
carbon monoxide was observed in the liquid bulk. This fact can only be
explained by slow mass transfer compared with reaction, i.e. carbon
monoxideis so rapidly consumedbyreaction that it does not reach the bulk
of the liquid reacting phase. This is an indication that under these system
conditions, with slow masstransfer, the reaction happensin the liquid film.
The mass transfer rate can be increased by increasing the contact surface
between phases, i.e. delivering the maximum gas possible in the smallest
bubbles achievable. Hence, the gas flow rate was increased to 30 mL/min,
the maximum achievable before the system became so turbulent that the
liquid solution was pushedoutof the reaction cell, and the resolution in the
NMRspectra degrades. The gas delivery tube was modified to reduce the
size of the bubbles. An open ended tube delivers large gas bubbles (6 mm
diameter approx). In contrast, a tube with a sealed end and perforated by
two small holes at the bottom section of the tube delivers smaller bubbles
(3.2 mm diameter approx) with little coalescence up through the reacting
solution from the bottom to the top of the reaction cell. The change in the
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contact surface area between gas andliquid with gas flow rate and bubble
size is evident in Figure 5.4 which showspictures of the reaction bubble
cell at flow rates of 20, 30 and 40 mL/min using theoriginal (right) and
modified (left) gas delivery tube.
The effect of the contact surface area on the reaction rate has been
determined. Tworeactions have been performed,thefirst using the original
delivery tube, i.e. with large gas bubbles, and a second identical reaction
but using the modified tube, i.e. with small bubbles. The contact surface
area between gas and liquid was determined by measuring the average
diameter of the bubbles, and counting the number of
20 mL/min 30 mL/min  
Figure 5.4. Illustrating the increase ofthe contact surface area by increasing the gas
flow rate and decreasing bubble size.
bubbles in the reaction cell. In the first reaction the contact area between
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phases was J/.1:10° m’, while for the second (small bubble size) it was
1.9:10° m’. The initial rates obtained were 2.51-10° moles MeP/h, and
5.29:10° moles MeP/h respectively for the two reactions, i.e. the reaction
rate is proportional to the area of contact between the gas and liquid
phases. This indicates that reaction takes place in the liquid film, indicating
a high reaction rate with respect to mass transport.
However, this change in masstransfer rate did not affect the composition
of the gaseous components dissolved in the liquid bulk. For very slow
masstransfer, that is large bubbles, no carbon monoxideis dissolved in the
liquid bulk becauseitis all reacted in the liquid film. With improved mass
transfer, i.e. when small bubbles are used, a very small concentration of
CO dissolved in the bulk of the liquid can be observed at the very
beginning of the reaction, which disappears very quickly.
Thus, from these batch reactions examining masstransfer effects, an initial
understanding of the kinetic regime of the process has been obtained.
Nevertheless, a number of continuous gas feed reactions were performed
changing the gas feed flowrate (20, 30, 40 mL/min), and keeping the rest
of conditions the same: small size of bubbles, 1.2 bar of partial pressure of
CO, 8.2 M of methanol concentration, and 5 ppm of Palladium; to obtain
more evidence of the effect of the area of contact between phases in
reaction rate using always small bubbles, Figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.5. Effect of contact area between gas and liquid phasesin reactionrate.
A linear relationship between reaction and contact area between phasesis
observed in Figure 5.5, which showsthat reaction rate increased more than
proportionally with area of contact between phases, i.e. doubling the area
of contact, the rate increased by more than the double. This can only be
explained by the fact that the area of contact was increased by increasing
the volumetric flow of gas into the reaction cell, hence producing more
bubbles, and therefore more area of contact with the liquid phase. But this
increase in flow meansalso less time of residence of bubbles in the
reacting solution, and so the time of reaction was shorter and the
conversion achieved lower. Hence, the higher concentration of gaseous
reactants (CO and C2H,) present gave higherreactionrates.
From Figure 5.2, this linear relation between reaction rate and area of
contact leads to an initial conclusion that reaction happens in the liquid
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film, with diffusion the controlling process. Underthis diffusion controlled
condition it is not possible to observe experimentally real kinetics and
therefore no determinations of reaction rate constants can be performed.
Without kinetic reaction constant values the calculation of the Hatta
numberis not possible, however, it is possible to determine the reaction
regime from howdifferent parameters affect the observedrate.
At this point four possible regimes must be considered depending on the
reaction rate, Figure 5.2, II: moderately fast reaction, III: fast reaction, IV:
very fast reaction, or V: instantaneousreaction. Hence, the next parameter
to studyis that of the concentration of carbon monoxidein the liquid film.
If the reactionrate is not affected by its concentration we know we have an
instantaneousreaction, and then the regime would be defined.
5.3.2. Concentration of CO in the liquid film
Of the two gaseous components participating in reaction, the carbon
monoxide is the limiting one because its equilibrium concentration at
working conditions, which will correspond with the concentration in the
liquid film, is much lowerthan that of ethylene, which is always present in
the liquid bulk.
For the investigation of the effect on reaction rate of the concentration of
CO in the liquid film different determinations ofthe initial rate of reaction
were done at different initial compositions of the gas phase. The
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concentration of CO in the liquid film is the concentration at equilibrium
for the conditions of temperature, pressure, and composition for each
reaction rate determination. The equilibrium compositions were calculated
using the thermodynamic model described in detail in Appendix A and
validated in Chapter 4 by good agreement with experimental results.
Hence, the equilibrium concentration of CO is varied by changing the
partial pressure of CO in the gas phase. The rest of the reaction conditions
are kept constant for all rate measurements, 30 mL/min of gas feed
flowrate, 8.2 M ofmethanol concentration, small bubble size, and 5 ppm of
palladium concentration.
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Figure 5.6. Effect of carbon monoxide film concentration in reaction rate.
A linearrelation between the concentration in the liquid film ofCO and the
reaction rate is observed, Figure 5.6. This result eliminates the possibility
of an instantaneousreaction, leaving the options of regimesII, III, and IV.
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For regimes with fast reaction (III, and IV) the mass transfer process is
enhanced by the presence ofa reaction, so it is necessary to increase the
reaction rate and see if it has any influencein the masstransferrate.
5.3.3. Mass transfer rate enhancementby reaction
The increase in reaction rate is obtained by the increase in the catalyst
concentration in the reaction media. The mass transfer rate is easily
calculated from the experimental determinations applying a mass balance
to carbon monoxide. Hence, the quantity of carbon monoxide transferred
from the gas phaseto the liquid phase equals the quantity of CO consumed
in the reaction plus the quantity of CO dissolved in the liquid bulk. From
the masstransfer rate calculated from experimental values applying a mass
balance to CO, a masstransfer coefficient, kz,;, can be calculated, which
may not be the real mass transfer coefficient since reaction can affect its
value. The masstransfer rate, in terms of moles of CO transferred per time
and interface unit area, divided by the driving force, in terms of the
difference between the equilibrium concentration of CO andthatpresent in
the liquid bulk, gives a value for the observed masstransfercoefficient.
Now, on changing the metal concentration and keeping the rest of
conditions constant, different initial rates are obtained experimentally,
Figure 5.7. Actually the reaction rate increases linearly with palladium
concentration, as expected, since the greater the concentration of
palladium, the more active centres are present for the insertion of
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methanol, carbon monoxide, and ethylene, and so faster formation of
methyl propanoateresults.
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Figure 5.7. Effect of Pd concentration in reactionrate.
For each of previous reactions, a value of the observed mass transfer
coefficient, kz4;, was calculated applying equation 5.1, dividing the mass
transfer rate of CO by the difference between the liquid film and bulk CO
concentration. The number of moles transferred from the gas to the liquid
phase between two experimental measurements was equalto the difference
between the moles of CO in the liquid bulk in each experimental
determination, determined by NMR,plus the moles of CO reacted, which
from reaction stoichiometry are identical in number to the moles of MeP
produced, also calculated from NMRspectrum and liquid sample volume.
Hence, dividing the moles of CO transferred by the time passed between
measurements, and by the area of contact between phases(3: 10° m’), mass
transfer reaction values were obtained in mo//m’*s units. With these
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values of masstransfer rates, the concentration of CO in the liquid bulk
determined by NMR,the concentration of CO inthe liquid film calculated
with the thermodynamic model developed for equilibrium calculations, and
applying equation 5.1, values of kz»; in m/s units were obtained.
The results in Figure 5.8 show that faster mass transfer occurs with faster
reaction rates. The fact that the CO transferred is rapidly consumed makes
the gradient of CO concentration through the liquid film high at all times
resulting in the increase of mass transfer. This result reduces the
possibilities to regimes III and IV, with fast reaction rate. As the
concentration ofCO inthe liquid film is much lowerthan the concentration
of methanolin the reaction media,it is concluded that the regime observed
in this gas-liquid reaction is III, that of fast pseudo first order in CO
reaction in the liquid film (Figure 5.2).
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Figure 5.8.Masstransfer coefficient as a function ofreaction rate.
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Note that regime III, as defined in Figure 5.2, does not depend on mass
transfer coefficient k,. Figure 5.8 showsthat reaction rate depends on kz»;
but this does not mean that k, affects reaction rate. In fact, kyo; is an
observed masstransfer coefficient. In fact, it is defined as the theoretical
coefficient, k;, affected by the reaction “enhancement factor’, which
accounta for the influence of reaction in mass transfer rate, as shown in
equations 5.4 and 5.5. Hence, reaction rate affects the “enhancement”
factor and so kzss values, but it does not depend on k;.
Wecannot calculate Hatta numbers from experimental results because of
the diffusion controlled regime, but we know from experimental
observationsthat the value of the Hatta numberfor this catalytic gas-liquid
reaction performed in the bubble column used in this project must be
higher than 2.
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5.4. Conclusions
The methoxycarbonylation of ethylene in a bubble column reactor has been
studied using the NMRtechnique. After an investigation of relaxation
agents, searching for one which did not affect the catalyst performance,
Gd(MeSO3)3 was found to allow for frequent NMR composition
measurements not affecting the reaction. Some modifications of the gas
delivery tube to improve the mass transfer were done. The effects on
reaction rates observed of the area of contact between gas and liquid
phases, and the composition of CO in the liquid film were investigated, as
well as the enhancement in mass transfer due to reaction. These
experimental observations allowed the definition of the reaction regime in
terms of mass transport and reaction rates, concluding that the reaction
occurs in the liquid film because of the slow mass transport with respect to
reaction rate.
Deed
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6.1. Overall conclusions
A novel High Pressure NMR bubble column has been designed for the
study of gas solubilities in working catalytic reactions. Specifically, the
project has focused on the Alpha process for the production of methyl
propanoate via the methoxycarbonylation of ethylene using a palladium-
based phosphineligandcatalyst.
The interest of driving force for the development of the new HPNMR
bubble column system was the problem of gas starvation observed in
previous gas solubility determinations in reacting gas-liquid systems, and
the lengthy equilibration times necessary in studies in which a much
simpler sapphire NMR tube system was used.’ This novel experimental
design avoids both these problemsandalso allows easy control of working
conditions. The system has been validated by the reproduction of gas
solubilities results reportedin theliterature.” *“
A crucial design issue encountered with the new NMRbubble column was
the need for a condenserto avoid loss of liquid solvent due to evaporation
at high temperatures. Therefore, a copper tube, with cooling water flowing
through it, is wound around the exit gas line, cooling it and allowing the
solvent to condense.It was also found necessary to increase the diameter of
the exhaust gas line, allowing unconstrained drainage of condensed fluids
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back into the equilibrium cell, so that the exit gas flowing upwardsdid not
drag droplets of liquid condensate further up the exit gaslines.
The chemical system studied consisted of a gas phase formed by carbon
monoxide andethylene, and a liquid solvent mixture ofMeP:MeOH[70:30
% Wt.]. The low solubility of carbon monoxide, coupled with the low
NMRsensitivity of carbon at natural abundance (‘°C = 1.1%) led to the use
of '°C enriched carbon monoxide to amplify its NMR peak intensity,
allowing accurate experimental determination of the liquid composition. A
standard NMRrelaxation agent, Cr(acac)3, was needed to level and reduce
the spin-lattice relaxation times, making quantitative NMR measurements
feasible within a practical timescale.
A thermodynamic model based on the Redlich-Kwong” equation ofstate
and the UNIQUAC?activity coefficient method,to resolve the gas and the
liquid phases respectively, was developed to perform vapour-liquid
equilibrium calculations. Results from these calculations, performed with
Aspen Plus, were compared with the experimental results in order to
validate the model which was found to be reliable across the full range of
working conditions.
The experimental measurements of equilibrium liquid phase composition
were performed using the HPNMRbubble column, whilst the experimental
determination of gas phase composition required the design of a new
independent experimental system. The latter was achieved byreplicating
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the equilibrium conditions in an analogous bubble column experimental
system but using on-line Gas Chromatographyas the analytical technique
instead ofNMR.
Gas solubility is a crucial parameter affecting gas-liquid reaction
performance given that the gaseous components must dissolve in the
reacting liquid solution for the reaction to happen. If gases are too soluble
they might have an adverse on thecatalyst activity, e.g. high concentrations
of CO can lead to deactivation/decomposition of the palladium-based
phosphine ligand catalyst. On the other hand,if the gas solubilities are too
low the reaction might be controlled by mass transfer processes and not by
kinetics. Thus, a detailed study of the vapour-liquid equilibrium of the
four-component chemical system of interest was performed to understand
the saturation conditions before any reaction kinetic observations were
done.
Meaningful comparisons of solubilities of CO and C,H, in MeP:MeOH
[70:30% wt.] were madebyevaluation of their Henry’s coefficient values.
First experimental observations showedthat the solubility ofCO was much
lower than that of C,H, in the solvent mixture MeP:MeOH[70:30 % wt.].
The observation that the solubilities of CO and C,H, showed different
behaviour with temperature, i.e. the solubility of CO increased with
increasing temperature, whilst that of C,H, decreased at higher
temperatures added to the interest and complexity of the study. An
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investigation of the thermodynamics of mixing’ led to the explanation that
the different behaviour with temperature was due to opposite changes in
entropy and enthalpy occurring during the process of dissolution of CO and
C,H, in the liquid solvent. The use of the computer calculations using the
thermodynamic model showed that the dissolution of CO in MeP:MeOH
[70:30 % wt.] was an endothermic process with a positive change in
entropy, whereas it was exothermic, with a negative entropy change, for
C>H4.
Carbon monoxide and ethylene solubilities showed different trends when
mixedat different gas phase compositions. The solubility of CO decreased
at high composition in the gas phase, whilst ethylene was more soluble
whenconcentrated. Deviations from ideality confirm this observation, i.e.
CO activity coefficient is lower than unity, leading to negative deviations
from ideality, but the C,H, activity coefficient is larger than unity,
resulting in positive deviations.
After this detailed study and consequent understanding of the equilibrium
conditions of the gas-liquid system under study, reaction kinetics and gas
solubilities during reaction were investigated.
The first concern for the kinetic study, arose from the high reaction rate,
thus an NMRrelaxation agent which did not affect the catalyst activity yet
afforded fast spin-lattice relaxation was needed. Cr(acac)3, the standard
NMRrelaxation agent used in the VLE studies, proved to be a catalyst
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poison. Therefore other relaxation agents were investigated including
gadolinium chloride and gadolinium methanesulfonate. Gadolinium
methanesulfonate, Gd(CH3SO3)3, was chosen as the relaxation agent since
it did not affect catalyst activity and it gave short relaxation times at low
concentration.
In gas-liquid reactions, the gaseous components dissolve in the liquid
reacting solvent as the reaction occurs. Hence, mass transfer should be
increased to the maximum possibleso that the overall process is controlled
by the reactions kinetics. In fact, the first reactions performed showedthat
no CO waspresent in the bulk liquid during reaction, meaning that mass
transfer was limiting the overall process. To increase masstransfer, the gas
flow rate was increased to 30 mL/min, the maximum flow possible without
losing NMRspectral resolution, and the gas delivery PTFE dip tube was
modified so that it produced much smaller bubbles, therefore increasing the
surface of contact between phases. Some further modifications were made
to the HPNMR bubble column system to allow constant gas phase
composition, by replenishing the gas consumedbyreaction, and a GC was
introduced in the return gas line from the reaction cell to measure
experimentally gas composition at all times. These modifications enabled
the monitoring of liquid and gas phase composition during reaction,
required for reaction rate calculations.
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The kinetic study consisted of the investigation of different parameters
affecting the reaction rate in order to find the process controlling the
overall rate. It was found that the reaction rate was enhanced byincreasing
the contact area between phases, which led to the initial conclusion that
mass transfer was the controlling process in this study. The linear
relationship between the concentration of CO in theliquid film (considered
to be at equilibrium condition) andthe reaction rate is most consistent with
reaction occurringin the liquid film. Finally, a faster mass transfer rate was
observed at highercatalyst concentrations (faster reaction), consistent with
a reaction of pseudo-first order in CO in the liquid film in which the mass
transfer is enhanced by chemicalreaction.
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6.2. Future work
The work donein this project could be completed by further investigating
the reaction kinetics. A new experimental design allowing for faster
composition measurements during reaction, so that more compositions
could be retrieved at the initial stage of the reaction, would be an
interesting progress for the investigation, as well as would be achieving
faster mass transfer allowing for the determination oftrue reaction kinetics
not affected by masstransfer.
Fast NMR experiments could be achieved by reducing the spin relaxation
time. A new reaction cell design, “draught tube”, in which the NMRcoil
region, where the sample is excited, is continuously replenished with
relaxed solution could allow for fast relaxation and rapid pulse repetition.
This new design could beas represented in Figure 6.1.
The gas bubbles (black arrows) would be introduced into the liquid above
the NMR region, flowing upwards within a concentric inner tube
generating a continuous flow of liquid solution (red arrows) within the
reaction cell. The green area, NMRregion, would be continuously fed with
relaxed material (light blue). This is just an initial idea that could be further
developed.
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Figure 6.1. Draught tube.
For increasing the mass transfer rate would be necessary to get smaller
bubbles, more area of contact between phases, and better mixing. Smaller
bubbles could probably be obtained doing some modifications to the gas
delivery tube. Smaller bubbles could also allow higher volumetric rates of
gas fed to the reaction cell and better mixing, hence increasing the mass
transfer rate. Another option could be to slow downthe reaction rate,
instead of increasing the mass transfer. Parameters affecting the reaction
rate have been identified in this project. A study of exactly how these
variables affect the reaction, by obtaining accurate relations, combined
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with a sufficiently fast mass transfer, might give the possibility of
controlling the reaction rate, slowing it down and lookingattrue reaction
kinetics not affected by masstransfer.
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Appendix A: Thermodynamic model calculations
The activity coefficient model proposed in Chapter 1 is based on following
equilibrium relations:
af 113
0;y;P=Y;x,f," 1.16
Fugacity coefficient
The vapour phase fugacity coefficient, @’, is calculated according to
following expression:
Ing; =| [oP AT aV -\InZ 1.17RT | On, tym, ©
J
Where is the gas phase volume. The fugacity coefficient is then resolved
applying the Redlich-Kwong equation ofstate:
RT aP= 1.18V —b V(V + b)
where Vis the gas phase molar volume.
Alternatively it can be given in terms of the compressibility factor Z:
7 ablhe 1.19RT
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V—-b RT(V~+bV)
The two parameters a and b are given by:
0.42748R°T,°
a=pps 1.21
0.08664RT.b = ————+ 1.22Prc
where P, and 7, are the critical pressure and temperature respectively. For
multi-component systems mixing rules are used to determine the parameter
values. The mixingrules usedare:
Va= Diya, 1.23
b=)yb, 1.24
The pure componentsaturated volumeis given by the Rackett equation:
RT,(z™ 7]y= 1.36
c
where Z“* is the Rackett compressibility factor. Liquid mixture molar
volumesare calculated by using the ideal mixingrules (the total volume of
the mix is the addition of the volumesof its components).
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CO CoH4 MeOH MeP
Tc (K) 132.92 282.34 512.64 530.6
Pc (Pa) 349.9+06 5.040+06 8.097+06 4.004+06
ZRA 0.2896 0.2808 0.2353 0.2566
Table A.1. Values of T,, P,, and Zra used in the calculations.
Hence, for the resolution of the fugacity coefficient (1.17) it is necessary to
resolvefirst (= :
on, TVn;
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Hence, equation A.1 can be rewritten as follows:
‘ 2 = an? «VB.
iz -FEynnb)22% n(v? +nb
V)—an’ -Vb
TVon, (V —nb) (Vv +nbV)i es
Rewriting now equation 1.17 defining the fugacity coefficient:
ra pAetaahheah abi(V —nb) (v? +nbv) (Vv? +nbVv
    
1 —nb nb — RTnb, 1 V= —_| RT + InV —nb)+ + ~|--2 _-n| —lI —il 7 n( " ) 3) V —nb ) vaya, {~)
20
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V
Bydefinition, the limit V — o corresponds with:
Po0I8SZ7918 9) 9 1lelng; > 0
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Hence,the value of the equation between brackets at the boundary V — oo
equals (In Z) andso:
  Ing’ =InZ—In(7 —6)+ —2 (ee ab, : ab, os+7 in -InzV-b RT B A, bv +b)
PTB? A.2 
V 2b + RTab, Ving? =5 }: ie RT “nf Y ) ba,  
Liquidphaseactivity coefficient
Theliquid phase activity coefficient is given by the UNIQUAC equation:
Iny, = n(SJ+Zaamn{SJeda +
x;
NC NC 07,+q,|1-In| }°0,t,, |- 22" 1.25
J J k OT
Where:
ae NC ee NC
O,= ry »Vy = aint 0, = “f > Ir = Didm
l ==(r - )+1—r T. =exp| a Wf se, lnT 4,0 +f.iON qj i ij if pt Gy ij T?
= pure component property, van der Waals volume parameter for
molecule i (Table A.2).
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qi = pure component property, van der Waals surface area parameter for
molecule i (Table A.2).
T = absolute temperature.
aj, bj, cy, dj and ej are binary parameters (Table A.3).
 
CO CoH, MeOH MeP
lf 1.0679 1.57416 1.43111 3.47858
i 1.112 1.488 1.432 3.116    Table A.2. Values used for the resolution of the UNIQUACequation.
 
  
i co co co co C2H4 C2H4 C2H4 C2H4
j co C2H4 MeOH MeP Co C2H4 MeOH MeP
aij 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
bij 0 0 0 0 0 0 -144.865 0
cij 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
dij 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
eij 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
i MeOH MeOH MeOH MeOH MeP MeP MeP MeP
j CO C2H4 MeOH MeP co C2H4 MeOH MeP
aij 0 0 0 0.29199 0 0 0.010522 0
aij 0 0 0 0.29199 0 0 0.010522 0
bij 0 -13023.2 0 -408.75 0 0 22.382 0
cij 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
dij 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
eij 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Table A.3. Values of binary coefficients used for resolution of UNIQUACequation.
Henry’s constant
For light dissolved gases the reference state is defined to be at infinite
dilution and at the temperature and pressure of the mixtures. The liquid
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phase reference fugacity is defined as the Henry’s constant for that
component in the mixture. Thus, the phase equilibrium relationship for a
dissolved gas becomes:
9;y,P =x,H, 1.28
where
Y= Te 1.297;
where y,* is the activity coefficient of componenti at infinite dilution.
Henry’s constant is calculated for a dissolved gas componenti, for one or
more solvents (4,B), by the following:
H. H.In} ‘7, |= w, In| 47 , 1.31vA 2 ‘ [ (-)
where Y; =Y, at x, =0
4__*4 (V.4) 1.32
b. e.InH,(T, p.)=a, + Wf +e, InT+d,,T7+ ra 1.33
 CO CoH4 MeOH MeP
  Ve (m*/kmol) 0.0944 0.131 0.1180 0.282
Table A.4. Critical volume values ofpure components used in simulations.
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i co Co CoHs CoH,
j MeOH MeP MeOH MeP
aij (K) 86.9474 16.7289 20.6312 15.4734
bij (K) -3113.31 509.750 -1054.03 -719.82
cij (K) -10.0276 0 0 0.15527
dij (K) 0 0 0 0.005046
eij (K) 0 0 0 0
Table A.5. Parameters for the Henry’s coefficient calculation (1.33).
The vapour pressure of a pure component, p;, is calculated using the
extended Antoine equation:
Cy In p® =c, + +¢,T+c,inT+e,T° Lay
C3
wherec; are experimentally determined constants.
 
   
co C2H, MeOH MeP
Cc; (Pa) 45.698 74.242 81.768 70.717
C2 (K) -1076.6 -2707.2 -6876 -6439.7
C3 (K) 0 0 0 0
C4 (K) 0 0 0 0
Cs (K) -4.8814 -9.8462 -8.7078 -6.9845
Ce (K) 7.5673e-05 2.2457e-02 7.1926e-06 2.0129e-17
C7 (K) 2 1 2 6
Table A.6. Parameters for the calculation ofthe vapour pressure with the Antoine
equation.
The Henry’s constant can be corrected for pressure by the Poynting factor:
P
H,,(T,P)=H,,(T, p' Jexp a [Vita 1.18
0PA
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where V,; is the volumeofsupercritical componenti at infinite dilution in
pure solventA andis obtained from the Brelvi O’Connel model.
The general form of the Brelvi-O'Connell modelis:
Vig _ yo
Z™RT "
Where Z/* is the Rackett compressibility of the pure solvent, and C%, is
calculated by the followingrelation:
I
BO 0.62
H- es(Fe | = 2.4467 +2.12074-p 2< p<2.785
= 3.012214 -1.87085- 6 + 0.71955: p* 2.785 < p $3.2
Where p=p,V7° is the density of the pure solvent reduced by its
characteristic volume (V?’). This characteristic volume for simple
substances correspondswith thecritical volume.
co CoH, MeOH MeP
y°° (m*/kmol) 0.0932441 0.12868 0.117916 0.282  
Table A.7. Characteristic volume for the Brelvi-O’Connel model.
The pure componentliquid density is given by the DIPPR equation:
Pi = 1+(I-T/c3 4 137
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CO CoH, MeOH MeP
c; (m*/kmol) 2.897 2.0961 2.288 0.9147
C2 (K) 0.27532 0.27657 0.2685 0.2594
C3 132.92 282.34 512.64 530.6
C4 (K) 0.2813 0.29147 0.2453 0.2774   
Table A.8. Parameters for the resolution of the DIPPR equationfor the liquid density.
Hence summarising, looking at the equation of equilibrium (1.28):
9;y,P =x,y)H,, the fugacity coefficient in the gas phase, ; , has been
defined as a function of the composition of the gas phase, y; (A1.2), via
the Redlich-Kwong equation of state; the activity coefficient, y;, is a
function of the liquid phase composition, y; (1.,25), via the UNIQUAC
equation; and the Henry’s constantis calculated as a function ofthe liquid
phase composition as well with equation 1.31. Therefore, at a fixed
temperature and pressure, the only unknown variables are the
compositions of the liquid and gas phases.
Flash calculation
Applying a massbalance to the flash block where the equilibrium takes
place, and knowing the initial compositions x/ and y’’, it is possible to
calculate the compositions of the gas and liquid phases in equilibrium by
an iterative calculation. The component massbalanceto the flash block is
as follows:
Fz" =L,x) +V,y; = Lx, +Vy,
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So it is possible to express the composition of a component in one phase
related to its component in the other phase. The flash calculation is
defined by 7, P, and V/L ratio. Hence, knowing 7,, P., and V, the
fugacity and activity coefficient are calculated using the known initial
feed compositions. For the calculation of H; is also necessary the
determination of the vapour pressure with the Antoine equation, the
supercritical components volumes at infinite dilution via the Brelvi-
O’Connel model, and the liquid density calculated with the DIPPR
equation.
v( FQ; (,/ hyp = x7 (xf )H,
Fz" —Vy,x, =———-L
All flows/quantities L, V, and F are known. Hence, from the equilibrium
relation above and the component massbalanceit is possible to calculate
the compositions of NC-1 (all components except one). The last
component composition1s calculated by:
NC-1
x; =|- dx,
i#j
Then it is checked if the compositions calculated are equal to those used
for the calculation of the fugacity and activity coefficient (feed
compositions in this case). If the compositions do not correspond with
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those used for the calculations, another calculation is performed using the
new values of the compositions obtained:
v j 1 1,,0 j
0 (yi yi" P = xi*'y(x/ JH,
Fz’ Vy!"
LJt
This is how the compositions of the liquid and gas phases in equilibrium
are calculated with the thermodynamic model proposed. These
calculations are performed in Aspen Plus defining a flash block as shown
in Figure A.1:
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Figure A.1. Aspen Plusflash block.
The property method Redlich Kwong equation of state combined with
UNIQUAC activity coefficient method and Henry’s supercritical
componentsare defined:
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1 \ a
¥Global] Flowsheet Sections | Referenced |
    
  
Property methods & models Property method:
Process type: ‘Al ¥ UNIQ-RK | -_
Base method: UNIG-RK iw [| Modify property models
Henry components: HC-1 | v Vapor EWS ESAK
Taka est 14Pee acres:
: Figure A.2. Property method specification.
The characterization of the feed gas and liquid streams is done as shown in
 
following figures:
“Specifications| Flash Options | PSO | omporenbeti | EO Options |
Substream name: |. MIXED v Ret Temperature
State variables seisea Composition m
Temperature iv MoleFrac yl
oo {cig Component Value
Pressure | vv
 
Salvent    13 bar |Total flow: Mole v‘100 kmol/kht v
 
Figure A.3: Definition of the gas feed composition, temperature andpressure.
oe —.
 
 
 
¥Specifications| Flash Options | PSO | Comporent sit | EQ Options |
Substream name: | MIXED Ref Temperature
State variables Composition
| Temperature iv Mass-Frac A)
ae jcswe Component   
 
130 [ba
Total flow: Mole “|
100, | kmoler v  
Solwent 
Figure A.4. Definition ofthe liquid feed flow, composition, temperature and pressure.
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The next step is to define the conditions within the flash block. As
explained in Chapter | (pages 42 - 44) the conditionsfixed within the flash
block are temperature, pressure, and L/V ratio. In the flash block
determination Aspen Plus allows fr the definition of two of these
conditions, and so pressure and L/V ratio are defined.
—
Flash specifications
ca¥Specifications|¥Flash Options | Entrainment | Utility |
 
 
Vv apor-Liquid 
 
Pressure iv 4 7 bar |
[Vaporfaction|v0.3 :
Valid phasesa - -
Figure A.5. Definition ofpressure and vapour fraction (L/V ratio)in the flash block.
The temperature of equilibrium is fixed through the hot gas feed flow with
the design specification tool.
oe
Manipulated variable
 
    
Type: StreamYVar |~
Stream: GASFEED |~
Substream: |MIXED v
Variable: @& MOLE-FLO}) v
Units: kmol¢hr 
 
ae[Define] WSpec Mvary | Forttan | Declarations | EO Options |
Manipulated variablelimits
Lower: 0.001
Upper: 100
 
 earner
Stepsize: es 1
rencenniernnnaresenna
Maximum step size:
Report labels
_bine 1:|_|
EO input
_ Open variable:
Line 3: Line 4:[|Line 2:
 
 Description:
Figure A.6. Control of temperature in the flash block manipulating the gas feed flow.
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Finally, a report with the results is obtained after running the simulator. In
figure A.7 is represented the convergencereport of the design specification
andin figure A.8 the stream results:
CONVERGENCE STATUS SUMMARY
DESIGN CONY
SPEC ERROR TOLERANCE ERR/TOL VARIABLE STAT BLOCK
DS-3 -0.81683E-04 0.10000E-02 -0.81683E-01 25.408 # $OLVEROL
# CONVERGED
NOT CONVERGED
AT LOWER BOUNDS
AT UPPER BOUNDS
LB
UB
DESIGN-SPEC: 0DS-3
SAMPLED VARIABLES:
TEMP : TEMPERATURE IN STREAM LIQPROD SUBSTREAM MIXED
SPECIFICATION:
MAKE TEMP APPROACH 70.0000
WITHIN 0. 0010000
MANIPULATED VARIABLES:
VARY : TOTAL MOLEFLOW IN STREAM GASFEED SUBSTREAM MIXED
LOWER LIMIT = 0. 0010000 KMOL/HR
UPPER LIMIT = 100.000 KMOL/HR
FINAL VALUE = 25.4077 KMOL/HR
VALUES OF ACCESSED FORTRAN VARIABLES:
VARIABLE VALUE AT START FINAL VALUE UNITS
OF LOOP
TEMP -22.0505 69.9999 c
Figure A.7. Control loop convergencereport.
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GASFEED GASPROD LIQFEED LIQPROD
STREAM ID GASFEED GASPROD LIQFEED LIQPRODFROM : a BL ---- BLTO: BL _— BL ----
SUBSTREAM: MIXEDPHASE: VAPOR VAPOR LIQUID LIQUIDCOMPONENTS: KMOL,HR
co 16.4985 16.3582 0.0 0.1403
C2H4 8.9092 8.4388 0.0 0.4704
MEPROP, 0.0 4.3080 43.0000 38.6920METHANOL 0.0 8.5173 57.0000 48.4827
COMPONENTS: MOLE FRAC
co 0, 6494 0.4348 0.0 1. 5980-03C2HA 0.3507 0.2243 0.0 5. 3581-03
MEPROP. 0.0 0.1145 0.4300 0.4408
METHANOL 0.0 0.2264 0.5700 0.5523
COMPONENTS: KG/HR
co 462.1290 458.1997 0.0 3.9293
C2H4 249, 9367 236. 7411 0.0 13.1955
MEPROP. 0.0 379.5610 3788.5718 3409,.0107METHANOL 0.0 272.9120 1826.4031 1553.4911
COMPONENTS: MASS FRAC 0. 6490 0. 3401 0.0 7. 8907-04C2HA 0.3510 0.1757 a.0 2. 6499-03
MEPROP. 0.0 0.2817 0.6747 0.6846
METHANOL 0.0 0.2025 0.3253 0.3120
TOTAL FLOW:
KMOL//HR 25.4077 37.6223 100. 0000 87.7854
KG/HR 712.0656 1347.4139 5614.9749 4979,6266CUM/HR 60.0451 263.2836 7.2264 6.1559
STATE VARIABLES:
TEMP Cc 100. 0000 69. 9999 100. 0000 69,9999PRES BAR 13.0000 4.0000 13.0000 4.0000VERAC 1. 0000 1.0000 0.0 0.0
LFRAC 0.0 0.0 1.0000 1.0000
SFRAC 0.0 0.0 o.0 0.0ENTHALPY :KI/KMOL -5.08504+04 -1.2878+05 -3.23424+05 -3.2883+05
KI/KG -1814.4202 -3595.7544 -5759.9201 -5796. 8742
Kw -358.8851 -1345.8248 -8983.8352 -8018.4081ENTROPY:KI/KMOL-K 31.0353 -41.7354 -311.4066 -325.3426
KI/KG-K 1.1074 -1.1653 -5.5460 -5.7354DENSITY:KMOL/CUM 0.4231 0.1429 13.8382 14.2605KG/CUM 11.8589 5.1177 777.0126 808.9249
AVG Mw 28.0256 35.8142 56.1497 56.7250
Figure A.8. Stream results report.
Here has been presented an example of an equilibrium calculation for a gas
feed composition of C,H4:CO 4:1 molarratio, a liquid feed of MeP:MeOH
70:30 % wt., at a pressure of 4 bar and 70 °C of temperature.
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Appendix B: Gas Chromatography
The GC used consists on a 1 meter long Silco steel column (Hayesep D 80-
100 Lot 174). The carrier gas (Helium) pressure is 1.4 bar with a flowrate
of 20.5 mL/min. Volume of Valco 314U sample valve is 2 microliters. A
typical spectrum recorded for the four components chemical system: CO,
C2H4, MeOH, MeP,is shownin following picture.
TT
   
 
 od
Figure B.1. Typical GC spectrum.
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Appendix C: Heatof solution of gases
This appendix showsthe derivation of equations 4.5 and 4.6 based in the
developmentfound in a publication by Sherwood and Prausnitz (reference
12 in Chapter4).
The total differential of the chemical potential of a component (2) in a
homogeneousphase of two componentsis given by:
du, =—s,dT +v,dP + Ba d\nx, ClInx, >»
Writing Eq. B.1 for both liquid and vapourphases:
 
1. — ou OMd\u, — us )=-(5;- 58 aT + (0) -vE dP +|——-
|
dinx, -|—?-] diny, C2(u! H; ) (5: 83 a (; Ye \d fae ). me [fee ). ”
For both phases in equilibrium: jw} =% and since the identity:
Ut, =h, —Ts, can be written for both phases:
So3gsat _ Ah,
T T
 C.3 
The chemical potential in the liquid phase is related to the liquid phase
activity coefficient.
du, = RTd \ny,
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| _ erly, Ont C4Olnx, ).., Olnx, )..,
Similarly it can be related to the vapour phase fugacity coefficient.
du’ = RTd\n@,y,P
ols = RT 1+(Se C5olny, Be olny, np
Substituting equations B.4, B.4, and B.5 into B.2 and rearranging:
Ah, _ 1+ ong, olny,
)
_ + olny, { dlnx, C6
R olny, ep oT ), Olnx, - é1/T ),
Assuming that the solvent is essentially non-volatile and the activity
 
coefficient of the solute is independent of the composition due to its low
solubility:
olny, 0 and olny, -¢
OT ), Olnx, ),,
And henceit is obtained the final expression:
 
 
Olnx,\ Ah, Ag
A/T ), R
From equation B.3 the entropy ofmixing isrelated to the enthalpy by:
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4.5
Appendix
Appendix D: Experimental results
D.1. CO and C2H,4 solubility in MeOH
 TIK P / barA literature experimental
x(ethene) x(ethene)
2.90 0.0080 0.0080
313 8.24 0.024 0.024
17.80 0.057 0.060
2.90 0.0050 0.0050
333 8.29 0.019 0.018
17.95 0.048 0.048
 
TIK P/barA literature experimental   x(CO) x(CO)300 5.19 1.93E-03 2.00E-03373 5.86 3.18E-03 2.90E-03323 9.66 3.80E-03 3.90E-03344 10.35 4.10E-03 4.30E-03333 14.90 5.20E-03 5.90E-03323 20.05 8.07E-03 7.90E-03
Table D.1. Experimentally determined CO and C,H, solubilties in MeOH compared with
literature reported values.
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D.2. CO solubility in MeP/MeOH[70:30 % wt.]
 
 
  
T/K P/ barA X(CO)
0.60 0.00E+001.64 6.89E-042.74 1.37E-03
328 4.67 2.74E-03
6.23 4.08E-03
7.65 5.14E-03
1.40 0.00E+00
1.50 0.00E+002.60 1.15E-03
348 411 1.88E-036.19 3.61E-03
8.16 4.99E-03
2.70 0.00E+003.25 2.64E-04363 4.90 1.68E-03
6.06 2.16E-03
8.73 4.43E-03  
Appendix
Table D.2. Solubility of CO in liquid solvent MeP/MeOH[70:30 % wt.] experimentally
measuredin the sapphiretube ‘static’ experimental system.
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T/IK P/barA Pco / bar x(CO)
0.62 0.02 0.00E+00
4.92 4.32 3.31E-03
323 9.12 8.52 6.99E-03
11.87 11.28 9.38E-03
14.77 14.18 1.19E-02
17.79 17.20 1.41E-02
1.35 0.05 0.00E+00
4.89 3.59 2.89E-03
343 9.14 7.86 6.78E-03
11.86 10.58 9.21E-03
14.83 13.56 1.19E-02
17.86 16.58 1.45E-02
3.66 0.18 0.00E+00
4.90 1.45 1.58E-03
373 9.08 5.67 5.66E-03
11.89 8.50 8.50E-03
14.89 11.49 1.13E-02
17.92 14.52 1.38E-02  
Appendix
Table D.3. Solubility of CO in liquid MeP/MeOH [70:30 % wt.] measured using the NUR
bubble column flow system.
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D.3. C2H4 solubility in MeP/MeOH[70:30 % wt.]
Appendix
 
  
T/K P/barA Pethene/ bar x(C2H,)
0.62 0.02 0.00E+00
4.97 4.38 2.99E-02
323 8.31 7.75 5.49E-02
12.96 12.41 8.77E-02
15.32 14.78 1.04E-01
19.13 18.61 1.34E-01
1.35 0.05 0.00E+00
5.05 3.77 1.87E-02
343 8.44 7.20 4.24E-02
13.07 11.86 6.78E-02
15.49 14.30 8.19E-02
19.28 18.12 1.08E-01
3.66 0.18 0.00E+00
5.14 1.72 1.19E-02
373 8.58 5.23 2.44E-02
13.22 9.91 4.64E-02
15.69 12.44 5.81E-02
19.47 16.28 7.63E-02  
Table D.4. Solubility of C,H, in liquid MeP/MeOH[70:30 % wt.] measured using the
NMRbubble column flow system.
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D.4. CO/C2H, solubility in MeP/MeOH[70:30 % wt.]
Yo2Ha/Yco = 0.5
Appendix
 
  
T/IK P/barA x(CO) x(C2H,)
0.62 0.00E+00 0.00E+00
2.14 6.61E-04 4.00E-03
323 4.76 2.24E-03 7.83E-03
9.28 4.78E-03 1.89E-02
15.06 8.37E-03 2.70E-02
1.35 0.00E+00 0.00E+00
2.20 5.01E-04 8.76E-05
343 4.80 2.01E-03 6.77E-03
9.36 5.04E-03 1.46E-02
15.12 8.09E-03 2.34E-02
3.66 0.00E+00 0.00E+00
373 4.86 9.58E-04 2.13E-03
9.46 3.88E-03 8.16E-03
15.20 7.50E-03 1.51E-02  
Table D.5. Solubility of C,H, and CO mixedin a molarratio 1:2, respectively, in solvent
MeP/MeOH[70:30 % wt.] using the NMRbubble column flow system atdifferent
temperatures and pressures.
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Yo2ualYco = 2.5
 
 
 
T/K P/barA x(CO) x(C2H,)
0.62 0.00E+00 0.00E+00
2.54 5.47E-04 8.11E-03
4.22 8.03E-04 1.59E-02
393 4.22 7.88E-04 1.54E-02
7.22 1.55E-03 2.93E-02
9.87 2.43E-03 4.43E-02
13.03 3.42E-03 5.86E-02
15.84 4.28E-03 7.11E-02
1.35 0.00E+00 0.00E+00
2.61 3.34E-04 4.96E-03
4.28 6.75E-04 1.12E-02
343 7.29 1.58E-03 2.35E-02
9.94 2.43E-03 2.97E-02
13.12 3.31E-03 4.28E-02
15.94 4.17E-03 5.76E-02
3.66 0.00E+00 0.00E+00
4.34 3.02E-04 2.01E-03
373 7.40 1.13E-03 1.03E-02
10.04 1.93E-03 2.11E-02
13.23 2.89E-03 2.90E-02
16.06 3.62E-03 3.68E-02   
Table D.6. Solubility of C,H, and CO mixedin a molarratio 2.5:1, respectively, in solvent
MeP/MeOH[70:30 % wt.] using the NMR bubble column flow system at different
temperatures and pressures.
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Yc2HaYco = 5.7
 
 
 
T/K —_P/ barA x(CO) x(CoH,)
0.62 0.00E+00 0.00E+002.51 2.51E-04 9.80E-034.62 5.92E-04 2.12E-027.39 9.80E-04 3.18E-0210.35 1.55E-03 5.22E-02323 12.74 1.99E-03 6.68E-0212.77 1.92E-03 5.96E-0212.78 2.00E-03 6.44E-0214.97 2.36E-03 7.61E-0217.97 3.04E-03 9.58E-0223.57 4.00E-03 1.21E-01
1.35 0.00E+00 0.00E+00
2.59 1.78E-04 4.50E-03
4.68 4.67E-04 1.40E-02
7.546 9.06E-04 2.57E-02
343 10.43 1.39E-03 3.77E-02
12.87 1.92E-03 4.91E-0212.90 1.83E-03 4.93E-02
15.10 2.24E-03 6.25E-02
18.10 2.85E-03 7.56E-02
23.71 3.90E-03 9.52E-02
3.66 0.00E+00 0.00E+00
7.55 6.17E-04 1.64E-02
10.56 1.17E-03 2.41E-02_ 13.03 1.62E-03 3.08E-02
13.04 1.56E-03 3.17E-02
15.27 1.90E-03 4.03E-0218.27 2.50E-03 5.07E-0223.90 3.60E-03 7.62E-02   
Table D.7. Solubility of C,H, and CO mixed in a molarratio 5.7:1, respectively, in solvent
MeP/MeOH[70:30 % wt.] using the NMRbubble column flow system at different
temperatures and pressures.
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Yc2H4/Yco = 7.8
 
 
  
T/K P/barA x(CO) x(C2H,)
0.62 0.00E+00 0.00E+00
2.18 1.40E-04 7.45E-03
4.11 3.56E-04 1.58E-02
303 7.25 7.40E-04 4.21E-02
9.74 9.71E-04 5.66E-02
12.12 1.21E-03 6.54E-02
15.29 1.66E-03 9.32E-02
17.98 2.11E-03 1.06E-01
1.35 0.00E+00 0.00E+00
2.26 7.87E-05 3.94E-03
4.18 2.46E-04 1.16E-02
343 7.33 5.94E-04 2.85E-02
9.79 8.78E-04 4.16E-02
12.15 1.21E-03 5.36E-02
15.44 1.57E-03 6.73E-02
18.16 2.05E-03 9.05E-02
3.66 0.00E+00 0.00E+00
4.22 9.70E-05 4.36E-03
7.43 3.74E-04 1.34E-02
373 9.90 7.00E-04 2.13E-02
12.26 1.08E-03 3.06E-02
15.48 1.47E-03 4.67E-02
18.33 1.94E-03 6.36E-02 
Table D.8. Solubility of C,H, and CO mixedin a molarratio 7.8:1, respectively, in solvent
MeP/MeOH[70:30 % wt.] using the NMR bubble column flow system at different
temperatures and pressures.
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T/K P/barA x(CO) x(CH,)
0.62 0.00E+00 0.00E+002.26 9.47E-05 9.79E-034.28 2.34E-04 2.14E-02923 6.92 4.28E-04 3.52E-02
9.34 5.50E-04 5.15E-02
11.71 7.20E-04 7.00E-02
14.23 9.45E-04 8.73E-02
1.35 0.00E+00 0.00E+00
4.33 2.03E-04 1.68E-02
343 7.01 3.59E-04 2.94E-02
9.39 5.29E-04 3.83E-02
11.80 7.54E-04 5.11E-02
14.31 9.47E-04 6.38E-02
3.66 0.00E+00 0.00E+00
4.41 1.18E-04 6.12E-03
7.13 2.35E-04 1.43E-02
373 9.49 4.34E-04 2.35E-02
11.92 6.27E-04 3.32E-02
14.42 7.99E-04 4.13E-02
17.00 9.85E-04 5.57E-02  
Table D.9. Solubility of C,H, and CO mixed in a molar ratio 14:1, respectively, in solvent
MeP/MeOH[70:30 % wt.] using the NMRbubble column flow system atdifferent
temperatures and pressures.
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Yo2H4/Y¥co = 25
 
 
 
T/K P/barA x(CO) x(C2H,)
0.62 0.00E+00 0.00E+00
3.10 3.26E-05 1.41E-02
4.58 7.69E-05 2.30E-02
6.29 1.48E-04 3.30E-02
8.33 2.66E-04 4.78E-02
323 10.07 3.02E-04 6.16E-02
12.26 3.96E-04 7.73E-02
12.34 3.86E-04 7.70E-02
14.86 5.51E-04 9.39E-02
17.88 6.58E-04 1.17E-01
23.49 9.18E-04 1.50E-01
1.35 0.00E+00 0.00E+00
6.37 1.20E-04 2.63E-02
8.43 2.18E-04 3.92E-02
343 10.17 2.46E-04 4.57E-02
12.54 3.61E-04 6.16E-02
15.02 4.89E-04 7.14E-02
18.09 6.13E-04 9.04E-02
23.65 8.73E-04 1.25E-01
3.66 0.00E+00 0.00E+00
8.56 2.05E-04 2.06E-02
10.31 2.35E-04 2.88E-02
373 12.75 2.77E-04 3.63E-02
15.22 4.95E-04 4.42E-02
18.30 6.30E-04 6.04E-02
23.85 8.51E-04 8.30E-02   
Table D.10. Solubility of C,H, and CO mixedin a molarratio 25:1, respectively, in
solvent MeP/MeOH[70:30 % wt.] using the NMRbubble column flow system atdifferent
temperatures and pressures.
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D.5. Gasphase equilibrium compositionfor liquid solvent MeP/MeOH
[70:30 % wt.] andgas phase C2H/CO [5:1 molar ratio] system.
 
 
T = 323 K
P/barA y(CO) y(C2H,) y(MeOh) y(MeP)
0.43 0.000 0.000 0.574 0.426
0.43 0.000 0.000 0.592 0.408
0.44 0.000 0.000 0.673 0.327
0.44 0.000 0.000 0.707 0.293
0.45 0.000 0.000 0.706 0.343
0.64 0.000 0.207 0.389 0.287
0.87 0.000 0.436 0.288 0.199
1.12 0.054 0.515 0.199 0.171
1.58 0.075 0.584 0.145 0.115
1.94 0.087 0.583 0.124 0.094
2.65 0.105 0.631 0.093 0.078
3.17 0.114 0.629 0.077 0.078
3.64 0.123 0.691 0.069 0.068
4.24 0.135 0.684 0.073 0.057
4.96 0.134 0.678 0.050 0.051
5.94 0.145 0.731 0.064 0.028
6.36 0.145 0.735 0.058 0.022
7.04 0.150 0.784 0.065 0.031
7.47 0.156 0.777 0.059 0.037
7.81 0.162 0.770 0.056 0.009
8.68 0.159 0.749 0.046 0.016
9.38 0.157 0.758 0.040 0.032
9.97 0.167 0.763 0.043 0.011
11.00 0.168 0.765 0.035 0.009
12.44 0.141 0.778 0.031 0.008
12.48 0.146 0.776 0.032 0.008
13.22 0.145 0.781 0.030 0.000  
Table D.11. Compositions of the gas phaseinitially formed by a a molarratio C;H4:CO
5:1 in solvent MeP:MeOH (70:30% wt.) at 323 K.
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T =343 K
P/barA y(CO) y(ethene) y(MeOh) y(MeP)
1.03 0.017 0.000 0.525 0.422
1.54 0.043 0.313 0.352 0.252
1.75 0.054 0.365 0.310 0.230
1.99 0.066 0.415 0.280 0.205
2.17 0.072 0.474 0.256 0.166
2.48 0.095 0.486 0.234 0.173
2.74 0.112 0.506 0.209 0.173
3.01 0.115 0.533 0.192 0.160
3.33 0.109 0.565 0.166 0.124
3.47 0.119 0.565 0.166 0.150
4.14 0.124 0.601 0.146 0.128
4.29 0.121 0.606 0.143 0.088
5.44 0.132 0.647 0.121 0.091
5.97 0.146 0.666 0.111 0.077
6.51 0.142 0.678 0.103 0.068
7.67 0.145 0.708 0.081 0.064
7.93 0.141 0.708 0.081 0.070
8.39 0.156 0.728 0.075 0.048
9.03 0.157 0.735 0.067 0.050
9.62 0.160 0.731 0.059 0.056
10.02 0.164 0.740 0.054 0.042
10.23 0.144 0.744 0.063 0.049
10.52 0.164 0.739 0.049 0.048
11.38 0.172 0.745 0.045 0.038
12.08 0.173 0.747 0.043 0.037
12.84 0.178 0.753 0.040 0.030
13.50 0.180 0.750 0.038 0.032
14.22 0.184 0.750 0.036 0.031
14.66 0.192 0.756 0.025 0.027   
Table D.12. Compositionsofthe gas phaseinitially formed by a a molarratio C,H4:CO
5:1 in solvent MeP:MeOH(70:30% wt.) at 343 K.
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T = 363 K
P/barA y(CO) y(ethene) y(MeOH) y(MeP)
1.70 0.000 0.000 0.615 0.385
1.80 0.000 0.000 0.614 0.450
2.10 0.002 0.017 0.618 0.363
2.10 0.005 0.033 0.613 0.350
3.30 0.039 0.264 0.445 0.252
3:35 0.043 0.287 0.445 0.243
4.70 0.083 0.396 0.360 0.189
5.75 0.115 0.482 0.294 0.147
6.80 0.097 0.552 0.221 0.129
7.60 0.098 0.560 0.218 0.122
8.40 0.099 0.567 0.214 0.120
9.45 0.138 0.601 0.194 0.099
10.30 0.140 0.628 0.178 0.097
11.90 0.146 0.642 0.140 0.086
12.23 0.144 0.645 0.132 0.076
14.10 0.157 0.685 0.106 0.072
14.40 0.157 0.684 0.101 0.071
14.90 0.158 0.686 0.094 0.069
15.20 0.160 0.691 0.090 0.049
17.20 0.172 0.712 0.091 0.053
17.80 0.173 0.713 0.091 0.055   
Table D.13. Compositionsofthe gas phaseinitially formed by a a molar ratio CpH4:CO
5:1 in solvent MeP:MeOH (70:30% wt.) at 363 K.
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D.6. Initial reaction rate determinationfor the methoxycarbonylation of
 
  
ethylene.
0
[Pd] / ppm Celine Cmeon’/ M Cco! M mol sie?smn
5 1.7E-03 8.2 0.018 6.4E-03
5 2.5E-03 8.2 0.019 1.4E-02
5 3.4E-03 8.2 0.017 2.3E-02
5 2.5E-03 8.2 0.014 1.2E-02
5 2.5E-03 8.2 0.019 1.4E-02
5 2.5E-03 8.2 0.024 2.0E-02
5 2.5E-03 8.2 0.029 2.3E-02 Kiops/ m/s
5 2.5E-03 7.7 0.033 1.5E-02 2.0E-05
10 2.5E-03 7.8 0.034 2.6E-02 3.5E-05
15 2.5E-03 7.7 0.031 4.1E-02 4.5E-05   
Table D.14. Initial rates for the methoxycarbonylation of ethylene at 373 K and 15 barA;
as a function of catalyst concentration, gas-liquid contact area, and CO film concentration.
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